Victory is for those
who can say "Victory
is mine". Success is for
those who can begin
saying "I will succeed"
and say "I have
succeeded" in the end.
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
Founder of the Republic of Turkey

MUSTAFA KEMAL ATATÜRK

Founder of the Republic of Turkey
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Rulers of
the United Arab Emirates

H.H. SHEIKH KHALIFA BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN

H.H. SHEIKH MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM

President of the United Arab Emirates and
Ruler of Abu Dhabi

Vice President and Prime Minister of
the United Arab Emirates and Ruler of Dubai

H.H. DR. SHEIKH SULTAN
BIN MUHAMMAD AL QASIMI

H.H. SHEIKH SAUD BIN SAQR AL QASIMI

Ruler of Sharjah

˘
H.E. PRESIDENT RECEP TAYYIP ERDOGAN
President of the Republic of Turkey
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Ruler of Ras Al Khaimah

H.H. SHEIKH SAUD BIN RASHID
AL MU’ALLA
Ruler of Umm Al Quwain

H.H. SHEIKH HUMAID
BIN RASHID AL NUAIMI

H.H. SHEIKH HAMAD
BIN MOHAMMED AL SHARQI

Ruler of Ajman

Ruler of Fujairah
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AMBASSADOR’S MESSAGE
As the new Turkish Ambassador to the United Arab Emirates, I would like to begin by expressing my
gratitude to the Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates and the Turkish Business Council in
Abu Dhabi for their valuable contributions to the commercial relations between Turkey and the UAE.
Expanding our commercial partnership is one of my top priorities as the Turkish Ambassador to the UAE and
Turkish Business Councils play a significant role to advance this objective. They are especially instrumental in
raising awareness, providing guidance for business and offering mutually beneficial investment opportunities
as well as organizing activities that bond the Turkish community in the UAE.
In my two months in the UAE, I have had the pleasure to witness some of your new achievements – expanding
your operations, participating in regional and global fairs hosted in the UAE, signing new contracts or
organizing sport tournaments. Each time, I was impressed by your success and energy, and each time, I was
reassured that the foundation of our commercial and investment partnership is strong.
The ties between the Turkish and Emirati peoples are strong and deep-rooted. They constitute a solid
ground for our robust trade and economic cooperation. Currently around 22,000 Turkish citizens are living
in the UAE and many of them are holding prominent positions in the main sectors of the UAE, contributing
significantly to economic and social life of the UAE. Also, there are more than 650 Turkish companies
that are operating in the UAE. Turkish companies remain to be among the top participants in the fairs and
exhibitions held in the UAE, thus enhancing their volumes and adding to their successes.
As the challenges of COVID-19 pandemic started a gradual drop, Turkish economy is expected to emerge as
one of the fastest-recovering countries of the world. Turkey has been among the least affected countries by
the global economic downturn caused by the pandemic and proved itself as a reliable partner in the global
supply chain during the pandemic.
Turkish Business Councils are the building blocks of our commercial partnership with the UAE. They will
continue to play a leading role in connecting the Turkish business community to the local market and
beyond as well as in increasing their contribution to the growing commercial ties between Turkey and the
UAE.

Tugay Tunçer

Ambassador of the Republic of Turkey to the United Arab Emirates

AMBASSADOR TUGAY TUNÇER

Ambassador of the Republic of Turkey to the United Arab Emirates
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PRESIDENT & CEO’S MESSAGE
It is my honour to introduce the Turkish Business Council Member Directory 2021-2022, which is an
extremely useful and reliable resource for Dubai’s business community.
The Turkish Business Council has done a remarkable job in fostering cooperation between Turkish businesses
and their Dubai-based counterparts, while it continues to do its part to facilitate Dubai-Turkey non-oil trade,
which has risen steadily in recent years to exceed $6.5 billion in 2019.
As the UAE prepares for Expo 2020 and maps out a national strategy defining its next 50 years, business
councils have a crucial role to play in contributing to the country’s economic and social progress.
For its part, Dubai Chamber remains fully committed to promoting Dubai as a global business hub, protecting
the interests of our 245,000 members and creating a stimulating environment for emirate’s diverse business
community.
As part of these efforts, Dubai Chamber facilitates the creation of country-specific business, which it works
closely with to facilitate trade between Dubai and other economies and boost exchange between various
business communities operating in the emirate.
We will continue to work with the Turkish Business Council to promote economic cooperation in key sectors
of mutual interest such as tourism, logistics, manufacturing and agriculture and explore new potential areas
of opportunity.
I wish the Council and its members all the success in their future endeavours.

H.E. Hamad Buamim
President and CEO

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry

H.E. HAMAD BUAMIM

President and CEO, Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry
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CONSUL GENERAL’S MESSAGE
The number of Turkish citizens in the United Arab Emirates is constantly increasing, with the vast majority
residing and working in Dubai. Dubai is also a popular destination for Turkish tourists, as well as business
people who travel to attend the many trade exhibitions throughout the year. Similarly, we have seen a
growth over the years in the number and range of Turkish companies that seek to enter the market or to
increase their local footprint.
Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates (TBC), with its proactive efforts, helps to light the
way for these Turkish businesses. It also promotes interaction of its members, so as to create a synergy
and share experiences, and thereby contributing to their cumulative strength. The Consulate General and
its Commercial Office were glad to take part in the many fruitful events organized by TBC with this aim.
We were also honored to host its members in early 2020, for a networking event. I sincerely hope that
conditions will be conducive again for such events in 2021 and 2022. In the meantime, we continue to
collaborate with and follow TBC’s online events, and appreciating their quick and unrelenting adaptation to
current conditions.
TBC’s role is not limited to trade and business. 2020 has obviously been a difficult year, with the effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic challenging everyone in different ways. In these dire times, when solidarity
was most needed, I was glad to see TBC and its members stepping up with a sense of civic duty and social
responsibility, to join our efforts to extend assistance to our citizens in need. TBC launched and coordinated
the response of the Turkish community and businesses in Dubai. Through these efforts, the Consulate General
provided assistance to more than 100 nationals during these difficult times. I would like to once again thank
the TBC administration and members, as well as the Turkish community, for their selfless contributions.
I wholeheartedly hope that 2021 will witness a speedy recovery, where both Turkish and UAE business
communities will garner and combine their strengths to reap mutual benefits.
I would also like to seize this opportunity to express my appreciation to the Emirate of Dubai for the
hospitality it extends to the Turkish community and businesses, and to Dubai Chamber for its constructive
role therein. I strongly believe that Dubai and its Turkish community enrich one another in many ways.

Mustafa İlker Kılıç

Consul General of the Republic of Turkey in Dubai
Dubai - United Arab Emirates

MUSTAFA iILKER KILIÇ

Consul General of the Republic of Turkey in Dubai, Dubai - UAE
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
We have been through the most challenging year in our history for business owners, professionals and for
all individuals in the world, and as we look ahead into 2021 and beyond, the pandemic has affected nearly
every aspect of our lives and has demanded abrupt changes and measures.
With the situation surrounding COVID-19 changing almost minute-by-minute, fundamental abilities such as
flexibility, adaptability, collaboration, and hard work have been more important than ever.
As I take a moment to reflect on where we stand today compared to a year ago, I am deeply grateful for what we have
been able to accomplish together. Our daily lives, both at work and at home, have been disrupted but we, as Turkish
Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates have managed to work quickly and efficiently with an unfailing
focus on our business society and our mission to maintain the collaboration and the growth we targeted in 2019.
The power of “Together we are stronger” is proven time and time again as we leverage the “network effect”
for problem-solving and advancing solutions. We are indeed much stronger together, and the results prove
it to us. Here are a few of the highlights of 2020:
The number of our corporate members more than doubled and the number of our individual members
tripled. Thanks to our hardworking officers, coordinators, and volunteers.
We have successfully organized 17 physical events and 32 webinars in 2019 and 2020.
We have gathered sectoral committees with the support of our Consul General of Dubai and Dubai Chamber
of Commerce and Industry. In 2020, we have successfully gathered our first committee of Health Care
Professionals in Dubai and Northern Emirates in 2020. Today, the committee is working and supporting the
Turkish Business Council Members extensively.
The next sectoral committee that Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates have gathered is the
HR committee. We have over 70 HR specialists working in the United Arab Emirates. These professionals are
now advising, assisting, and guiding our community for those professionals looking to be placed in respective
positions across various industries. In this respect, our council is going to launch a recruitment platform on our
website so that valuable Turkish human assets can find the most suitable position in their respective sector.
The third platform we established is for the technology sector. We have more than 100 professionals and
entrepreneurs living in the UAE. We created an environment for them to communicate and exchange ideas,
as well as reflect on their unique experiences on a continuous basis.
On 8th of March 2020, we successfully organized a remarkable and first of its kind International Women’s Day event in
Dubai, where we gathered more than 80 participants to witness the success stories of Turkish Women in the business
world of the UAE. The event has been widely appreciated and welcomed by other business communities in the UAE.
Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates became a member of the multi-nation business
continuity task force group of business councils and chambers based in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, who have
joined forces to engage with the UAE government, local authorities, decision and policy makers across
strategical and key sectors to work collectively to ensure business continuity in the UAE. We had a strong
representation and participation by our members in this strategic initiative.
The last but not the least, Turkish Business Council organized with the initiation of Dubai Consulate General
of Turkey, the first sports event – “19 MAY Basketball Meet Up”, where more than 120 Turkish basketball
players from age 14-55 participated and competed in a friendly environment. This successful event enabled
all of us to come up with new ideas and opportunities to bring our community members together.
In short, the effects of the global pandemic on us had been minimized as “We are Stronger Together”.
Unfortunately, we had our losses in 2020 and 2021. Turkish Business Council mourns for our former President
and dear friend Hakan Bahceci, who had served for 4 years in our council, and was a very successful Turkish
entrepreneur in the UAE. And, Ali Cetinkaya, our beloved lawyer, a valuable member of not only our council
but the whole Turkish community living in the UAE. We all miss you and keep your memories with us.
We, as the Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates look ahead with greater hope, optimism
and enthusiasm than ever, despite all the challenges we face. Such obstacles create the opportunity to get
better and grow all together. We are resilient and strong as our nation.

Fatma Nilgün Emrem

FATMA NiLGÜN EMREM

President - Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates

President
Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates
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FLY SAFE
FEEL SECURE
Have a healthy journey with all precautions taken to the finest detail
for your in-flight safety.

Please visit turkishairlines.com to learn more about our travel standards and other details.
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TURKISH BUSINESS COUNCIL

BOARD MEMBERS

Ahmet Kayhan

Arda Atalay

Atinc Yilmaz

Bessam Yildirim

Burak Oztuncman

Burcu Balkan Calikli

Emre Ismailoglu

Emre Yildirim
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Goktug Seckiner

Hakan Ozel

Idris Demirhan

Kerim Unluyildiz

Mehmet Can Eronat

Onur Nazlicicek

Timur Ilgaz

Tolga Sezer

Yahya Tosun

FATMA NILGUN EMREM
President

NADIDE GUL UMUT

BASAK ERDEM SAHIN

General Coordinator

Business Development Coordinator
Tugrul Tellioglu
Advisory
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Memorial Tribute to

Memorial Tribute to

Ali Cetinkaya

Hakan Bahceci

On 26th of May 2020, Hakan Bahceci, our beloved former president of Turkish Business Council from
2012-2016 passed away. As one of the most prominent Turkish businessmen in the Emirates, his untimely
passing away deeply affected each member of the business community in the United Arab Emirates as
well as the Business world as he was called the Pulse Industry Giant.

On 15th of February 2021, Lawyer Ali Cetinkaya, a Board Member of Turkish Business Council, a
wholehearted Advocate of all Turkish citizens living in the UAE, our “Ustad”, friend, brother passed away.
Ali Cetinkaya worked on international arbitration, international public law, comparative law, and
international security strategies and was a registered arbitrator and member at the Dubai International
Arbitration Center (DIAC). Several of his analyses were published by Anadolu Agency (AA).

The Turkish Business Council has received countless condolence messages, phone calls, mails from those
who have the privilege of working with him, knowing him or have an acquaintance, from the industry all
around the world.

We are deeply saddened by the untimely loss of Mr. Ali Cetinkaya and we extend our condolences to all
his family and loved ones.
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We are deeply saddened by the untimely loss of Mr. Hakan Bahceci and we extend our condolences to all
his family and loved ones.
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OUR VISION, MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
ABOUT TURKISH BUSINESS COUNCIL

The Vision:
The Turkish Business Council aims to be the focal point of contact for Turkish and international professionals
in the UAE, Turkish companies in the UAE and abroad, and international companies who are interested in
doing business with Turkey. Our vision is to be a resourceful platform to facilitate business connections,
economic development and knowledge-sharing to boost the success of all stakeholders.

Turkish Business Council (TBC), established in 2004, is a non-profit organization, composed of companies
and individuals. TBC is dedicated to encouraging and cultivating the business and trade between Turkey and
the UAE. With this purpose, TBC promotes commercial interest of Turkey and Turkish business people as well
as Turkish products in the UAE market.

The Mission of Turkish Business Council is constitutionally stated as:

TBC plays an influential role in bilateral trade and investment, through sustaining partnerships and
networking. TBC serves as a platform to guide, not only the investors and business people to enter the
UAE market, but also the existing business bodies to establish new collaborations. For this purpose, TBC
organizes events to stimulate fresh insights, new perspectives and also networking opportunities.

• To promote commercial interests of Turkey and Turkish business people in Dubai
• To promote Turkish companies and their goods and services in Dubai
• To contribute to increasing the trade volume between Turkey and Dubai

Our members represent all facets of the Turkish-Emirati business community. By participating and engaging
with TBC, our members benefit from:

• A printed copy of Membership Directory

To achieve that mission, Turkish Business Council acts as a catalyst and advocator for the development
and growth of business. As being TBC, we provide the required platform for our members to enhance their
business networks and continuously encourage our members to actively be involved in the activities of the
Council.

• Private Seminars and Conferences

The objectives of the elected Administrative Board Members of TBC are:

• Membership Discounts through “TBC Member Cards”

• To take necessary actions in the trade activities by considering the commercial interests of the Turkish
companies and businessmen

• Access to a unique network and business contacts

• Regional Updates and Online Newsletters

• To contribute to the promotion of Turkish goods and services in the UAE

• Social and Business Gatherings

• To lead, support and strengthen the commercial ties between the UAE and Turkish companies
• To contribute to increasing the trade volume between Turkey and the UAE

26
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
To be eligible for membership, companies or individuals are required
to have a clear business or cultural relationship with Turkey as a
Turkish national with local and/or Turkish business interests and/or
as an importer, distributor, representative or agent of Turkish goods
and/or services.

4 types of membership in TBC
Corporate Membership: Corporate members of TBC are composed
of Turkish / non-Turkish companies, working with other Turkish
companies, serving Turkish products or other business activities
related to Turkey. There are 2 types of corporate membership:
• Gold Corporate Membership
• Corporate Membership

Gold Corporate Membership
Companies applying for Gold Corporate Membership shall have the
right to appoint up to three (3) individuals as representatives of
their companies to the General Assembly. Each representative shall
have one vote at meeting of the General Assembly. Gold Corporate
Members are listed by name on online and printed Membership
Directory and they will get monthly online newsletter. They have
the right to mail 2 times a year to TBC database for free in a year,
and share their company profile twice on TBC website main page (as
a banner link to their official website).

Corporate Membership
Companies applying for Corporate Membership shall have the right
to appoint up to two (2) individuals as representatives of their
companies to the General Assembly. Each representative shall have
one vote at meeting of the General Assembly. Corporate Members
are listed by name on online and printed Membership Directory
and they will get monthly online newsletter. They have the right to
mail once a year to TBC database for free in a year, and share their
company profile once on TBC website main page (as a banner link
to their official website).

Individual Membership

non-Turkish, working at a Turkish company or a company which
makes business with Turkish companies. Individual members
shall have one vote at meeting of the General Assembly. Besides
benefiting general membership rights (such as participation to
TBC events), individual members are listed by name on online and
printed Membership Directory with their contact information.

Abroad Membership
Abroad members of TBC are composed of individuals or companies,
which are not based in the UAE, Turkish or non-Turkish, working
at or with a Turkish company or a company which does business
with other Turkish companies or in the Turkish market. Members
from abroad shall have no voting rights at the General Assembly.
However, they shall be notified of and their representatives
shall have the right to attend all meetings, including the General
Assembly.

Cancellation Policy
For the following years, all members shall receive a reminder for the
payment of next year`s annual fee during the last month of financial
year (December). The annual fee shall be paid during the first month
of the financial year. Members who fail to pay their annual fee
within that period shall receive a notice from TBC as a reminder.
After reminder, members who fail to pay shall be subjected to
cancellation, at the discretion of the Administrative Board.

By participating and engaging with TBC, our members
benefit from:
• Access to a unique network and business contacts
• A printed copy of Membership Directory
• Private Seminars and Conferences
• Membership Discounts through "TBC Member Cards"
• Regional Updates and Online Newsletters
• Social and Business Gatherings

Individual members of TBC are composed of individuals, Turkish or
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TURKISH BUSINESS
COUNCIL`S ACTIVITIES

The Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern Emirates (TBC) provides
a platform for networking by organizing events and presenting various
opportunities for its members to engage the community.
Moreover, TBC co-organizes events with other business councils in Dubai, the
Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
DMCC, where participating members explore new
business opportunities.

Activity Types:
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•
•
•

Monthly Networking Events
Seminar and Conference Participation
Delegation Meetings

•
•
•

National Day Celebrations
Social and Ramadan Gatherings
Exhibition and Exhibitor Visits
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UAE

INFORMATION
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Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry

THE SEVEN EMIRATES
The UAE is a Constitutional Federation of seven emirates:
Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al Quwain, Ras Al
Khaimah and Fujairah.

Abu Dhabi

Ras Al Khaimah
The ruling family descends from Al Qawasim tribe which
occupied a significant maritime power on the Arabian
Coast. Currently, Ras Al Khaimah is ruled by H.H. Sheikh
Saud bin Saqr Al Qasimi. Ras Al Khaimah has been
witnessing an increased contribution from other sectors as
well. The recent establishment of free zones and industrial
areas which attracted many foreign investments has also
impacted its economy.

Abu Dhabi is ruled by H.H. Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, who is also the President of the UAE since 3
November 2004. Abu Dhabi is the capital and the largest
emirate in the United Arab Emirates, occupying 84 per
cent of the national landmass territory. Due to the oil and
natural gas reserves, the emirate has grown to become a
dynamic hub and major competitor on the global stage.
Investment in infrastructure, tourism, transport, health
and education is continuing, in line with the government's
2030 economic plan.

Ajman is ruled by H.H. Sheikh Humaid Bin Rashid Al
Nuaimi. Ajman Port and Ajman Free Zone are two key
players in the economic growth of the emirate.

Dubai

Umm Al Quwain

H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum is the
Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of
Dubai. Dubai's economy is relying heavily on trade, services
and finance sectors, with a thriving business community. As
per Dubai Plan 2021, it aims to reinforce Dubai's position
as a key player in the global economy and one of the top
five centers for trade, logistics, finance and tourism.

Umm Al Quwain is ruled by H.H. Sheikh Saud bin Rashid
Al Mualla. Fishing is a key contributor to the economy of
Umm Al Quwain. The emirate exports seafood throughout
Europe and the Middle East.

Sharjah
The emirate of Sharjah is ruled by H.H. Sheikh Dr. Sultan
bin Muhammad Al Qasimi, continuing the legacy of
Al Qasimi rulers since 1600 AD. The emirate supports a
culture of entrepreneurship and innovation, housing almost
45,000 small and medium-sized enterprises focusing
on manufacturing, real estate, gas, tourism, education,
healthcare, logistics and business services. Manufacturing
is an important source of the emirate's overall economy
and contributes to approximately 19 per cent of its annual
GDP.
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A JOURNEY OF EXCELLENCE

Ajman

Fujairah
Fujairah is ruled by H.H. Sheikh Hamad bin Mohammed
Al Sharqi. Fujairah's economy is based on fishing and
agriculture. Due to its strategic position, it is the UAE's only
access to the Indian Ocean. It operates a multipurpose port
that offers access to major shipping routes of the world
making it home to the world's largest livestock shipping
companies.
Source: www.government.ae
(The official portal of the UAE Government)
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Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established
in 1965 by a decree issued by the late Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh
Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum, who realized the important
role that a chamber of commerce could play in supporting
the national economy. Thereby, Dubai Chamber started its
activities with 450 members and a 12-member board of
directors. The number of members increased to reach more
than 245,000 by the beginning of 2020, representing all
economic sectors.

DUBAI CHAMBER SERVICES

With the number of members gradually increasing, Dubai
Chamber operates a head office, a branch and three
additional offices in different parts of Dubai, reaching out
to members with its outstanding services no matter where
they are based. The branch is located in Jebel Ali Free Zone
and the two representative offices are located in Dubai
Airport Free Zone (DAFZA), and Dry Port Customs Building
in Al Aweer.

• Organizing trade fairs & economic forums.

Dubai Chamber continually streamline its processes to
make it easier for companies to set up their business in the
Emirate, furthering Dubai’s mission to be an international
business hub. By coping with the economic changes
worldwide, Dubai Chamber takes a pioneering position
not only in the UAE and in the GCC, but globally too, by
acting as an information and research center, providing
business documentation, offering legal services, facilitating
networking opportunities and delivering almost every
conceivable business solution.

• Access to updated research and numerous reports.

• Dispute resolution (mediation and arbitration).
• Issuing certificates of origin & ATA Carnets.
• Legal services.
• Receiving foreign commercial delegations & sending
delegates abroad.

• Organizing training programs for entrepreneurs.
• Serving business groups & councils.
• Providing credit rating services.
• Business matching services.

• Additional services that help members to network and
grow, thereby enhancing the investment environment
in Dubai.
Source: www.dubaichamber.com
Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Dubai Chamber is a non-profit public organization
whose mission is to represent, support and protect the
interests of the business community in Dubai. It does so
by creating a favorable environment; promoting Dubai
as an international business hub and by supporting the
development of business.
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES - OVERVIEW
Location:

North East of the Arab Peninsula and covers an area that looks like a triangle

Area:

71,023.6sq km of land, in addition to 27,624.9sq km of territorial water

Natural resources:

Petroleum, natural gas

Climate:

Desert; cooler in eastern mountains

Population:

9,770,529 (2019) There are more than 200 nationalities living and working

DOING BUSINESS IN THE UAE

by Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, other Asians, Europeans and Africans.
Constitutional Federation of Seven Emirates

Capital:

Abu Dhabi

Currency:

Emirati Dirham (AED). Dirham is pegged to the USD. 1 USD = AED 3.6725

Legal system:

Mixed legal system of Islamic law and civil law

GDP (current prices):

AED 1.546 billion (2019)

GDP - real growth rate:

1.7% (2019)
1.93% (2019)

Exports:

AED 1.160 billion (2019)

Exports - merchandise:

Crude oil, natural gas, re-exports, gold and jewelry, copper wire (2019)

Exports – partners (non-oil):

Saudi Arabia 13.4%, India 10.4%, Switzerland 9%, Oman 7%, Kuwait 4.3%,
AED 914.9 million (2019)

Imports - merchandise:

Gold and jewelry, transport vehicles, telephone equipment (2019)

Imports - partners:

China 16.4%, India 10.7%, USA 8%, Japan 5.1%, Germany 4%, United 		

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
The UAE presents a favourable business environment. Excellent
infrastructural facilities coupled with professional expertise and
personalised services give the UAE an edge over other countries.
The UAE was ranked 16th globally, as per the World Bank’s Ease
of Doing Business Report 2020. Its rank in the various indices is
as follows:
•
•
•
•

Kingdom 2.9%, Turkey 1.4% (2019)
Source:

www.government.ae (The official portal of the UAE Government) and The
Annual Economic Report 2019 of the UAE Ministry of Economy and www.fcsa.gov.ae
(Federal Competitiveness and Statistics Authority)
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The UAE’s talent and labour force is one of the most skillful in
the world. Its multi-cultural population enhances workforce
productivity and creativity.

Strategic location
Strong financial reserves
Large sovereign wealth funds
Healthy international relations
Consistent government spending on infrastructure, digital 		
transformation and innovation
• Progressive policy of economic diversification
• Multi-specialty free zones
• Increased foreign direct investments (FDIs).

Iraq 4% , Turkey 3.8%, (2019)
Imports:

ECONOMIC STABILITY

•
•
•
•
•

GDP – per capita (current prices): USD 43.103 (2019)
Inflation rate (CPI):

SKILLFUL TALENT AND LABOUR

The UAE is the 25th most competitive economy globally as per the
Global Competitiveness Report 2019, leading the MENA region
and works to enhance this status by diversifying its national
income. Features of the UAE’s solid economy include:

in the UAE. Indians form the largest foreign community in the UAE, followed
Government type:

The UAE has the advantages of:
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1st globally in ‘getting electricity’
3rd globally in ‘dealing with construction permits’
9th globally in ‘enforcing contracts’.
10th globally in ‘registering property’

• The country’s official language is Arabic, with English 		
and other major languages also being widely used
• The UAE launched a new visa system, attracting qualified 		
workforce in the health, scientific, technological, and cultural
sectors
• The UAE is seeking to be the first incubator of highly skilled 		
professionals and talented human capital in dynamic, economic
sectors
INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
Attractive investment incentives include:
• Up to 100 per cent foreign ownership in free zones
• 100 per cent foreign ownership in 122 economic activities 		
across 13 sectors
• 100 per cent profit repatriation
• An effective visa system allowing for renewable 10-year 		
residence visa
• Competitive financing costs, high levels of liquidity and strong
banking system
• No foreign exchange controls
• Strong appreciation and fully convertible currency
• Low inflation
• Low customs tariffs (between 0 and 5 per cent for almost all 		
goods)

VARIETY OF BUSINESS PREMISES

OPEN ECONOMY

The UAE extends the flexibility to do business anywhere in the
country. Choices of locations include free zones, industrial areas
and commercial buildings.

The UAE encourages private sector growth and competition and
enforces regulations that prohibit monopoly. It has strong ties
with key regional and international trade associations. The UAE:

• There are more than 40 free zones that allow 100 per cent 		
foreign ownership of business
• Mainland business regulations too allow 100 per cent foreign 		
ownership in 122 economic activities across 13 sectors
• The UAE provides state-of-the-art industrial and commercial 		
areas
• It hosts high-profile conferences, international exhibitions and
trade and investment events

• Is a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) since 1996
• Is a member of the Greater Arab Free-Trade Area (GAFTA) in 		
which all GCC countries participate
• Concluded Free Trade Agreements with Singapore and the EFTA
• Is cooperating with the GCC countries to conclude the Free 		
Trade Agreements with the EU, Japan, China, India, Pakistan, 		
Turkey, Australia, South Korea and Southern Common Market 		
(MERCOSUR).
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POLITICAL STABILITY
The UAE has a long-term political stability, with open diplomatic
policy worldwide. The UAE has more than 100 dynamic
diplomatic missions abroad and about 200 foreign diplomatic
missions in the country. The UAE is:
• a member of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), Arab League and
the UN and its agencies
• the 3rd most peaceful country in the region according to the 		
Global Peace Index 2020, compiled by Institute for Economics
and Peace, a New York think tank.
SOCIAL STABILITY
The UAE is a safe place to live and invest in. Tolerance and respect
to diverse cultures is innate to the UAE. The UAE is ranked 1st
at the Arab region in the general index of the World Happiness
Report 2020. The UAE:
• Has a minister of tolerance and launched a year of tolerance 		
and a national programme for tolerance
• Has adopted effective anti-discrimination and anti-hatred 		
regulations
• Hosted the Human Fraternity Meeting, with the aim to enhance
dialogue on co-existence of humans
• Adopted effective regulations to support vulnerable 		
community groups.

2. Selecting an appropriate legal form
3. Registering the trade name
4. Applying for an initial approval
5. Drafting a Memorandum of Association and local service agent
agreement
6. Select a business location
7. Get additional government approvals
8. Submit documents and pay fees

Business activity is the basis for selecting the legal form and
type of licence, whether commercial, industrial or professional,
etc. There are six types of licences: industrial, commercial,
professional, tourism, agricultural and occupational.
2. Select the Legal Form
The legal form depends mainly on the business requirements.
Moreover, the legal form is basis for identifying applicable laws
and regulations. In the UAE, an investor can select one of these
legal forms:

There are several differences between a mainland and a free zone
company. The main differences lie in the nature of ownership,
extent of liability, involvement of UAE nationals as partners or
agents and nature of trade and economic benefits that can be
reaped.
SETTING UP A BUSINESS ON THE MAINLAND

3. Register the Trade Name

The UAE Government introduced the Bashr service to start a
business online. Bashr is an integrated eService, which enables
investors to establish their businesses in the UAE within 15
minutes through a unified online platform. This platform is
connected with federal and local government entities, which
provide commercial licence services.

A trade name distinguishes one business from another. It also
reflects the nature and the form of the business. An investor can
apply for the trade name through the economic department in
each emirate, through its website or mobile application. It must:

On the other hand, starting a business in ordinary ways involves a
series of steps, including:

1. Identifying a business activity

• Not have been previously registered.
4. Initial Approval
An initial approval means that the UAE Government has no
objection for the business to be established in the country. It also
allows the investor to proceed with the next steps in setting up
a business. It does not, however, grant the authority to run or
practice the business activity.

1.Identify a business activity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PLANNING TO SET UP A BUSINESS:
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General partnership
Limited partnership
Limited liability company (LLC)
Public joint stock company (PJSC)
Private joint stock company (PrJSC)
Civil company
Local company branch
GCC company branch
Foreign company branch
Free zone company branch
Sole establishment
Holding companies.

Foreign investors must obtain the approval of the General
Directorate of Residency and Foreigners’ Affairs before getting the
initial approval.
Some activities require additional approvals from government
entities related to that particular business before applying for the
initial approval. These include activities related to legal affairs,
security affairs and financial securities and commodities.
5. MOA and LSA
Depending on the legal form of a business, a completed
and signed Memorandum of Association (MoA) or a Local
Service Agent Agreement (LSA) of the business is required.
The Memorandum of Association is required for the following
business legal forms:
•
•
•
•

Limited partnership
Limited liability company (LLC)
Public joint stock company (PJSC)
Private joint stock company (PrJSC).

6. Business Location
All businesses in the UAE must have a physical address to
operate. The business premises and location must comply with
the requirements defined by the respective emirate’s Department
of Economic Development, as well as the land planning
regulations of the local municipalities. Office and warehouse
rental agreement must be provided. Some emirates require the
agreements to be attested. In Dubai, the agreement must be
registered with Ejari.

dealers, used auto-parts, car rental), Ministry of Justice (Legal
activities and legal consultancy), Local municipal department
(architectural and engineering affairs), Telecommunications
Regulatory Authority (Telecommunication activities), Executive
Council (travel and tourism, general services, charter trading, ship
and maritime agencies, car clubs, charter air transport and foreign
company branches), Ministry of Economy (Insurance activities and
insurance consultancy), Local health departments (Health-related
activities), Supreme Petroleum Council (onshore and offshore
gas and oil-field services and onshore and offshore oil drilling
operations)
8. Collect the Business Licence
After completing the above steps, investor can collect
the business licence from service centres of the economic
departments or through their websites. The following documents
are required for getting a licence for all legal forms:
• Initial approval receipt and all the previously-submitted 		
documents
• Copy of the lease contract duly attested by the Real Estate 		
Regulatory Agency (RERA) in Dubai
• Duly attested Memorandum of Association (for all types of 		
companies)
• Approvals from other government entities concerned, as may
be required
• Duly attested service agent contract (for civil establishments 		
and companies that are 100% owned by non-GCC nationals),
the UAE involving a local service agent.
SETTING UP A BUSINESS IN A FREE ZONE
Setting up a business in a free zone is relatively easier. Free zone
authorities require minimum paperwork and duration. The key
steps to set up a business in a free zone:
1. Determine the type of legal entity
2. Choose a trade name
3. Apply for a business licence
4. Choose an office space
5. Get pre-approvals, register your business and get your licence
1. Determine the type of legal entity

• Be followed by the business structure acronym (legal form of 		
the company) such as: LLC, EST, PJSC, PrJSC
• Not violate the public morals or the public order of the country
• Be compatible with the required type of activity and the legal
status of the company or business entity
• Not contain names of any religion, or governing authority, nor
names or logos of any external bodies
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7. Additional Approvals
In some cases, additional approvals from government entities
governing certain business activities are required. The following
are examples of such activities sorted by ministry:
Ministry of Interior (activities related to general transport - driving
schools, fire equipment, alarm and safety systems, used-car
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Determine the type of legal entity your business would take up. In
a free zone, you can set up one of the two types of companies:
• Free Zone Limited Liability Company (FZ LLC) or Free Zone 		
Company (FZ Co.)
• Free Zone Establishment (FZE)
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The differences lie in the number of shareholders and whether
the shareholder is a natural person or a legal person. All free
zones might not register both types of companies. You need to
check with individual free zone authorities about the type of
company they can register. Refer to the list of free zones and their
authorities.
Dubai Multi Commodities Centre (DMCC) allows forming a limited
liability company, which could be a newly formed entity with
single or multiple shareholders or wholly owned subsidiary of
local or foreign company. Existing local and foreign companies
may set up a branch of their company in free zones. The minimum
capital requirement differs for each free zone.
2. Choose a trade name
While you are deciding upon the type of legal entity your business
should take, you should choose a trade name. In most cases,
you should check either with the respective free zone authority
or with the Department of Economic Development about the
permitted trade names and whether the intended name has
already been registered.

DOING BUSINESS IN THE UAE
A. INITIAL APPROVAL

C. LICENSING AND VISA PROCESS

First, you need the initial approval. You are required to provide:

• Lease agreements will be prepared by the authority
• Then trade licence will be issued
• Visa processing will start

• Completed application form
• Business plan
• Copy of existing trade licence/registration certificate (if you are
an existing company, applicable for local company only)
• Coloured passport copies of the company's shareholder/s and
the appointed Manager/Director for the new company
• Specimen signature of the company's shareholder/s and the 		
appointed Manager/Director for the new company
• 2 years' audited financial reports for corporate entity or 		
certificate of reference from a personal bank of the individual
shareholder
• NOC from current sponsor (for individuals)
• Unit title deed
• Letter of Intent
• Registry Identification Code Form (RIC) for Manager/Director 		
(Original and notarised)

Source: www.government.ae
(the official portal of the UAE Government)

Freelancers need to submit fewer documents. In most cases, they
need to submit:

3. Apply for a business licence
The type of business licence you will apply for depends on the
primary activity of your business and you will need to check for
the types of businesses in every free zone.

•
•
•
•

4. Choose an office space

B. REGISTRATION

You can either buy or lease office spaces in free zones. Office
requirements depend on the number of employees and type of
business activity of your company.

After getting initial approval, you need to pay registration fees
and licence fees. The fees depend on the type of licence required.
Then, you need to submit:

5. Get pre-approvals, register your business and get your
licence

• Completed application for registration
• Board Resolution appointing Manager/Director (Notarised and
attested)
• Power of Attorney given to Manager/Director (Notarised and 		
attested)
• Memorandum and Articles of Association (Notarised and 		
attested)
• Specimen signature of Manager/Director (Notarised and 		
attested)
• Passport-size photo of Manager/Director against white 		
background
• Share capital information

Companies established in free zones are governed by the rules
of the respective free zones. To get the necessary approvals,
you need to apply with the documents. The list of documents
varies on the type of business activity, the type of company and
the requirements of the free zone authority. Below is a general
guideline of steps and documents needed for approvals.
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Application for registration
CV
Bank reference letter
Registry Identification Code Form (RIC) (Original and notarised)
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TURKEY OVERVIEW
Location:

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
Turkey’s economy has performed remarkably well with its steady
growth over the past 16 years. A sound macroeconomic strategy,
prudent fiscal policies, and major structural reforms have all
contributed to the integration of Turkey’s economy into the world
at large, while also transforming the country into one of the major
recipients of FDI in its region.

Situated at the junction of Europe and Asia, Turkey is an important crossroads
between Western Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Turkey’s land borders
extend for more than 1,615 miles and are shared with eight countries: Greece
and Bulgaria in the west and northwest, Iran in the east, Armenia, Georgia and
Azerbaijan in the northeast and Iraq and Syria in the south.

Area:

783,562 km²

Climate:

Temperate; hot, dry summers with mild, wet winters

Natural resources:

Gold, natural stones, boron, uranium and thorium and trona (sodium 		

These reforms have increased the role of the private sector in
Turkey’s economy, enhanced the efficiency and resiliency of
the financial sector, and placed public finance on a more solid
foundation. The reforms also strengthened the macroeconomic
fundamentals of the country, allowing the economy to grow at
an average annual real GDP growth rate of 5.5 percent from 2002
to 2018.

carbonate)
Population:

83.4 million (2019)

Government type:

Presidential System of Government

Capital:

Ankara

Currency:

Turkish Liras (TRY)

Legal system:

Civil law system based on various European legal systems, notably the Swiss
USD 761 billion (2019)

GDP - real growth rate:

0.9% (2019)
Together with stable economic growth, Turkey has also reined in
its public finances; the EU-defined general government nominal
debt stock fell to 30.4 percent from 72.1 percent between 2002
and 2018. Turkey has been meeting the EU’s 60 percent Maastricht
criteria for public debt stock since 2004. Similarly, during 20032018, the budget deficit decreased from more than 10 percent to
less than 2 percent as a ratio to GDP, which is also one of the EU
Maastricht criteria for the budget balance.

GDP - per capita (current prices): USD 9,213 (2019)
Inflation rate (CPI):

15.2% (2019)

Exports:

USD 171 billion (2019)

Exports - merchandise:

Transport vehicles, textiles and apparel, iron and steel and electrical machinery
and equipment

Exports - partners:

Germany 9.2%, UK 6.2%, Iraq 5.7%, Italy 5.4%, USA 5%, UAE 2% (2019)

Imports:

USD 203 billion (2019)

Imports - commodities:

Fuels, boilers, machinery and equipment, iron and steel, plastic and articles,

As the GDP levels increased to USD 784 billion in 2018, up from
USD 236 billion in 2002, GDP per capita soared to USD 9,632, up
from USD 3,581 in the given period.

chemicals
Imports - partners:

Russia 11%, Germany 9.2%, China 9.1%, USA 5.6%, Italy 4.4%, UAE 2.1% (2019)

Source:

www.trade.gov.tr (Ministry of Trade), www.invest.gov.tr (The Republic of

The visible improvements in Turkey’s economy have also boosted
foreign trade. Exports reached USD 168 billion by the end of 2018,
up from USD 36 billion in 2002, while tourism revenues, which
were around USD 14 billion in 2003, exceeded USD 29.5 billion
in 2018.

Turkey Prime Ministry Investment Support and Promotion Agency),
www.enerji.gov.tr (Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources)
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Source: www.invest.gov.tr (The Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry
Investment Support and Promotion Agency)

Turkey’s impressive economic performance over the past 16 years
has encouraged experts and international institutions to draw
confident projections about the country’s economic future. For
example, according to the OECD, Turkey is expected to be one
of the fastest growing economies among OECD members during
2019-2029, with an annual average growth rate of 4.5 percent.

civil code
GDP (current prices):

Significant improvements in such a short period of time have
registered Turkey on the world economic scale as an exceptional
emerging economy. It is the 13th largest economy (GDP at PPP) in
the world and the 7th largest economy when compared with the
EU countries, according to GDP figures in 2018.
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10 REASONS TO INVEST IN TURKEY
1. ROBUST ECONOMY
• Robust economic growth with an average annual real GDP 		
growth of 5.5 percent during 2002-2018.
• Institutionalized economy fueled by USD 209 billion of FDI in 		
the past 15 years.
• 13th largest economy (GDP at PPP) in the world and 7th largest
economy compared with EU countries in 2018 (GDP, Eurostat).
• GDP reached USD 784 billion in 2018, up from USD 236 billion
in 2002.
• Sound economic policies with prudent fiscal discipline.
• Strong financial structure that is resilient to global financial 		
crises.
2. LARGE DOMESTIC AND REGIONAL MARKETS
• A population of 83 million (2019, TurkStat)
• Turkey’s economic growth has paved the way for emergence of
a sizeable middle-class with an increasing purchasing power
• More than 23 urban centers, each with populations of 		
over 1 million, support Turkey's thriving domestic market 		
through their production of goods and services. In terms of 		
population,Istanbul is the largest city in Europe.
• Turkey provides free access to 945 million consumers through
Customs Union and 27 Free Trade Agreements
3. STRATEGIC LOCATION
• A natural bridge between both East-West and North-South 		
axes, thus creating an efficient and cost-effective hub to major
markets
• Easy access to 1.5 billion people and a combined market worth
of USD 24 trillion GDP in Europe, MENA and Central Asia 		
within a 4-hour flight radius.
• Easy reach to markets across 16 different time zones, from 		
Tokyo to New York.
• Turkish Airlines connects 255 destinations in 122 countries
4. FAVORABLE DEMOGRAPHICS
• The young and well-educated population of Turkey is a great 		
asset as investors are facing considerable challenges elsewhere
in Europe with ageing and shrinking populations.
• Turkey offers excellent opportunities with its growing, young,
and dynamic population – the driving force behind a strong 		
labor pool and a lucrative domestic market.
• Turkey, with half of its population under the age of 32 in 		
2018, has the largest youth population among the EU member
countries.
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• Over the past decade, Turkey’s age-dependency ratio has 		
maintained its downward trend, allowing more flexibility 		
in government expenditure on healthcare, social security, and
education.
5. SKILLED AND COST-COMPETITIVE LABOUR FORCE
• Turkey's overall labor force is around 32.7 million people, 		
which makes the country the 3rd largest labor force in Europe.
• Turkey’s young population is an important contributor to 		
labor force growth and has boosted the country’s rank over 		
peer countries. Turkey has posted the largest labor 			
force growth among the EU countries.
• A rapid expansion in the number of universities has allowed 		
Turkey to have more university graduates, enabling Turkey to 		
transform its young population and large labor force 		
into a skilled workforce.
- More than 6.7 million students are enrolled in higher 		
education currently
- Over 800,000 university graduates annually
- World-class engineering education
6. CONTINUOUS REFORM PROCESS

Investment Treaties are in effect.
• Turkey has signed Double Taxation Prevention Treaties with 		
85 countries. This enables tax paid in one of two countries to 		
be offset against tax payable in the other, thus preventing 		
double taxation.
• Turkey has signed Social Security Agreements with 30 		
countries. These agreements make it easier for expatriates 		
to move between countries. The number of these countries will
increase in line with the increased sources of FDI.
8. LUCRATIVE INCENTIVES
• Applicable both for greenfield and brownfield projects, Turkey
offers a comprehensive investment incentives program with a
wide range of instruments that helps to minimize the upfront 		
cost burden and accelerate the returns on investments.
• These incentives may also be tailored for projects in priority 		
sectors classified as key areas for the transfer of technology 		
and economic development. In addition, the Turkish 		
government provides generous support programs for R&D 		
and innovation projects, employee training initiatives, and for
exporters through various grants, incentives, and loans.

- Defence & Aerospace (Defence spending: USD 19 billion, 		
Industry: USD 8.7 billion, Exports: USD 2.2 billion,
Air passengers: 210 million)
- Energy (Market: USD 66 billion, Growing demand, Energy hub,
Untapped renewables)
- Agrofood (Market: USD 80 billion, Exports: USD 17 billion, 		
Exports to around 200 countries)
- Infrastructure (PPP investment: USD 127 billion (2003-2018),
More opportunities in transportation, energy, healthcare)
- Financial services (Double-digit growth, Ever-growing Islamic
finance, Istanbul Financial Center)
Source: www.invest.gov.tr (The Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry
Investment Support and Promotion Agency)

9. ADVANTAGEOUS R&D ECOSYSTEM
• The Turkish government has always prioritized reforms for a		
qualified workforce, innovative production, sustainable 		
growth, a sustainable environment, and international 		
cooperation for development.
• A sweeping reform process was started back in the early 2000s
and is continuing even today.
• In 2002, the average number of days that it took to set up a 		
company was 38, whereas today it has been reduced to 6.5 in
line with the reform process.
• Thanks to the extensive reforms made over the past 16 years,
today Turkey is well below the OECD average in terms of the 		
number of restrictions imposed on foreign investors.
• As a result of recent improvements in business regulations, 		
Turkey has achieved a remarkable increase in the World Bank’s
Ease of Doing Business rankings – jumping to 43rd place among
the 190 benchmarked countries.
7. LIBERAL INVESTMENT CLIMATE

• The Turkish government has set the target of increasing the 		
share of R&D investments within the overall public budget to 		
2%. As of 2018, this figure has already increased above
1 percent – with the expectation to reach 2 percent over
the next several years.
• Extensive R&D incentives in Turkey are further supported by 		
well-educated and highly qualified labor force, competitive
cost advantages, and several global companies that are active
in the market. All together these form a dynamic ecosystem in
Turkey.
• Today, over 100 top global companies are taking advantage of
the competitive R&D incentives and growing ecosystem
in Turkey.
10. SECTORAL OPPORTUNITIES
• Turkey offers abundant opportunities in a wide variety of
sectors where it has a competitive edge.

• Turkey’s investment legislation is simple and complies with 		
international standards while offering equal treatment for all 		
investors.
• Bilateral Agreements for the Promotion and Protection of 		
Investments have been signed from 1962 onwards with 		
countries that show the potential to improve bilateral 		
investment relations. Within this regard, 81 Bilateral 		
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- Automotive (15th largest manufacturer globally, Annual 		
production: 1.6 million units, Market: USD 24 billion, Exports: 		
USD 32 billion)
- Machinery (Largest TV & white goods producer in Europe, 		
Market: USD 38 billion, Exports: USD 25 billion)
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COMPANY TYPES UNDER TCC AND ALTERNATIVE FORMS
There are corporate and non-corporate forms for companies
under the TCC, which states that companies may be established
under the following types:
a. Corporate forms
• Joint Stock Company (JSC)
• Limited Liability Company (LLC)
• Cooperative Company
Although some financial thresholds (i.e., minimum capital) and
organs differ from each other, the procedures to be followed for
establishing a JSC or an LLC are the same.
b. Non-corporate forms
• Collective Company
• Commandite Company
Although companies may be established according to these five
different types, JSC and LLC are the most common types chosen
both in the global economy and Turkey.
INVESTMENT ZONES
There are three different special investment zones in Turkey:
1. Technology Development Zones - Technoparks
Technology Development Zones (TDZ*) are areas designed to
support R&D activities and attract investments in high-technology
fields.
There are 84 TDZs, of which 63 are operational and 21 have been
approved and are currently under construction.
Advantages of TDZs
• Profits derived from software development, R&D, and design 		
activities are exempt from income and corporate taxes until 		
December 31, 2023.
• Sales of application software produced exclusively in TDZs are
exempt from VAT until December 31, 2023. Examples include
software for system management, data management, business
applications, different business domains, the internet, mobile 		
phones and military command and control systems.
• Remuneration for R&D, design and support personnel employed
in the zone is exempt from all taxes until December 31, 2023.
The number of support personnel covered by the exemption 		
may not exceed 10 percent of the total number of those
involved in R&D, though.
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• Investments for the production of technological products 		
developed based on the outcome of R&D projects conducted 		
in the TDZ may be made in the TDZ if deemed suitable by 		
the operator company and allowed by the Ministry of Science,
Industry and Technology (MoSIT).
• 50 percent of the employer’s share of the social security 		
premium will be paid by the government until December 31, 		
2023.
• Custom duty exemption for imported products and stamp duty
exemption for applicable documents within the scope of R&D,
design, and software development projects.
2. Organized Industrial Zones
Organized Industrial Zones (OIZ) are designed to allow companies
to operate within an investor-friendly environment with ready-touse infrastructure and social facilities. The existing infrastructure
provided in OIZs includes roads, water, natural gas, electricity,
communications, waste treatment and other services.
There are 331 OIZs in 80 provinces, 234 of which are currently
operational, while the remaining 97 OIZs are being constructed
throughout Turkey.
Advantages of OIZs
In addition to the investment incentives scheme in Turkey
(general investment incentives, regional investment incentives,
large-scale investment incentives, strategic investment incentives,
employment incentives, R&D support, etc.), investors operating in
the OIZs can benefit from the following advantages:
• No VAT for land acquisitions.
• Exemption from real estate duty for five years starting from 		
the date of completion of the plant construction.
• Low water, natural gas and telecommunication costs.
• No tax is payable in cases of merging and/or separation of 		
plots.
• Exemption from municipality tax for the construction and
usage of the plant.
• Exemption from the municipality tax on solid waste if the
OIZ does not avail of the municipality service.

There are a total of 19 Free Zones in Turkey located close to the
EU and Middle Eastern markets, 18 of which are active and 1 is at
the stage of establishment. FZs are strategically located at points
that grant easy access to international trade routes via ports on
the Mediterranean, Aegean Sea and the Black Sea.
Advantages of FZs
• 100% exemption from customs duties and other assorted 		
duties.
• 100% exemption from corporate income tax for 			
manufacturing companies.
• 100% exemption from value-added tax (VAT) and special 		
consumption tax.
• 100% exemption from stamp duty for applicable documents.
• 100% exemption from the real estate tax.
• 100% income and corporate tax exemption for certain 		
logistics services to be offered at the FZs, provided that 		
they are export-oriented.
• 100% exemption from income tax on employees’ wages 		
(for companies that export at least 85% of the FOB value of 		
the goods they produce in the FZs.)
• Goods can remain in FZs for an unlimited period.
• Companies are free to transfer profits from FZs to abroad as 		
well as to Turkey, without restrictions.
• Exemption from title deed fees when acquiring and selling a 		
property.
• VAT exemption during construction, design, settlement and 		
approval processes.
• Ready infrastructure exempt from VAT and other taxes.
• Import permit for second-hand, used machinery.
Source: www.invest.gov.tr (The Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry
Investment Support and Promotion Agency)

3. Free Zones
Free Zones (FZ) are special sites deemed outside the customs
area, although they are physically located within the political
borders of the country. FZs are designed to boost the number of
export-focused investments. Legal and administrative regulations
in the commercial, financial and economic domains that are
applicable within the customs area are either not implemented or
partially implemented in FZs.
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TURKISH BUSINESS
COUNCIL
CORPORATE MEMBERS

ACTIVITY / SERVICES

COMPANY
Accor MEA
Al Naboodah Travel and Tourism Agencies LLC
Arjaan by Rotana
ACCOMMODATION & Conrad Hotel Dubai
TOURISM SERVICES
Dogus Group
Double Tree by Hilton Jumeirah Beach
Rixos Hotels
Shangri-La Hotel Dubai
ADVERTISING &
MEDIA & PR

P.NO
65
76
86
106
112
108
166
179

Eronat Online Media
Ikra Kurumsal Etkinlik Cevirmenlik Organizasyon

Active Auto
AGMC / BMW

66
69

CONSULTING &
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

58

Adecco Middle East
Aplus Maintenance Services
Azimut (DIFC) Limited
Inspark MEA DMCC
Integra Business Consultancy FZE
Invicta Insights
KFS International DMCC
Melden Advisory DMCC
SGS Gulf Ltd.
Tamimi Consulting DMCC
Truvian Partners Consultancy LLC
Valuations Partners

103
116
112
123
126
137
154
184
185
196
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P.NO
84

AKSA Power Generation FZE
Gersan Elektrik Tic. Ve Sanayi AS

71
124
92
94
146

FOOD & BEVERAGES
TRADING

Al Safi Danone
All Freshco General Trading LLC
Altunkaya Group Of Companies
Hakan AGRO DMCC
HDF FZCO & Hadaf Foods
Old Bazaar General Trading LLC
Orontes General Trading LLC
Selamlique Turkish Coffee
Sim Tarimsal Urunler ve Gida San
Solen Chocolates

73
77
80
127
130
156
160
170
173
176

FREE ZONES &
GOVERNMENTAL
ENTITY

Dubai Multi Commodities Center (DMCC)

110

FURNITURE, HOME
& CORPORATE
INTERIORS

Avea Contracting LLC
Cinar Carpet
Olsen & Partners Interiors LLC
Parla Design
Sandalyeci HSK Furniture Trading LLC
Tarre Design

89
107
155
162
168
178

GENERAL TRADING

A & BC Trading FZE
Asos Group DMCC
Calik Holding
Centaurus International
DUBUY by DP World
Tamimi Consulting DMCC
Tura Global Trading FZE

64
88
104
105
114
182
187

HEALTH & MEDICAL
SERVICES

Bin Arab Dental Clinic
99
Dr. Tosun Dental Clinic
117
KCH Healthcare LLC (King's College Hospital London UAE ) 144

HOME APPLIANCES
& CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS

BEKO Gulf FZE
BSH Home Appliances FZE
Vestel Electronics Gulf DMCC

72
78
153
174
68
83
82
138
140
142
145
151
172
182
186
192

COMPANY
Arbor School

Atasay
FASHION, JEWELLERY
By Simay Demirci
AND ACCESSORIES
LC Waikiki

95

Butem Metal International Contracting LLC
Detech Contracting LLC
Dogus Group
Gulermak Heavy Industries Construction & Contracting Co. Inc.
HSSG Foundation Contracting LLC
INCO International FZ Co.
Nurol LLC
TAV
Technomac General Trading LLC
Zetas Zemin Teknolojisi AS Dubai AS

Al Sharif Advocates & Legal Consultants
CONSULTING & LEGAL Amereller Legal Consultancy
SERVICES
Narter & Partners
Sohaibani & Partners

ENERGY

190

BANKING & FINANCE BCP Bank

CONSTRUCTION &
ENGINEERING

EDUCATION

122
136

AIRLINES & AVIATION
Turkish Airlines
SERVICES
AUTOMOTIVE

ACTIVITY / SERVICES
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98
101
194
59

ACTIVITY / SERVICES

COMPANY
Howden Insurance Brokers LLC

P.NO
132

LOGISTICS

Esskay Logistics
Interlink Business Services FZCO
TGL Gulf FZE
Zuhal Shipping & Logistics LLC

120
139
181
198

REAL ESTATE

Orient World Commercial Broker LLC
Reidin - Real Estate Information

158
164

RESTAURANT

Asil Restaurant
Babaji Dubai LLC
Butcha Turkish Steakhouse & Grill
Dogus Group
HUQQA
Kaftan Restaurant Café
Turkish Village Restaurant

90
96
100
112
134
143
188

TECHNOLOGY

AIRadio ME FZE
Emakina FZ LLC
Labrys Middle East DMCC
Magis Information Technology DMCC
My Fatoorah Payment Services Provider LLC
Orgadata Middle East DMCC
Sensgreen
UrbanCircle
Veripark

70
121
149
148
152
161
171
191
193

INSURANCE

60
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P.NO
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Accor MEA
65
Active Auto
66
Adecco Holding Emirates B.V. (Dubai Branch)
68
AGMC / BMW
69
AIRadio ME FZE
70
AKSA Power Generation FZE
71
Al Sharif Advocates & Legal Consultants
72
Al Safi-Danone
73
Al Naboodah Travel and Tourism Agencies LLC
76
All Freshco General Trading LLC
77
Amereller Legal Consultancy
78
Altunkaya Group Of Companies
80
Azimut (DIFC) Limited
82
Aplus Maintenance Services
83
Arbor School
84
Arjaan by Rotana
86
Asos Group DMCC
88
Avea Contracting LLC
89
Asil Restaurant
90
Atasay
92
By Simay Demirci
94
BCP Bank
95
Babaji Dubai LLC
96
Beko
98
Bin Arab Dental Clinic
99
Butcha Turkish Steakhouse & Grill
100
BSH Home Appliances FZE
101
Butem Metal International Contracting LLC
103
Calik Holding
104
Centaurus International
105
Conrad Hotel Dubai
106
Cinar Carpet
107
Double Tree by Hilton Jumeirah Beach
108
DMCC
110
Dogus Group
112
DUBUY by DP World
114
Detech Contracting LLC
116
Dr. Tosun Dental Clinic
117
Esskay Logistics
120
Emakina FZ LLC
121
Eronat Online Media
122
Gulermak Heavy Industries Construction & Contracting Co. Inc. 123
Gersan Elektrik Tic. Ve Sanayi AS
124
HSSG Foundation Contracting LLC
126
Hakan AGRO DMCC
127
HDF FZCO & Hadaf Foods
130
A&BC Trading
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Howden Insurance Brokers LLC
Huqqa
Ikra Kurumsal Etkinlik Cevirmenlik Organizasyon
INCO International FZ Co.
Inspark MEA DMCC
Interlink Business Services FZCO
Integra Business Consultancy FZE
Invicta Insights
Kaftan Restaurant Café
KCH Healthcare LLC (King's College Hospital London UAE )
KFS International DMCC
LC Waikiki
Magis Technology
Labrys Middle East DMCC
Melden Advisory DMCC
My Fatoorah Payment Services Provider LLC
Narter & Partners
Nurol LLC
Olsen & Partners Interiors LLC
Old Bazaar General Trading LLC
Orient World Commercial Broker LLC
Orontes General Trading LLC
Orgadata Middle East DMCC
Parla Design
Reidin - Real Estate Information
Rixos Hotels
Sandalyeci HSK Furniture Trading LLC
Selamlique Turkish Coffee
Sensgreen
SGS Gulf Ltd.
Sim Tarimsal Urunler ve Gida San
Sohaibani & Partners
Solen Chocolates
Tarre Design
Shangri-La Dubai
TGL Gulf FZE
TAMIMI Consulting DMCC
TAV Tepe Akfen Investment Cons. And Oper. Co.
Technomac General Trading LLC
Truvian Partners Consultancy LLC
Tura Global Trading FZE
Turkish Village Restaurant
Turkish Airlines
UrbanCircle
Valuations Partners
Veripark
Vestel Electronics Gulf DMCC
Zetas Zemin Teknolojisi AS Dubai AS
Zuhal Shipping & Logistics LLC
62

132
134
136
137
138
139
140
142
143
144
145
146
148
149
151
152
153
154
155
156
158
160
161
162
164
166
168
170
171
172
173
174
176
178
179
181
182
184
185
186
187
188
190
191
192
193
194
196
198

CORPORATE MEMBER

PROFILES
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A&BC TRADING

ACCOR MEA

The company was established in 2017, with strong experience in cement and construction industry. A team of
professionals came together with over 30 years world-wide experience in the industry. Mainly export of Turkish
originated materials and the import of the needs of Turkish cement industry.
A&BC Trading FZE was established in Dubai in 2018. Focus to serve for Gulf countries, U.S.A. and the region. Open
to all business opportunities in the region.
Our Trading Products :
Cementitious materials
Cement & Clinker
Coal & Petroleum Coke
Contact Person : Tulay Ozinonu
Title : Partner
E-mail : tulayozinonu@abcement.com

Accor is a world leading hospitality group consisting of more than 5,000 properties and 10,000 food and beverage
venues throughout 110 countries. The group has one of the industry’s most diverse and fully-integrated hospitality
ecosystems encompassing luxury and premium brands, midscale and economy offerings, unique lifestyle concepts,
entertainment and nightlife venues, restaurants and bars, branded private residences, shared accommodation
properties, concierge services, co-working spaces and more. Accor also boasts an unrivalled portfolio of distinctive
brands and approximately 300,000 team members worldwide. Over 65 million members benefit from the company’s
comprehensive loyalty program ALL - Accor Live Limitless - a daily lifestyle companion that provides access to a
wide variety of rewards, services and experiences. Through its Planet 21 – Acting Here, Accor Solidarity, RiiSE and
ALL Heartist Fund initiatives, the group is focused on driving positive action through business ethics, responsible
tourism, environmental sustainability, community engagement, diversity and inclusivity. Founded in 1967, Accor
SA is headquartered in France and publicly listed on the Euronext Paris Stock Exchange (ISIN code: FR0000120404)
and on the OTC Market (Ticker: ACRFY) in the United States.
Contact Person : Huseyin Yigit Sezgin
Title : Chief Commercial Officer
Phone : +971 4 437 7400
E-mail : Yigit.sezgin@accor.com
				
Contact Person : Esener Saygin
Title : Director of Finance and Business Support
Phone : +971 4 437 7400
E-mail : Esener.saygin@accor.com

Contact Person : Murat Ozinonu
Title : Partner
E-mail : muratozinonu@abcement.com
Contact Person : Fehmi Cüneyt Pala
Title : Company Manager
Mobile : +90 533 270 0044
E-mail : cuneytpala@abcement.com

Contact Person : Murat VAROL
Title : Senior Development Analyst
Phone : +971 4 437 7400
E-mail : murat.varol@accor.com

Contact Person : Selim Akseki
Title : Trade Manager
Mobile : +90 532 346 2545
E-mail : selimakseki@abcement.com

Website : www.accor.com

Website : www.abcement.com

Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/accor
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Accor
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/accor

Address : A&BC Trading FZE, Unit No. SRT-FLR26-Hot Desk # 53, Sheikh Rashid Tower,
Dubai World Trade Centre.

Address : GBS Building 4th Floor, Media City, Al Madaar Street, PO Box 502101, Dubai, UAE.
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ACTIVE AUTO
We started ActiveAuto in 2012 from humble beginnings with nothing but passion for cars and fixing problems…
Our success is the result of our joy in doing what we are best at, day-in and day-out; providing an honest, reliable
and quality service to our clients in a field where we are experts.
ActiveAuto has evolved over the last 8 years and our current 10,000 square feet full-fledged workshop right at
the center of Al Quoz is considered by our Turkish compatriots and by the UAE expat community as our center of
excellence. For us, it’s the field where REAL ACTION converts problems to quality solutions.
Over the last 8 years, we’ve managed our business based on few clear principles; be simple, communicative,
fair and reliable. No matter how complex your vehicle’s problems could be, we like claiming an extra credit by
simplifying things for you because we know how important it is to get right support when things go wrong. It’s quite
likely that every time you face a problem about your car, you will receive real time feedback and explanations from
our team straight from the field through videos, documents and when needed, video calls showing you the kind of
repairs your car is going through...We believe that this fully customized service approach gives us a great way to
communicate with our clients and make them very clear about the details of our work.
At our center of REAL ACTION, we have experienced that our workshop and our clients inevitably turn into a “club
of individuals and car enthusiasts” who become part of our larger community at our Boutique Workshop. After all,
we have never thought of changing our brand; what unite all of us are the same core – passion for cars and REAL
ACTION.
Contact Person : Ertan Coskun
Title : Founder & Manager
Mobile : + 971 50 234 2055
E-mail : service@activeauto.me
Contact Person : Artur Uluc
Title : Founder & Manager
Mobile : +971 56 605 6369
Contact Person : Onur Coskun
Title : Manager
Mobile : +971 50 928 1688
E-mail : service@activeauto.me
Website : www.activeauto.me
Address : Al Quoz 4, Street 17, Warehouse 1-2, Dubai, UAE.
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ADECCO HOLDING EMIRATES B.V. (DUBAI BRANCH)

AGMC / BMW

The Adecco Group is the world’s leading HR solutions company. We believe in making the future work for everyone,
and every day enable more than 3.5 million careers.
We skill, develop, and hire talent in 60 countries, enabling organisations to embrace the future of work. As a
Fortune Global 500 company, we lead by example, creating shared value that fuels economies and builds better
societies.
Our culture of inclusivity, entrepreneurship and teamwork empowers our 34,000 employees. We are proud to have
been ranked 7th in 'World's Best Workplaces 2020' by Great Place to Work®.
The Adecco Group AG is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland (ISIN: CH0012138605) and listed on the SIX Swiss
Exchange (ADEN) and powered by nine global brands: Adecco, Adia, Badenoch & Clark, General Assembly, Lee
Hecht Harrison, Modis, Pontoon, Spring Professional and Vettery.
Adecco has been rapidly growing in the Middle East since 2008, developing a substantial footprint throughout
the GCC region. We place 1000 associates to work each day across 250 different clients. Adecco has 60 full time
employees, working in 4 offices, servicing 12 countries across the region.
We inspire individuals and organizations to work more effectively and efficiently, and create greater choice in
the domain of work, for the benefit of all concerned. We provide recruitment and career services across the
employment lifecycle.
• Temporary Staffing
• Payroll and Visa
• PRO Services
• Permanent Recruitment
• Global Mobility
• Assessments

• Emiratization
• Outsourcing
• Executive Search
• Salary Benchmarking
• Volume Project Hiring

Contact Person : Tibet Egrioglu				
Title : Zone Director, Middle East, North Africa, Turkey
Phone : +90 (216) 665 3500				
E-mail : tibet.egrioglu@adecco.com				
				
Contact Person : Huseyin Karakaya
Title : Country Finance Manager, Adecco UAE
Phone : +971 4 368 7900, D : +971 4 368 7911
Mobile : +971 52 792 7252
E-mail : huseyin.karakaya@adecco.com

ABOUT AGMC: The official BMW Group importer for Dubai, Sharjah and the Northern Emirates
For over 44 years, AGMC has delivered premium automotive products and services to its customers as the exclusive
importer for BMW Group cars and Motorrad in Dubai, Sharjah and the Northern Emirates. Established in 1976,
AGMC has now become one of the most important markets for BMW Group Middle East.
Currently, AGMC has 26 sales and service facilities across Dubai, Sharjah and the Northern Emirates. These include
four BMW showrooms, four MINI Showrooms, two Rolls-Royce Motor Cars showrooms for new and Provenance
cars, as well as the world’s first Rolls-Royce Boutique. In addition they have three Certified Pre-Owned car
showrooms under the BMW Premium Selection Programme and one BMW Motorrad showroom. Service facilities
include two body shops, six workshops and two car storage facilities and the only Rolls-Royce dedicated state-ofthe-art aftersales facility.
Contact Person : Ali Ayhan Olcer
Title : Chief Executive Officer
Mobile : +971 56 414 8885
E-mail : Ayhan.olcer@agmc.ae
Contact Person : Natalija Norikova
Title : National Marketing & PR Manager
Mobile : +971 50 656 7679
E-mail : natalija@agmc.ae

Contact Person : Mayank Patel
Title : Country Manager, Adecco UAE
Phone : +971 4 368 7900, D : +971 4 368 7909
Mobile : +971 55 184 7952
E-mail : Mayank.Patel@adecco.com

Contact Person : Arsal Hassan
Title : Marketing Administrator
Mobile : +971 50 878 6842
E-mail : arsal.hassan@agmc.ae
Website : www.bmw-dubai.com
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmwagmc/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BMWAGMC/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bmw_agmc/?hl=en
Company Activities: Banking & Finance, E-Commerce, Automobile Trading

Website : www.adeccome.com
Address : Sheikh Zayed Rd, Al Quoz 1, Dubai
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/adeccomiddleeast
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/adeccome/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/adeccomiddleeast
Twitter: https://twitter.com/AdeccoME
Mobile App : ADECCO MIDDLE EAST (compatible with iOS and Android)
Address : Adecco Holding Emirates B.V., Marina Plaza, Dubai Marina Road, Office 1206
Dubai, P.O. Box: 103949, UAE
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AIRADIO ME FZE

AKSA POWER GENERATION FZE

Headquartered in Chicago, USA, AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL RADIO (A.I.R.) since its inception in 1990, has
established in over 60 countries through offices, sales representatives and dealers.
AIRadio ME FZE brings AIR Groups synergy and proven track record of years of working with Motorola Solutions to
the Middle East Region. AIRadio ME is a Premier Technology Company, Motorola Distributor in Middle East as well
as Major Global Distributor for various wireless equipment and security solutions and a Systems Integrator.
AIRadio partners with top technology companies around the world like Motorola, Airspan, Cambium, Spirent,
General Dynamics, Cobham, General Electric, RFS and uniquely positioned in the territory with vast experience in
Transport, Public Safety, Oil&Gas and Managed Services, holding long term supply and O&M contracts signed with
major organizations and installation and commissioning of very large systems on below offerings:

Aksa Power Generation was founded as an electrical motor factory by Ali Metin Kazancı in 1968. AKSA
manufactured its first generator in 1984 and became an expert in machinery and hardware for electrical energy
supply in a short span of time. In 1994, Aksa community became corporate under the name Kazancı Holding and
reorganized, achieving its current structure. Aksa has been the leader of generating sets market for a long period
of time and is among Turkey’s largest 200 industrial companies and exporters. For U.A.E market , Aksa serves in its
own premises which is in JAFZA since 2003.
Aksa Power Generation manufactures gasoline, diesel, natural gas and marine generating sets ranging between
1 kVA to 3000 kVA as well as lighting towers and generator hardware in the manufacturing facilities in Istanbul
(Turkey 20,000 m² of indoor space ), Changzou (China 100,000 m² of indoor space) and Louisiana (U.S.A., 10,000
m² of indoor space), Dordrecht ( Netherlands, 10,000 sqm of indoor space); and has become a leader and pioneer
within the sector.

- Two Way Radio (DMR, TETRA, APCO, HFSSB, Dispatch Consoles)
Aksa Power Generation exports more than 70% of its products and is among the top ten global firms of the sector
with 13 offices located in Asia, Europe, Africa and America.

- Wireless Broadband (PTP&PMP, MW, Wimax, LTE)
- Coverage in Confined Areas (Metro&Road Tunnels, Sky Scrappers, Stadiums, Mines, Ports)

Being one of the first manufacturers of natural gas generator sets of the world, Aksa Generators holds an
undisputed supremacy with respect to synchronized sets. Aksa Generators increases its investments continuously
in technology to remain the pioneer of change by the manufacturing of more soundproof, environment-friendly
generators with lower fuel consumption.

- Security (Border Protection, Surveillance, Critical Infrastructure Protection, Pipeline Security,
RF Jammers, Biometrics)
- Network Technologies and Smart Cities (Traffic Management, City Lighting, Waste
Management, Parking Optimization)

		

- Managed Services (Turnkey O&M, after warranty support, 7*24*365 Critical Infrastructure
infield or remote O&M)

		

Contact Person : Okan Kizilirmak
Title : Regional Director
Phone : +971 4 880 9140
E-mail : okan@aksauae.com
Website : www.aksauae.com, www.aksa.com.tr

Contact Person : Anil Gedik
Title : Regional Manager
E-mail : anil.gedik@airadio.com

Address : Jebel Ali Free Zone South, Warehouse S20128, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Koral Turkkan
Title : Vice President - Business Development & Sales
Mobile : +90 533 771 8574
E-mail : koral.turkkan@airadio.com
Website : www.airadio.com
Address : TECHNO HUB 2-Office 1-111, Dubai Silicon Oasis, P.O. Box: 341395, Dubai, UAE.			
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AL SHARIF ADVOCATES & LEGAL CONSULTANTS

AL SAFI-DANONE

Al Sharif Advocates & Legal Consultants is a Law Firm offering comprehensive local and international legal
consultancy in a broad spectrum of legal areas. The Firm, based in Dubai, UAE was founded in 1982 by a UAE
national, Mr. Abdul Rahman Al Sharif.
Al Sharif is staffed with a multicultural team of lawyers with industry-leading expertise as well as local lawyers
qualified to appear before UAE courts. By combining expertise in local laws with deep understanding of the clients’
needs, we are able to bridge the cultural barriers between foreign clients and UAE laws & institutions, thus offering
the clients an unmatched commercial and legal advantage.
In over three decades of our existence, Al Sharif has witnessed the rapid growth of Dubai into a commercial hub
of the Middle East. This growth is in, a large part, augmented by Dubai’s legal infrastructure and the visionary UAE
Government, which aims to create a stable yet progressive business environment.
Banking on these opportunities over the years, Al Sharif today stands as one of the leading law firms in the UAE.
Our client base depicts a diversity that is as unique as the demographics of Dubai. Our clients include corporations
in all major industries, individual clients, governments and foreign missions.
Practice Areas:
Commercial & Corporate Law, Contracts Law, Construction Law & Real Estate Development, Commercial Agency &
Related Disputes, International Corporate Transactions, IP & Trademark Law, Labor Law, Structuring and Setting-up
Business in Dubai or UAE, Free Zones & Offshore, Private Notary Services.

Al Safi Danone Company, a joint venture between Al Faisaliah Group and Danone Group, is one of the biggest
dairy players in the market with strong local and global brands operations across GCC, Levant & Iraq. Established in
1979 by Prince Abdullah Alfaisal, the company owns the largest integrated farm and manufacturing facilities in the
world (certified from Guinness Records) with rights to manufacture, market & distribute Danone brands across the
region. Alsafi Danone is committed to deliver ‘delightful wellness every day’ to its consumers with a wide portfolio
of brands: Al Safi, Safio, Activia, Danette, Actimel and Danao.
Contact Person : Tolga Sezer
Title : Chief Executive Officer
Phone : +971 4 340 6895
E-mail : tolga.sezer@alsafidanone.com
Contact Person : Maged Fakhry
Title : Vice President - Gulf & Levant
Phone : +971 4 340 6895
E-mail : maged.fakhry@alsafidanone.com
Contact Person : Ahmet Kursat Kaymaz
Title : Marketing & Commercial Director
Mobile : +971 56 115 0485
E-mail : ahmet.kaymaz@alsafidanone.com
Website : www.alsafidanone.com

Contact Person : Dr. Abdulrahman Al Sharif
Phone : +971 4 348 8808
E-mail : reception@dubailaw.ae

Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/al-safi-danone/
Facebook: /alsafiarabia
Instagram: /alsafiarabia

Contact Person : Ahmed Al Sharif
Phone : +971 4 348 8808
E-mail : reception@dubailaw.ae

Company Activities : Food & Beverages Trading
Address : Al Safi Danone Co. Ltd., P.O. Box: 37749, Al Quoz, Dubai, UAE.

Website : www.dubailaw.ae
Address : 48 Burj Gate, 7th Floor, Sofitel Hotel Dubai Downtown, Sheikh Zayed Road, P.O.Box: 8867, Dubai, UAE.
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Delightful
Wellness

Al Safi Danone Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box: 37749 Al Quoz, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 3406895, Fax: +971 4 3406903

AL NABOODAH TRAVEL & TOURISM AGENCIES LLC

ALL FRESHCO GENERAL TRADING LLC

Part of the Saeed & Mohammed Al Naboodah Group, Al Naboodah Travel & Tourism Agencies is a dynamic travel
and tourism company with a reputation for quality and excellence.
Founded in 1973, Al Naboodah Travel has grown into one of the most respected and trusted travel partners in
the Emirates, and represents some of the world’s most renowned airlines, including Air Canada, Air France, Air
Zimbabwe, Austrian Airlines, Cathay Pacific, GoAir, Japan Airlines, LATAM, SaudiGulf Airlines, Turkish Airlines, and
United Airways (BD) Limited.
Al Naboodah Travel is a member of the Travel and Tourism Agencies Council (ATTAC) and fully IATA accredited,
as well as a member of Dubai Travel and Tour Agents Group (DTTAG) and the American Society of Travel Agents
(ASTA).
Nasir Jamal Khan – CEO, Al Naboodah Travel
Nasir Jamal Khan has been in the travel business for more than 35 years, playing an influential role in shaping the
tourism landscape across the GCC. Nasir joined Al Naboodah Travel in 2004, and has since successfully repositioned
the company’s growth strategy, secured new strategic airline partnerships, diversified its product offering and
fuelled the company’s outlet expansion across the UAE & KSA.
Prior to joining Al Naboodah Travel, Nasir spent over 20 years in Saudi Arabia as Regional Manager for the Saudi
Tourist & Travel Bureau, and over a decade at Gulf Air, Bahrain’s national carrier as Area Manager. He was presented
with the ‘Game Changer’ award at the Arabian Travel Awards for his contributions to the travel industry regionally.
Contact Person : Nasir Jamal Khan
Title : Chief Executive Officer
Phone : +971 4 294 0099
E-mail : nasir.khan@alnaboodah.com

The company started off as a fresh juice factory almost two decades ago in 2002. Founded by Hussain Sulaiman Al
Marzouqi and Nevzat Essen, All Freshco is a member of Grand Caste trading, which has investments in hospitality
and retail sectors.
Allfreshco is today one of the largest companies in the UAE in the logistics and trading of fruits and vegetables.
The company imports fresh products from all over the world and stores, packs and delivers them for clients that
include hypermarkets and hotel chains. Their strict quality control and prompt service has made them one of the
most trusted names in the industry.
Allfreshco operates a wholesale outlet in Dubai Al Aweer Fruits and Vegetables market, from where they sell
directly to retailers and supermarkets.
2002-2008 - Established a fresh juice factory and supply chain. Started importing and exporting Fruits and
Vegetables in the UAE.
2009 - Started importing Fruits and Vegetables from all over the world and exporting to GCC countries.
2009 - Signed a 4-year contract with the biggest and largest retailer in the Middle East and North Africa, as their
exclusive Logistics provider.
2009 - Certified from international HACCP and ISO
Contact Person : Nevzat Esen
Title : Owner
Phone : +971 4 320 8130
E-mail : info@allfreshco.com

Website : www.alnaboodahtravel.com
Website : www.allfreshco.com
Address : Al Naboodah Travel & Tourism, Al Shoala Complex, P.O. Box: 1200, Dubai, UAE.
Address : Central Fruit & Vegetable Market, Cold Store No.24, Al Aweer, Dubai, UAE.
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AMERELLER LEGAL CONSULTANCY
AMERELLER is an international law firm with comprehensive corporate and commercial law and dispute resolution
offerings tailored to the Middle East. More than 60 lawyers work from 9 offices in Europe and the Middle East
advising clients from over 40 countries.
AMERELLER is known as a go-to firm for transactions in difficult markets including Libya and Iraq. Our lawyers are
sensitive to the cultural and legal nuances of conducting business in the Middle East, and are often retained as local
counsel on major projects and transactions in the region.
The firm's client base includes publicly traded companies, international organizations, government entities, global
financial institutions, family-owned businesses, NGOs, SMEs, and entrepreneurs in many sectors and industries.
Languages : Arabic, English, German, Farsi, French, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, Urdu
Jurisdictions : Austria, Egypt, England and Wales, France, Germany, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Jordan, Tunisia, United Arab
Emirates, United States (NY, TX, DC, CA)

Practice Areas:			
• Agency and Distribution			
• Corporate and Commercial			
• Dispute Resolution			
• Employment			
• Foreign Direct Investment / Entity Establishment
• IT and Data Protection			
• Mergers and Acquisitions / Joint Ventures
• Project Finance			
• Regulatory Compliance			
• Restructuring and Bankruptcy			

Sectors:
• Agritech
• Automotive
• Banking and Finance
• Defense
• Fast Moving Consumer Goods
• Healthcare and Pharmaceutical
• Oil and Gas
• Real Estate
• Technology, Media, and Telecommunications
• Tourism and Hospitality

Contact Person : Jonathan P. Noble
Title : Local Partner
Phone : +971 4 432 3671
Mobile : +971 55 794 8435
E-mail : noble@amereller.com
Website : www.amereller.com
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/amereller/
Address : One by Omniyat Building, Business Bay, P.O. Box: 97706, Dubai, UAE.
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ALTUNKAYA GROUP OF COMPANIES
Altunkaya Group of Companies operate in a diverse number of fields extending from Quality Food & Beverages,
Industrial Products, Automotive and various other fields, but our core strategic focus is the development of the
brands Mahmood, Altunsa and Euro Range of Products across the World Market and we are looking for a right
distribution partner for these brands.
MAHMOOD TEA (www.mahmoodtea.com)
We have a comprehensive product range in the brand Mahmood Tea covering the orthodox variety, excellent
product quality that delivers superior taste compared to anything available in the market, superior and attractive
packing, a solid marketing strategy and the financial means to succeed. Mahmood Tea with its unique taste and
flavour has gained popularity in the international tea market in a very short time and is one of the leading brands.
We also have under the Mahmood Brand - Coffee, Coffee Variants & Rice.
ALTUNSA INSTANT DRINK (www.altunsagida.com)
Altunsa Instant Drink is manufactured in Turkey in 17 different flavors and is available in sachet form. Altunsa
Instant Drink Powder as a result of their quality is maintaining our leadership in markets we have entered. We also
have under the Altunsa Brand - Tomato Paste, Milk Shakes, Pudding, Sunflower Oil. We can also provide you with
alternative Brands in Instant Drink Juice Powder under the Brand Name LIVANS, MOBILE & EURO.
CONFY BABY DIAPERS (www.lidersan.net)
This is the latest introduction to our ever growing product line and in CONFY BABY DIAPERS we provide you the
best quality Baby Diapers as compared to anything available in the market. We have all the standard sizes and
packing with competitive price. We can also offer you a choice of Brands in Diapers segment namely POTTY, PIPERO
and BABY LOOK.
EURO DRINK (www.altunkaya.net)
Euro Drink is manufactured in our own most modern factory situated in Jebel Ali Dubai, UAE with a much
modernised Bottling Unit from manufacturing of PET bottles to the finished products with a very good quality
control mechanism to ensure the best quality to our valued customers and to cater to the ever growing consumer
demand for fresh juices in the UAE and the world over. Euro Drink is at present available in 9 flavours namely
Orange, Mango, Guava, Mixed Fruit, Orange & Carrot, Apple, Red Grape, Pineapple, and Lemon to give a perfect
taste to our most valued discerning consumers.The final goal of Altunkaya Group is consumer happiness and
satisfaction and therefore the products are specially made and designed to meet the requirement of different
consumer groups in various markets throughout the world.
Contact person : Mehmet Sirin Akyuz
Title : Operations Manager
Phone : +971 4 886 3664
Fax : +971 4 886 3665
Mobile : +971 55 440 2160
Website : www.altunkayagroup.com
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AZIMUT (DIFC) LIMITED

APLUS MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Founded in 2013, Azimut (DIFC) Limited is an asset management company regulated by the Dubai Financial
Services Authority (DFSA) and operates out of the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC). Azimut (DIFC)
Limited provides its clients with an integrated financial advisory platform that combines long term performance
track records with the highest international standards for financial advisory services to individuals and corporates.
The company offers investment advisory solutions, trading / execution, wealth management and the management
of collective investment funds.
Azimut (DIFC) Limited is a subsidiary of Azimut Group, Italy’s leading wealth manager, and one of the largest
independent asset management groups in Europe. Azimut Group has been active since 1989 and has been listed
on the Milan Stock Exchange since 2004. Azimut is present in 17 locations, with more than 1700 employees and
around 60 billion USD assets under management.

Aplus is a reliable, local, professional and affordable maintenance and cleaning services company. We are one of
the best service providers in property maintenance and cleaning for commercial and residential premises, working
with public and private sector companies, large and small organisations, homes and offices across the UAE. Every
one of our clients receives a personalised property maintenance plan designed by our dedicated and fully trained
team of professionals to suit every need.
Aplus is a well established facility management company in Dubai, and a dominant player in Facility Management
Services, Air-Conditioning Ventilation and Air Filtration System Installation and Maintenance, Electromechanical
System Installation and Maintenance, as well as Building Cleaning Services. We provide integral facilities
management solutions and consultancy services for a variety of premises and have experience with major facilities,
including residential and commercial properties, shopping malls, data centres, call centres, the telecom sector.
We deliver employee comfort, safety and productivity, reduce operating costs and ensure that your oganisation
complies with rules and regulations. We care about our clients and their businesses, and are continuously working
to improve delivery performance and customer satisfaction.

Contact Person : Serdar Aktasli
Title : Managing Partner
Phone : +971 4 703 8111
E-mail : serdar.aktasli@azimut.ae

Aplus Maintenance Services covers a range of reactive, planned and preventative maintenance services including
a/c systems, electrical, plumbing, carpentry and building cleaning services, and are therefore able to install, fix,
upgrade, clean and maintain your property, keeping it in top condition. All work undertaken is guaranteed for a
minimum of 1 month, and conforms to all the latest health and safety requirements.

Website : www.azimut-me.ae, www.azimut-group.com
Address : Azimut (DIFC) Limited, Central Park Towers, Unit 45, Flr 16, DIFC, P.O. Box: 506944, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Serkan Ortac
Title : Director, Business Operations
Phone : +971 4 421 3929
E-mail : serkan.ortac@aplusmaintenance.ae
E-mail : info@aplusmaintenance.ae
Website : www.aplusmaintenance.ae
Social Media : https://ae.linkedin.com/company/aplus-maintenance-services
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/www.aplusmaintenance.ae/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/aplusmaintenanceuae/
Company Activities : Facility Management & Maintenance Services for Residential and Commercial sectors;
Swimming Pool Maintenance
Address : P.O. Box 941530, Capital Golden Tower, Business Bay, Dubai, UAE.
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ARBOR SCHOOL
The Arbor School is an ecological school based on the National Curriculum for England, located in Al- Furjan,
within easy reach of Jumeirah Village Triangle, Green Community, Victory Heights and the Marina.
Enriched with a compassionate, ecological outlook focussed on ecoliteracy, sustainability and environmental
justice, the Arbor School's educational vision is embedded within its experiential and outdoor learning. Here
children plan, collaborate, reflect and make meaningful changes to the world around them in an inclusive and
supportive environment.
In support of this vision, the school offers modern, adaptive facilities, climate-controlled biodomes and learning
gardens as key spaces to engage children in a deeper understanding of their ecology and environment.
Phone : +971 4 581 4100
E-mail : reception@thearborschool.ae
Website : www.thearborschool.ae

A UNIQUE ECOLOGICAL SCHOOL
OFFERING FS1 TO YEAR 9*

Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: The Arbor School
Facebook: ArborDubai
Instagram: ArborDubai

The Arbor School is an ecological school based on the
National Curriculum for England, located in Al- Furjan,
within easy reach of Jumeirah Village Triangle, Green
Community, Victory Heights and the Marina.

Company Activities : Education
Address : The Arbor School, Al Furjan, P.O Box: 413898, Dubai, UAE.

Enriched with a compassionate, ecological outlook focussed
on ecoliteracy, sustainability and environmental justice, the
Arbor School's educational vision is embedded within its
experiential and outdoor learning. Here children plan,
collaborate, reflect and make meaningful changes to the world
around them in an inclusive and supportive environment.
In support of this vision, the school offers modern, adaptive
facilities, climate-controlled biodomes and learning gardens as
key spaces to engage children in a deeper understanding of
their ecology and environment.

FOCUSSED ON ECOLITERACY,
SUSTAINABILITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE.
UK TRAINED TEACHERS, AND
A HIGH ADULT TO STUDENT
RATIO.
SMALL CLASSES ALLOWING
INDIVIDUALISED ATTENTION.
2021 SCHOLARSHIPS WORTH
UP TO 75% OF ANNUAL FEES.
APPLICATIONS NOW WELCOME!

*Year 9 open in September 2021
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ARJAAN BY ROTANA
Located in the heart of Dubai Media City, Arjaan by Rotana Dubai features a combination of Moorish and modern
style luxurious living with world-class hospitality services. The hotel offers 242 rooms, suites and fully furnished
apartments including 18 Premium apartments with a private plunge pool catering to all your business, leisure,
family and long-term requirements.
The property features an all-day dining restaurant Cilantro serving buffet as well as an a la carte menu, Veranda
pool side lounge and Skylight Café. Arjaan Rotana offers 6 fully equipped meeting rooms and Bodylines Fitness &
Wellness Club that has a fitness centre and a temperature-controlled swimming pool for adults and children.

Your Comfort is our Priority

For reservation or more information, please call +971 (0)4 436 0000 or email res.arjaandmc@rotana.com
Contact Person : Hadi Vazir
Title : Cluster Assistant Director of Marketing & Communications
Phone : +971 4 436 0145 / +971 50 636 8551
E-mail : hadi.vazir@rotana.com
Contact Person : Elaine Wallace
Title : Cluster Executive Secretary
Phone : +971 4 436 0101
E-mail : arjaan.dmc@rotana.com
Contact Person : Damir Farmonovich
Title : Director of Sales
Phone : +971 4 436 0170 / +971 50 636 5703
E-mail : damir.farmonovich@rotana.com
With a unique location in the heart of Dubai Media City and overlooking the Palm
Jumeirah, Arjaan by Rotana – Dubai is a landmark property featuring 242 rooms,
suites and fully furnished apartments including 18 stylish Premium suites with a
private plunge pool. Enjoy sumptuous cuisine at Cilantro restaurant, relax by the
outdoor swimming pool or workout at Bodylines Fitness & Wellness Club.

Website : https://www.rotana.com/arjaanbyrotanadubaimediacity
Social Media Accounts : Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ArjaanByRotanaDubai
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/arjaandmc/

The 4-star property is a dream home away from home, where you are not only
minutes away from Dubai tram but also close to Dubai’s leading shopping
destinations including Mall of the Emirates and Dubai Marina Mall. The hotel is
conveniently located 25 km away from Dubai International Airport.

Address : Arjaan by Rotan Dubai Media City, King Salman Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud Street, Dubai,UAE.

For reservation or more information, please visit rotana.com or
call +971 (0)4 436 0000 or email res.arjaandmc@rotana.com

Dubai Media City, P. O. Box 502828, Dubai, U.A.E.
T: +971 (0)4 436 0000, F: +971 (0)4 436 0111, arjaan.dmc@rotana.com
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ASOS GROUP DMCC

AVEA CONTRACTING LLC

ASOS Group DMCC is a global service and equipment provider serving in Oil and Gas industry. ASOS Group has
offices in Istanbul and Dubai. Also having 20,000 m2 manufacturing facility in Konya/Turkey. Our Group is active
in fuel management solutions, fuel storage tanks and facilities, mobile fuel stations and tankers, laser calibration
solution for above/underground tanks and station signage solutions. Asos Group DMCC highly specialized in all fuel
industry requirements from storing fuel to end user consumption. Asos Group DMCC aims to be a true “Solution
Provider” in all needs of its customers with its expert and experienced staff, with its quality product and service,
customer-oriented approach and competitive prices. With our experience behind us, our main priority is always to
provide a service that satisfies our customers.

AVEA is a leading contracting company based in Dubai specialized in providing planning, designing, consulting,
and construction services for any type of project. Working with a vision to do something unique and innovative,
AVEA has rapidly grown into a trusted contractor in the emirates offering services in villas, building, fit-out-design,
warehouses, steel works & other construction fields. The success of AVEA in the UAE and its expansion to other
countries can be attributed to the core founding values of the company such as our commitment to truthfulness
and the value we hold in each employee, partner and clients. Dedicated to quality, safety, timeliness, and value, we
take pride in bringing projects to completion on time, to specification and within the estimated budget. Adhering
to strong moral and ethical principles, we maintain the highest degree of excellence in our services and help make
your concept a reality - on time and within budget.

Contact Person : Ozenc Orhan OZER
Title : Shareholder
Phone : +90 549 746 5239 / +971 56 573 3677
E-mail : oozer@theasosgroup.com

Contact Person : Qusai Hatim Adlan
Title : Interior Designer
Phone : +971 4 240 8466

Contact Person : Cem Basbay
Title : Director of Sales and Marketing
Phone : +90 530 663 1259 / +971 56 545 1417
E-mail : cbasbay@theasosgroup.com

Contact person : Mohamed Ansar
Title : Project Manager
Phone : +971 4 240 8466
E-mail : info@aveacontracting.com

Website : www.theasosgroup.com

Website : https://aveacontracting.com/

Address : P.O.Box: 29805, Office #2110, Level 21 Al Habtoor Business Tower, Al Falea Street, Dubai Marina,
Dubai, UAE.

Social Media : Instagram: aveacontractingllc
Company Activities : Construction, Furniture, Home & Corporate Interiors, Design and Build Services
Address : Block C, Diamond Business Center 1, Arjan, Dubai, Office Number: 212.
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ASIL RESTAURANT
Asil is a balance of innovation, elegance and tradition in the realms of food, décor and musical style. A fusion of
Arabesque cuisine with a blend of Lebanese, Turkish and Moroccan tastes, from the atmosphere to the cuisine. Here
at Asil, we take a modern approach to the quintessential oriental touch, offering authentic flavors with a creative,
contemporary twist. The restaurant, lounge, stage, terrace and bar, combine and evolve into a spectacular nightlife
space after dinner. Our ethos is to encourage people from all walks of life to mix together and enjoy all that Asil
has to offer.
Contact Person : Mouhamad Hadla
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +90 530 644 8205 / +971 52 130 0888
E-mail : mouhamad.hadla@rixos.com
Website : www.asilrestaurant.com
Social Media : Facebook: Asil Dubai
Instagram: Asil Dubai
Address : Rixos premium Dubai, Jumeirah Beach Residence (lobby level).

Asil is a balance of modern innovation, elegance and tradition in the Oriental realms of food, decor
and musical style, located at the most stylish urban hotspot, Rixos Premium Dubai,
in the heart of Dubai, Jumeirah Beach Residence.
An authentic fusion of Arabesque cuisine, blending Turkish senses, Lebanese flavors
and Moroccan taste, presented with a twist.
R. +971 4 520 0055
Rixos Premium Dubai, Jumeirah Beach Residence, P.O.Box 643660, Dubai, UAE
Dine@asilrestaurant.com, www.asilrestaurant.com
A Concept by SWOT Hospitality • swothospitality.com
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ATASAY
Atasay, which is the leader and pioneer brand of Turkey’s jewelry industry, was established in Turkey's Denizli
province in 1937. The brand’s Istanbul journey started when Atasay Kamer rented its first store in Istanbul Grand
Bazaar, known as the oldest shopping center in the world, in 1969. Atasay with its commercial intelligence and
innovative approach has become the first jewelry brand to transform from workshop scale to large industry. Having
been in the jewelry sector for four generations, Atasay expanded into Anatolia and then to the world.
Over the years, Atasay became the biggest retail brand in jewelry sector. With the transition to the franchise
system, Atasay began to grow rapidly, and opened many stores. With its strong franchise network, Atasay always
have its finger on the pulse of what consumers want. Today with its 150 domestic stores and 24 international stores
located in premium shopping malls and on prestigious streets, Atasay is a strong, leading and winning retail brand.
Atasay accelerated its international business by opening stores in the United Arab Emirates, Iraq, Qatar and in
Germany, ranking among the biggest Turkish jewelry brands of the region. With its timeless and contemporary
designs Atasay graced 110 million women around the world. Atasay appeals to a wide target audience with its gold
and diamond products designed for women, men and kids. The brand offers a selection of fashion jewelry that can
be worn at any time of the day and appeal to different styles.
Atasay is the award winning brand of Turkey. It has become the lovemark, superbrand, brand of the year and the
most reputable brand of the jewelry sector and it reaffirms these titles every year. Also, Atasay managed to reach
masses by making collaborations with names such as Meryem Uzerli, who has a large fan base both in Turkey and
in the Middle East. As a supporter of strong women who are always improving, Atasay supported women's power
with the campaign “Don't Care Just Wear”.
Contact Person : Hakan Cevikoz
Title : Global Director
Phone : +90 532 366 7875
E-mail : hakan.cevikoz@atasay.com
Contact Person : Zekeriya Ilhan
Title : Global Area Manager
Phone : +90 533 646 9449
E-mail : zekeriya.ilhan@atasay.com
Contact Person : Salwa Lababidi
Title : Corporate Communications Manager
Mobile : +971 50 2416248
E-mail : salwa.lababidi@atasay.com
Website : www.atasay.com / www.atasay.ae
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/atasay
Facebook: https://tr-tr.facebook.com/atasay/
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BY SIMAY DEMIRCI

BCP BANK

SIMAY DEMIRCI, registered in the UAE as D L S S Readymade Garments Trading LLC, was established in 2020
by a Turkish expat in Dubai, UAE. Our brand focuses on hand made, luxury and environmentally friendly beach
accessories. Although we are for now a start-up company, our product range is wide and increasing. Our products
are designed in Dubai and produced in Brazil, Turkey and Dubai, from the highest quality and organic materials.
The brand goal is to offer our customers a unique experience of beach fashion which is modern, cheerful, luxurious
and ecological.

Banque de Commerce et de Placements SA
BCP has been offering top quality service in Swiss banking for more than 50 years now. Its DIFC Branch, a Category
1 Firm regulated by DFSA since Oct 2006, provides trade finance, treasury and correspondent banking services,
extending unique expertise in commodity finance business along with outstanding service and swift execution
capability on the local ground. Also, its Wealth Management business is offering Swiss WM solution with local
booking capabilities starting from 2014.

Contact Person : Simay Demirci Larrinaga Villar
Title : Owner
Mobile : +971 54 484 8686
E-mail : aloha@bysimaydemirci.com

Contact Person : Ubeyd Engin Öce
Title : Dubai Branch Manager / First Vice President
Phone : +971 4 425 0801
E-mail : engin.oce@bcp-bank.com

Website : www.bysimaydemirci.com

Contact Person : Okan Aydin
Title : Head of Trade Finance Relationship Management / Vice President
Phone : +971 4 425 0807
E-mail : okan.aydin@bcp-bank.com

Social Media : @bysimaydemirci

Contact Person : Joanna Sirunovasquez
Title : Accounting Assistant / Authorized Officer
Phone : +971 4 425 0805
E-mail : joanna.sirunovasquez@gmail.com
Website : www.bcp-bank.com
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/bcp-banque-de-commerce-et-de-placements/
Address : Unit 706 - 708, DIFC Precinct Building 3, Level 7, P.O. Box: 506584, Dubai, UAE
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BABAJI DUBAI LLC
Babaji is an authentic Turkish Restaurant located in the heart of City Walk with an outdoor seating area that is
overlooking the breath-taking silhouette of Downtown.
Serving a wide selection of Turkish dishes, Babaji fast became one of the go-to places for authentic Turkish food in
Dubai. With all-day breakfast, delicious pide selection and recently introduced doner options, Babaji guests turns
to regulars. It is one of the few restaurants in Dubai with brick wood oven (commonly used in Turkey for pide
ovens), making all the pides have a distinguishing taste. Babaji cooking is authentic rather than traditional. Babaji
focus is on absolute dedication to food quality as the brand’s most important attribute.
Turkish culture is associated with warm hospitality. Every guest that turns up at the doorstep of the house is
treated with hospitality and made to feel special. Babaji brings the Turkish warmth and personal touch to the
service and farewell.
Babaji reflects love and respect for the unique culture, cuisine and energy of Istanbul. Babaji distils the spirit of
this unique city with its instinctive and warm welcome and graceful old-world Turkish values.
Contact Person : Ahmet Halit Demir
Title : General Manager
Phone : +971 58 882 3607
E-mail : ahmetdemir@babaji.com.tr
Contact Person : Elfide Tahir
Title : Assistant General Manager
Phone : +971 58 267 2606
E-mail : elfidetahir@babaji.com.tr
Website : babaji.com.tr
Social Media Accounts : Facebook: Babaji Dubai
Instagram: babajidubai
Company Activities : Restaurant
Address : City Walk Phase 2, Al Safa & Al Wasl Road Intersection, Dubai, UAE.

@BabajiDubai
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BEKO

BIN ARAB DENTAL CLINIC

Beko Gulf FZE was incorporated in the UAE as a wholly owned subsidiary of Arçelik Group. The regional office is
responsible for sales, marketing and customer care activities in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and
Yemen. Beko Gulf operates in white goods, built-in appliances, small domestic appliances and air-conditioning
markets.

Established in 1991 by the first male Emirati National Dentist, Dr. Ibrahim Bin Arab. BADC has been taking care of
patients with great passion, expertise and comfort for three decades. Our team is committed to our patients and
we address their needs and concerns and provide the best dental care by using state-of-the art technology such as
a 3D Scanner, Panoramic and Digital X-rays, and Digital Anesthesia.

Arçelik is a truly global group with its products and services in 150 countries. 68% of its consolidated revenue
is generated from international markets in 2019. Within its wide brand portfolio, Beko brand is number one
in European free-standing major appliance market in terms of sales volume. The Group has more than 30,000
employees worldwide in its 23 manufacturing plants, 49 subsidiaries and branches in 34 countries, 20 R&D and
Design centers and offices.

Furthermore, we love to work with patients by improving the health and appearance of their teeth, gums and overall
smile. Fortunately, with the help of modern dentistry, we are able to integrate advanced techniques including but
not limited to Invisalign and digital smile design to find the ideal solutions for each patient.

Arçelik has been operating in consumer durables industry as part of Koç Group since its establishment in 1955 with
its enduring vision “Respecting the World, Respected Worldwide”
Koç Holding is Turkey’s largest industrial and services group in terms of revenues, exports, employees and taxes paid
and market capitalization. As the only Turkish company listed in Fortune 500, Koç Group holds leading positions in
strategic and lucrative business lines such as consumer durables, energy, automotive and finance.
Contact Person : Oral Bozkurt
Title : General Manager of Beko Gulf FZE
Phone : +971 4 881 0960
E-mail : oral.bozkurt@arcelik.com

Our experienced, extensively qualified and vibrant team of professionals; Dr. Tuba Buyukozer, Dr. Yener Oguz, Dr.
Seda Ozyoney and the rest of our team will ensure that your experience as a patient in our clinic will be a success
and all your needs will be met in an environment where we cultivate peace and warmth. Giving our patients peace
of mind throughout their experience at BADC.
Contact person : Dr. Tuba Buyukozer, DDS, PhD
Title : General Dentist
Mobile : +971 55 653 1700
E-mail : drtuba@binarabdental.com
Contact person : Dr. Seda Ozyoney, DDS, PhD
Title : General Dentist
Mobile : +971 52 644 7474
E-mail : drseda@binarabdental.com

Contact Person : Murat Alatli
Title : Finance and Accounting Director
Phone : +971 4 881 0345
Mobile : +971 50 358 6684
E-mail : murat.alatli@arcelik.com

Contact person : Laura Burns
Title : Relationship Manager
Mobile : +971 50 954 1149
E-mail : laura@binarabdental.com

Website : http://gulf.beko.com

Website : www.binarabdentalcentre.com

Social Media Accounts : Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BekoGulf/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bekogulf/

Social Media : Facebook: Bin Arab Dental Centre
Company Activities : Health & Medical Services

Address : PO box 17049, 15th Floor, Jafza One Building-Tower A, Office No: FZJOA1507 & 1508,
Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE.
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BUTCHA TURKISH STEAKHOUSE & GRILL

BSH HOME APPLIANCES FZE

Butcha is a Turkish steakhouse and butcher shop providing quality meat for dining in the restaurants and a retail
offering for home consumption. Depending on the chosen type and cut, the meat is cooked over a wood fire or
chargrill to match each customer’s specification. A wide variety of steaks, meat chops, rib, and veal cuts are also
available to purchase in Butcha’s in-house butcher shop, providing quality meat for at home dining. Butcha is simply
a cut above the rest because meat is in its DNA.
Butcha Steakhouse & Grill embraces the values of an old-fashioned butcher shop, taking an artisanal approach to
its meats. Passionate about quality and cut above all, Butcha’s main aim is to deliver the best meat possible at great
prices.
Contact Person : Ahmet Halit Demir
Title : Operations Manager
Mobile : +971 58 882 3607
E-mail : ahmetdemir@babaji.com.tr

BSH Home Appliances FZE, headquartered in Dubai, UAE, is a wholly owned subsidiary of BSH Hausgeräte GmbH
based in Munich, Germany. BSH Hausgeräte GmbH is the largest manufacturer of home appliances in Europe and
one of the leading companies in this sector worldwide. Founded in 1967 as a joint venture of Robert Bosch GmbH
(Stuttgart) and Siemens AG (Munich), BSH has belonged exclusively to the Bosch Group since January 2015. Over
its almost 50-year history, the company has grown from a German exporter into the world's second-largest home
appliance manufacturer. In 2017 it posted annual revenue of around 13.8 billion Euros. Today BSH operates 42
factories in 13 countries in Europe, the United States, Latin America and Asia. Together with a global network of
sales and customer service subsidiaries, the BSH family is made up of nearly 80 companies in 50 countries, with a
total worldwide workforce of more than 61,800 people.
In Middle East, BSH sells and markets a complete portfolio of kitchen appliances under the Bosch, Siemens and
Gaggenau brands. The regional headquarters located in Dubai, UAE is responsible for all GCC countries as well as
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Maldives.
Contact Person : Faik Serkan Ergun
Title : CFO
Phone : +971 4 803 0461
E-mail : Faik-Serkan.Ergun@bshg.com

Contact Person : Ahmet Ateser
Title : Restaurant General Manager
Mobile : +971 56 217 9546
E-mail : ahmet.ateser@meraas.ae

Contact Person : Hakan Erdener
Title : Head of Product Marketing
Phone : +971 4 803 0400
E-mail : Hakan.Erdener@bshg.com

Contact Person : Raluca Lavinia Constantin
Title : Restaurant Manager
Mobile : +971 50 687 1901
E-mail : raluca.popovici@butchasteakhouse.ae

Contact Person : Piril Kavala Altinsoy
Title : Brand Marketing Manager, Bosch and Siemens brands
Phone : +971 4 803 0429
E-mail : piril.altinsoy@bshg.com

Website : https://www.saroodhospitality.com
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: Sarood Hospitality
Facebook: Butcha Dubai
Instagram: Butcha Dubai

Website : www.bshg.com

Company Activities : Food & Beverages Trading, Restaurant

Address : BSH Home Appliances FZE, Jebel Ali Free Zone, P.O. Box: 17312, Dubai, UAE.

Address : Meraas F and B Concepts L.L.C., Butcha Steakhouse & Grill, Level 1 Tower 4, Dubai Wharf – Dubai (Jadaf
Waterfront Area), P.O. Box: 123311, Dubai, UAE.
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BUTEM METAL INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTING LLC
Founded in 1980, it has been operating in the facility of Hadımköy in Istanbul for many years with its metal
processing experience. Our company, which offers products to important brands of the world, like Philips enlarges
its market share with its own brands. With brands like Butem (metal ceiling), Intalight (lighting), Sunmax (solar
energy), Finmax (Steam Generator), that have been in the sector we have gained significant share in the market in
a short time.
Starting from 2000, metal suspended ceilings are produced with standard products first;
• Lay on
• Lay in
• Clip-in
Later, by adding innovative, creative special products to their systems, it has added the following products to its
scale.
• Baffle system
• Curved baffle system
• Honeycomb ceiling
• Geometric systems
• Slimline systems
• Fbs System
• Norma Grid Systems
• Seismic Systems
• Multi panel
• Mesh systems
Thus, with the goal of becoming a brand, it has started to be used in many special projects such as shopping
centers, offices, hospitals, airports.
• Bütem A.S., which makes the technology a goal to follow. Products in three-dimensional drawing
programs, CNC machines can be produced without touching.
• The technologies used bring the production flexibility and productivity to customer satisfaction and the 		
products are becoming more demanded in the market every day.
• Advanced technology ERP software is used in planning and shipment operations.
• Operational quality is ISO 9001 (Quality Management System Certificate)
• ISO 14001 (Environmental Safety Certificate)
• ISO 18001 (Occupational Health and Safety Certificate)
• TSE certificate
• Our organization, which has the "CE" Certificate, has made its standards equal to European norms.
Contact Person : Didem GENC
Title : Business Developer
Mobile : +971 52 237 1585
E-mail : didem@butemmetal.com
Website : www.butemmetal.com
Address : Sobha Ivory 1 Tower, 9th floor, 904, Dubai, UAE.
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CALIK HOLDING

CENTAURUS INTERNATIONAL

Established by Ahmet Çalık, Çalık Holding operates in energy, construction and real estate, textile, mining, finance
and telecom sectors. With operations in 22 countries across Central Asia, Balkans and Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) regions, the Group employs more than 30,000 people.
Çalık Holding, stands out as a major player in Turkey and in the world with its companies; in the energy sector
with Çalık Enerji; in oil exploration Çalık Petrol, in electricity distribution with YEDAS, YEPAS, KEDS with Limak
partnership, ARAS EDAS and ARAS EPAS with Kiler partnership; in the construction sector with Gap insaat and
Çalık Gayimenkul; in mining with Lidya Madencilik and Polimetal Madencilik; in textile with Çalık Denim and Gap
Pazarlama; in finance with Aktif Bank, Albania BKT (Banka Kombetare Tregtare) and Kosovo BKT, in telecom with
Albtelecom and in digital field with Çalık Digital.
Within the scope of its operations in different corners of the world, Çalık Holding, known for its trustful reputation,
strong financial structure and long term cooperations with international companies, develops innovative business
models and moves forward achieving sustainable growth in every field it operates. Çalık Holding, in an effort to
add permanent value to people’s life in every geography it operates, continues to mainly focus in digitalization of
its business processes, services and products due to the new opportunities that Industry 4.0 bears for the business
world.

CENTAURUS INTERNATIONAL is a global leader in a general trading. The company has been committed to providing
integrated end-to-end partnering relationships of well renowned international brands to consumers within the UAE.
With imported products globally to meet demands of clients whose needs extend beyond local markets, whilst our
strong expat influence provides us with unique insight into the western culture. Our company innovatively shapes
the inspiration of employees and through our creative abilities to delight not only our staff but more importantly
each and every client. The company was established in the year 1998 with offices at the Twin Towers in Dubai and
now headquartered at Electricity Road near RAK Customs Department. The maiden project of Centaurus Group of
companies was founded from the ground up and is based on the premise of a new competitive marketplace, all
thanks to our dynamic and technology-enabled workforce.
Apart from Al Jazeerah Sea Port Headquarters in Ras Al Khaimah and a medium-range retail shop in Ras Al Khaimah
Sea Port, we have Companies operating in Jebel Ali, Dubai, Ras Al Khaimah Free Zone and Fujairah Free Zone and
just recently started in Oman, Jordan and Philippines. Our warehouse space exceeds 2000 sq.m and is placed in
strategic locations capable of handling all our logistical needs.
The company is remarkably the controlling company of a group of businesses all involved with the sales and
distributions of alcoholic drinks, both in the UAE and around the world.
We look forward to talking to you soon. Don't forget to meet us at the business council meetings and events to
speak to our marketing team.

Contact Person : Ahmet Okat Gogercin
Title : Accounting Manager
Mobile : +971 56 274 8555
E-mail : ahmet.gogercin@onyxtradinginnovation.com

Furthermore, we would like to thank every customer for their referrals, don't forget to follow up on free gifts and
vouchers.

Contact Person : Can Sanus
Title : Trader
Mobile : +971 50 684 1614
E-mail : can.sanus@onyxtradinginnovation.com

Contact Person : Jhonathan Herrera
Title : Marketing Manager
Mobile : +971 56 226 6230
E-mail : Jhonathan@centaurusint.com

Website : www.calik.com

Contact Person : Alexandre Photiou
Title : CEO
Phone : +971 4 352 1833
E-mail : Alex@centaurusint.com

Address : Jafza One Tower, Office No: A2013, Gate Number: 5, Jebel Ali Free-Zone, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Viktor Konolanov
Title : Sales Executive
Mobile : +971 54 752 8899
E-mail : Viktor@centaurusint.com
Website : www.centaurusint.net
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CONRAD DUBAI HOTEL

ÇINAR HALI

Conrad Dubai is located conveniently in the hub of Dubai’s commercial centre on Sheikh Zayed Road.
• Impressive 54-story hotel
• 555 luxury rooms and suites
• Restaurant & Bar collection
• One of the largest meeting spaces in the city, with a total area of 4,400 sqm
• 5,500 sqm outdoor urban pool oasis
• Fully equipped spa of 2,000 sqm

Çınar Halı was founded in 1935 in Kayseri by Hayrullah Çınar. A love of carpet handcraft has been passed from
father to son and now Çınar Halı is operated by the second and the third generation. The company’s trademark
handwoven wool and silk kilim and carpets have made it one the leading names in the Turkish carpet sector.
Çınar Rugs created a harmony between Turkish traditional handcrafting skills and art. Our design team has been
awarded at various international awards with our patented designs. Cinar Rugs are the last company in Turkey and
one of the last in the world that owns the whole manufacturing process, starting from pre-production to postproduction. Cinar Rugs has an international customer data base all around the world and has been awarded every
year for the number of exports they are doing on Turkish quality products.

5 world-class dining experiences
Ballarò Serving international cuisine and rustic Italian favorites all with the warmth and personality that Conrad
Dubai's culinary team is famous for.

With 85 years of experience in handmade carpets, Çınar has reflected that experience into machine-made and
tufted carpets design and production. At Çınar Concept, a line of Çınar Rugs, you will find a vast selection of
machine made carpets and area rugs produced from various weaving materials and techniques. We create special
designs and patterns at our own design studio.

Bliss 6 Relax on a white lounger near the calming blue water of the sparkling pool surrounded by beautifully
landscaped lush gardens.

Çınar Rugs has 4 branches across Turkey and has been operating in Dubai for 5 years.

Cave Choose from the tasting room, the cosy day beds or hide in one of the fireside lounges.
Offering a menu of top drops from the old world and new, alongside innovative cocktails and a selection of
charcuterie.

Contact Person : Ahmet Cinar
Title : Manager
Phone : +971 56 893 1321
E-mail : ahmetcinar@cinarhali.com.tr

Isla Serving freshly baked pastries, beautifully crafted salads and gourmet sandwiches, signature nonalcoholic
cocktails and coffee made with our secret blend of 100% Arabica premium coffee beans.
Kimpo Fried Korean chicken & beer has never looked so good!
Taking its prime influence from Korea, this hip bar & eatery owns that Brooklyn-meets-Seoul warehouse vibe.
Contact Person : Burcu Betoner
Title : Director of Sales & Marketing
Phone : +971 4 444 7115
E-mail : burcu.betoner@conradhotels.com

Contact Person : Funda Cinar
Title : Sales Representative
Phone : +971 50 922 0048
E-mail : fundacinar@cinarhali.com.tr
Website : www.cinarhali.com
Social Media Accounts :
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/%C3%A7%C4%B1nar-rugs-international-9765a0142/
Instagram: https://instagram.com/cinarrugs?utm_medium=copy_link

Contact Person : Alican Tosun
Title : Sales Manager
Mobile : +971 52 693 1484
E-mail : alican.tosun@conradhotels.com

Address : Business Center, Dubai World Central, P.O Box: 390667, Dubai, UAE.

Website : www.conraddubai.com
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: @Conrad Dubai, Facebook: @ConradDubai, Instagram: @ConradDubai
Company Activities : Accommodation & Tourism Services.
Address : Conrad Dubai, P.O. Box: 115143, Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE.
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DOUBLETREE BY HILTON JUMEIRAH BEACH
DoubleTree by Hilton Dubai Jumeirah Beach is a contemporary all-suites hotel with opening category as one
bedroom suite along with options of two and three bedroom suites with Kitchen for your extended stays. Hotel is
conveniently located within walking distance of the beautiful JBR promenade offering an array of boutique shops,
al fresco dining venues and entertainment facilities for all ages.
Enjoy a delicious breakfast made with fresh ingredients at Gastro Kitchen, and relax by the Infinity Pool overlooking
the magnificent Ain Dubai, along with handcrafted cocktails during the day and head to our upscale Lebanese
restaurant Al Maeda for a sumptuous meal. We feature an ocean-front infinity pool and a wellness center with a
steam room and sauna.
We’re one kilometer from Dubai Metro, which links you to the Jebel Ali business area and downtown Dubai within
25 minutes. The hotel has meeting facilities with 10 upgraded breakout rooms & has a private garden and beach
overlooking the sea for your social events.
Contact Person : Sunil Damani
Title : Commercial Director
Mobile : +971 55 568 7810
E-mail : sunil.damani@hilton.com
Contact Person : Elif Yazoglu
Title : General Manager
Phone : +971 4 453 3333
E-mail : Elif.Yazoglu@hilton.com

FAMILY SUITE STAYCATION!

Contact Person : Karthikeyan Ganesan
Title : Sales Manager
Mobile : +971 56 422 6579
E-mail : Karthikeyan.Ganesan@hilton.com

Boasting a fantastic location on 'The Walk,' a vibrant waterfront promenade in Dubai, the hotel features 109
spacious suites, some with fully equipped kitchens and breathtaking views of the Arabian Gulf Sea.
Dine in one of the hotel’s restaurants - Al Maeda for Lebanese cuisine, Gastro Kitchen offering cuisine from
around the globe, The MAINE Oyster Bar & Grill; Or simply enjoy a snack in the pool bar Areia, else grab a good
cup of coffee at our lobby as we proudly serve Starbucks.

Website : https://www.hilton.com/en/hotels/dxbthdi-doubletree-dubai-jumeirah-beach/
Social Media Accounts : Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DoubleTreeDubaiJumeirah
Instagram: www.instagram.com/doubletreebyhiltonjumeirah/
Instagram: www.instagram.com/almaeda_restaurant

DOUBLETREE

BY

HILTON

DUBAI

JUMEIRAH

BEACH

Address : DoubleTree by Hilton Dubai Jumeirah Beach, Dubai Marina - The Walk, P.O. Box 227.
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DUBAI MULTI COMMODITIES CENTER (DMCC)
Headquartered in Dubai, DMCC is the world’s most interconnected Free Zone, and the leading trade and enterprise
hub for commodities. Whether developing vibrant neighbourhoods with world-class property like Jumeirah Lakes
Towers (JLT) and the much-anticipated Uptown Dubai, or delivering high performance business services, DMCC
provides everything its dynamic community needs to live, work and thrive. Made for Trade, DMCC is proud to
sustain and grow Dubai’s position as the place to be for global trade today and long into the future.
Phone : +971 4 424 9600, 600 54 3622
E-mail : setup@dmcc.ae

DMCC IS THE
WORLD’S LEADING
BUSINESS HUB
Set up a new company
or transfer your existing
business today.

Website : www.dmcc.ae
Company Address : Almas Tower, Jumeirah Lakes Towers, P.O. Box: 48800, Dubai, UAE.

#1

Free Zone
6 years in a row

Visit DMCC.AE
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SETTING

DOGUS GROUP
The Dogus Group, founded in 1951, sets standards for a better living by being at the forefront of discoveries that
shape modern life. Dogus, which aspires to be a global house of best in class lifestyle brands that create aspiration,
not only for customers but also employees, partners and even competitors, continues to work in all of its fields of
operation with the aim of becoming a global player.

S TA N D A R D S

The Dogus Group, active in six core businesses including automotive, construction, media, hospitality & retail, real
estate, and energy sustains its growth with new investments in the areas of technology, sports, and entertainment
along with its current operations. With over 300 companies and 18,000 employees, the Group serves its customers
with advanced technologies, highest brand quality and a dynamic human resource.
The Dogus Group owes its success to a management approach centered on customer satisfaction and efficiency.
As a result of this approach, the Group continues to build strong partnerships with globally reputable brands,
and represent Turkey across the world. The Dogus Group currently partners and cooperates with some of the
large global players including: Volkswagen AG and TÜVSÜD in automotive; Hyatt International Ltd. in tourism; the
international Azumi Group that holds under its roof brands such as Roka, Zuma and Oblix in food & beverage; and
the South Korean SK Group in e-commerce.

AC R OSS

The Dogus Group’s management approach also embodies a strong corporate citizenship awareness that the whole
society does and will benefit. In launching social responsibility projects, the Group always aims to leave a mark on
people’s life and make it much better. The Group’s social responsibility projects are managed with the objective to
help the society to create a progressive future; a modern lifestyle.

THE WORLD

The Group launches and carries out a variety of corporate social responsibility and sponsorship projects, particularly
focused on culture and arts, sports and education. Aware of its responsibilities in all the areas it supports, Dogus
Group acts with the vision of leading the community by example, and contributes to the economy and employment
through its investments.

We pioneer change through our investments in

As a pioneer of change in Turkey, the Dogus Group capitalizes on its broad network of services, knowledge base and
collaborations to attain its goals. The Dogus Group, driven by its vision of becoming a global player that sets the
standards and advances through explorations, continues to consider the partnership and investment opportunities
that might be beneficial for the nation’s economy.

Turkey and across the world.
We continue to add value to life in various sectors.

Contact Person : Tevfik Akdag
Title : CEO
Phone : +971 4 439 2610
E-mail : ktakdag@dogusgroup.ae
Contact Person : Goktug Seckiner
Title : COO
Phone : +971 4 439 2610
E-mail : gseckiner@dogusgroup.ae
Website : www.dogusgrubu.com.tr

/DogusGrubu

/company/dogusgrubu

www.dogusgrubu.com.tr

Address : Level 26, East Offices, Index Tower, DIFC, P.O. Box: 482018, Dubai, UAE.
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DUBUY BY DP WORLD
DUBUY.com by DP World is the business gateway to Africa. One for exports, imports, and regional trade.
Backed by DP World, a global logistics business with 127 business units in 51 countries, our innovative digital
platform provides a B2B e-marketplace with end-to-end supply chain solutions for the African continent and
beyond, connecting African businesses to regional and international markets, ensuring goods are delivered safely,
reliably and on time.
With over 50 nations and a population of 1.3 billion people, Africa provides a unique opportunity for companies
large and small. But doing business there needs the right partners – trusted, efficient, organized, reliable and with
innovative expertise. Moving products, where and when you want them.

TRADE
BEYOND

That’s where DUBUY.com can help :
• By providing a unique trading platform for the $75 billion e-commerce market in Africa.
• By connecting with Dubai – the business hub with connections to major markets across the Middle East and
Europe
• By connecting with DP World African facilities, strategically located across the continent, creating a network of
ports, inland container terminals and economic zones in 11 African countries

with

Get in touch today to see how you can start selling (and buying) on DUBUY.com
Contact Person : Fayez Maarrawi
Title : Senior Manager, Business Development
Mobile : +971 50 240 1217
E-mail : fayez.maarrawi@dpworld.com
Contact Person : Salem Abedin
Title : Head of Commercial – E-Commerce
Mobile : +971 50 189 9936
E-mail : salem.abedin@dpworld.com

Your business
gateway to Africa

Website : www.dubuy.com
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/dubuy-by-dp-world
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DUBUYbyDPWorld
Instagram: DUBUY_by_DPWorld
Address : DUBUY by DP World, P.O.Box: 17000 | 409 Jafza 17, Dubai, UAE.
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DETECH CONTRACTING LLC

DR. TOSUN DENTAL CLINIC

DETECH Contracting LLC was established in Dubai in 2003. In our civil and MEP divisions, we handle with our
experienced team of highly qualified and experienced engineers, infrastructure civil and MEP projects including
the design, construction and commissioning. We complete all engineering work to meet the client’s requirements.
With the knowledge of best practices and expertise in this field we handle projects related to:
• Sewerage & storm water networks and pumping stations
• Irrigation networks and pumping stations
• Potable water networks (distribution and transmission) including SCADA and pumping stations
• District cooling networks, plants and pumping stations
• Du & Etisalat civil works

Dr. Tosun Dental Clinic is a newly established dental clinic in Dubai conveniently located in Jumeirah, Umm Suqeim
1 area covering all dental services including cosmetic and conservative dentistry, children dentistry, endodontics,
implantology, surgery, hygiene treatments and orthodontics.
At Dr. Tosun Dental Clinic, we believe dentistry is a harmonious combination of art, science and passion, and we
strive to create beautiful smiles, confidence, and self-assurance. We are passionate about delivering outstanding
dental service to our patients through teamwork, excellent communication and compassion.
To us every patient is unique and deserves a beautiful and confident smile that reflects their true self and true
feelings. In all our treatment approaches we put our patients first and make sure they are fully involved in the
treatment planning process.

Our main clients are: Dubai Municipality, Dubai Roads and Transport Authority (RTA), Dubai Electricity and Water
Authority (DEWA), EMAAR, Dubai Properties, Etisalat, Du, Emicool, Empower, Tabreed, TECOM, DIP, Nakheel, Dubai
South and MERAAS.

In our clinic, you can be sure that you are receiving the highest quality of care using the latest technology from a
very experienced, friendly and professional team.
Contact Person : Yahya S. Tosun
Title : Doctor, General Manager
Mobile : +971 50 559 3032
E-mail : drtosun@drtosundental.com

Contact Person : Aytac Akturk
Title : Managing Partner
Mobile : +971 50 843 3861
E-mail : aakturk@detechcontracting.com, info@detechcontracting.com

Contact Person : Rowena Nolasco
Title : Coordinator, Accountant
Mobile : +971 56 442 6289
E-mail : accounts@drtosundental.com

Website : www.detechcontracting.com
Social Media Accounts : https://www.linkedin.com/in/aytac-akturk-77755b61
Instagram: @detechcontractingdxb
Address : Al Murqqabat, 59 Al Maktoum Road, Building R134, Office 205, P.O.Box 64122, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Christine Solito
Title : Receptionist
Mobile : +971 50 430 2519
E-mail : info@drtosundental.com
Website : www.drtosundental.com
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: drtosundental, Facebook: drtosundental, Instagram: drtosundental
Address : Al Wasl Road villa 886, Umm Suqeim 1, Dubai, UAE.
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YOUR SMILE - OUR PASSION

General Dentistry
To maintain a happy &
healthy smile

Cosmetic Dentistry
To enhance your smile &
boost your confidence

"We create smiles,
built on trust and
compassion."
Villa 886, Al Wasl Road, Umm
Suqeim 1, Dubai, UAE
info@drtosundental.com
04-343-5051
052-802-0883
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Orthodontics

Dr Tosun Dental Clinic is a newly established dental
clinic in Dubai conveniently located in Al Wasl Road,
Umm Suqeim 1 area covering all dental services
including cosmetic and conservative dentistry,
children dentistry, endodontics, implantology,
surgery, hygiene treatments and orthodontics.

To create straighter & functional
smiles for children & adults

Endodontics
Efficient, pain free prcedure &
visually appealing result

At Dr Tosun Dental Clinic, we believe dentistry is a
harmonious combination of art, science and passion,
and we strive to create beautiful smiles, confidence,
and self-assurance. We are passionate about delivering
outstanding dental service to our patients through
teamwork, excellent communication and compassion.

Oral Surgery
Follow us on our
social media

To us every patient is unique and deserves a beautiful
and confident smile that reflects their true self and
true feelings. In all our treatment approaches we put
our patients first and make sure they are fully involved
in the treatment planning process.

drtosundental
drtosundental

To solve cosmetic or
reconstructive needs in the most
comfortable & relaxing way

Implantology
To replace missing teeth

In our clinic, you can be sure that you are receiving
the highest quality of care using the latest technology
from a very experienced, friendly and professional team.
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ESSKAY LOGISTICS LLC

EMAKINA FZ LLC

Esskay Logistics LLC, established Feb 2011, offers a variety of freight management services. We are a member of
WCA, FIATA, and NAFL.

Emakina was created in 2001 by the merger of three agencies with complementary expertise: Emalaya, NetAtWork,
and Ex Machina. In 2006 it entered Alternext, Euronext's segment for growing SMEs.

We are an International Transportation company that specializes in the following;

This splash into the financial markets enabled Emakina's expansion, which started in 2007 with the acquisition of
Belgian agencies The Reference, Design is Dead, and Your Agency, which have been part of the Emakina Group ever
since. We’ve now spread across Europe, with agencies in the Netherlands, France, Switzerland, Turkey, Austria,
Sweden, Croatia, Serbia and Poland. The Group has also settled in the Middle East and North America, with agencies
in Dubai and New York.

• International Land Transportation from Turkey to UAE and vice versa with average 7 days transit and has 		
a warehouse within the UAE.
• Customs Clearance from origin and final destinations - we specialize in cargo customs clearance within the GCC
regions.
• Sea Import and Export
• Air / Charter
• Crosstrade
• Rail Freight from China to all over Europe & Turkey, and from Turkey way back to China
• Land Freight
• Warehousing and Logistics services solutions
We establish a close working relationship with our clients, based on professionalism and mutual respect. Our
company aim is to be in the forefront in catering to the changing requirements of our customers by offering them
a great deal of flexibility, global reach and unmatched customer service when it comes to shipping their cargo.
Contact Person : Haluk Teoman
Title : Managing Partner
Mobile : +971 54 560 6161
E-mail : teoman@esskaylog.ae

In parallel, strong partnerships have been forged with major agencies and publishers around the world, further
establishing Emakina as a top-tier global player in the industry.
Thanks to an ideal mix of creativity, technology expertise, and business acumen, Emakina has become the leading
digital agency in Belgium, and one of the top 20 players in Europe. Its strong growth confirms Emakina Group's
position as a first-grade digital agency in all its markets.
Contact Person : Onur Tepeli
Title : Managing Director
Mobile : +971 52 134 0342
E-mail : o.tepeli@emakina.com.tr
Contact Person : Melda Ulku
Title : Finance Manager
Mobile : +971 55 519 9223
E-mail : m.ulku@emakina.ae

Contact Person : H. Cenk Murathanoglu
Title : European Operations Executive
Mobile : +971 50 106 1633
E-mail : cenk@esskaylog.ae

Website : https://www.emakina.com/en-ae
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/emakina
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/emakina/
Instagram: www.instagram.com/emakina/

Website : https://www.esskaylog.ae
Social Media Accounts : https://www.linkedin.com/company/esskay-logistics-llc
WCA Membership ID : 97342
Address : Concord Tower, Media City, P.O.Box: 263344, Dubai, UAE.
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ERONAT ONLINE MEDIA

GULERMAK HEAVY INDUSTRIES CONSTRUCTION & CONTRACTING CO. INC.

Eronat Online Media is an official Google Partner and Authorized Google Reseller for EMEA region, licensed by
the Dubai Department of Economic Development. We are a fully integrated digital marketing agency specializing
in Middle East, Europe and Africa markets. Whether you are a startup or a well-established company, we help
accelerate your business’s digital marketing needs.
Eronat Online Media has more than 10 years’ experience in Dubai. Our extensive and unique understanding of
the most effective digital strategies enable us to drive more traffic, qualified leads and sales to your business. We
support SME Companies, Non Profit Organizations, Newly Established Companies and Freelancers to grow their
business in a short time with our affordable advertisement solutions.
Our services include:
• Web design & Website development
• Domain name & Hosting Consulting Services
• Advertising, Banner Campaigns & Newsletters
• Marketing Research & Consultancies
• SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
• SMS Marketing, Email Marketing
• Social Media Marketing
• Online Reputation Management
• Businessmen Services
• Translation & Content Creation

Gülermak Heavy Industries Construction & Contracting Co. Inc. is active under two main business lines. Our
contracting group is involved in important construction and contracting projects of industrial, infrastructure and
transportation projects, while our steel fabrication plant serves many important investors and contractors as well
as our contracting group.
Contact Person : Gurdal Yigitbası
Title : CEO
Mobile : +971 54 411 1892
E-mail : gyigitbasi@gulermak.com.tr
Contact Person : Fatih Urfüoglu
Title : Regional Head of Finance
Mobile : +971 56 603 4445
E-mail : furfuoglu@gulermak.com.tr
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/gulermak-heavy-industries-construction-&-contracting-co--incInstagram : gulermakworld
Website : www.gulermak.com.tr

Our additional services:
• BusinessSetup.SMEsDubai.com (Eronat Businessmen Services for Business Setup in the UAE)
• With our businessmen services licence, we are offering offshore, free zone and mainland company 		
setup services in the UAE.
• BilgiDubai.com (Web Portal for Turkish Community in the UAE) More than 5200 members and 25,000 		
web visitors per month.
• Website renting for small businesses is a flagship product of Eronat Online Media, a self-funded, 		
debt-free company located in Dubai.
• Through our partner companies in Netherlands, Morocco and Turkey, we provide services in 			
various languages specializing in Turkish, English, Arabic and Dutch.

Address : Konya Yolu, 23. Km, No: 111, Golbasi, Ankara, Turkiye.

Contact Person : Mehmet Can Eronat
Title : Founder & Owner
Phone : +971 4 458 8543
Mobile : +971 50 501 3476
E-mail : mc@eronatonline.com
Website : www.EronatOnline.com
Social Media Accounts : https://plus.google.com/+EronatOnlineMediaDubai
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eronat-online-media
https://www.facebook.com/EronatMedia
https://twitter.com/eronatonline
Company Activities : Advertising, Business & Professional Services, Consulting Services, Market Research,
Marketing, Publishing & Media.
Address : Ibn Battuta Gate Offices, Office No. 210, P.O. Box: 119126, Dubai, UAE.
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GERSAN ELEKTRIK TIC. VE SANAYI AS
Gersan Elektrik is one of the world market leaders based in Turkey for manufacturing of Cable Management System,
Busbar Trunking Systems, Earthing & Lightning Protection Systems, Cable Cleats, Led Lighting system, Electrical
Car charging system and all hot dip galvanized steel work products. Gersan was established in the year 1980
and is a member of the Turkish stock exchange. During the past 40 years, Gersan has developed wide range of
product to cater to the needs of electrical Industries. Gersan is accredited with ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004,
ISO 18001:2007, GOST, ASTA, KEMA, ACAE (LOVAG member) and TSE (Turkish Standards Institution). All Gersan
products are manufactured complying with IEC and BS standards.
Gersan head office is based in Istanbul along with the assembling unit for Led Light System, Electric Car Charging
Stations. Our main factory is in Caycuma - Zonguldak having an area of 50,000m2 and monthly manufacturing
capacity of the factory is 2000 tons of steel products. Gersan owns state of the art manufacturing facility and is
equipped with hot dip galvanization, Epoxy powder coating, Pre-Galvanizing and tin plating process which can be
used in various applications.
GERSAN’s vision is to set standards while its mission is to deliver high quality products and service that customers
will require. GERSAN is one of the pioneer manufacturers who give their customers; best price, timely deliveries and
excellent customer satisfaction. GERSAN’s main goal is to be known worldwide as a manufacturer of steel works
for electrical application.
Contact Person : Hitamber Attavar
Title : Regional Director
Mobile : +971 50 640 2091
E-mail : amber@gersan.com.tr
Contact Person : Gulfem Oktay
Title : General Manager
Mobile : +90 (216) 593 0050
E-mail : Gulfem@gersan.com.tr
Contact Person : Ratheesh V
Title : Sales Manager
Mobile : +971 50 389 1986
E-mail : ratheesh@gersan.com.tr
Website : www.gersan.com.tr
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/gersan-elektrik-a-sFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/gersanelektrik/
Address : P6-093 SAIF Zone, P.O.BOX: 9677, Sharjah, UAE.
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HSSG FOUNDATION CONTRACTING LLC

HAKAN AGRO DMCC

HSSG is one of the leading specialist companies in foundation engineering field in the Middle East. With foundation
engineering capabilities spanning civil infrastructure, commercial and housing projects, oil, gas & power and
engineering & management consulting, HSSG offers a comprehensive range of services for large scale foundation
projects throughout the region. HSSG is renowned for providing technically advanced and cost-effective foundation
solutions to its clients.
The company grew rapidly and steadily reaching more than 125 completed high profile projects in diverse fields
such as roads and bridges, bespoke residential and commercial buildings, luxurious five-star hotels in the United
Arab Emirates; airports, medical, cultural and educational facilities, power plants in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia;
port infrastructure developments in Oman and more recently public transport with the building of Chennai Metro
in India; all completed within the last 13 years. Today the number of employees exceeds 1,000, making HSSG one
of the leading ground engineering companies in the Middle East.
From the first project, HSSG’s experienced and dedicated team has been committed to delivering exceptional
performance of the latest equipment to ensure safe and efficient operation on construction sites. HSSG is an
ISO 9001:2008, OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO 14001:2004 certified company, enforcing the highest standards on
quality, occupational health & safety and environment.

From its strategic location in the United Arab Emirates, the Hakan Group, headquartered in Dubai under Hakan
Agro DMCC, specializes in supply chain management of agricultural and food commodities.
With almost 30 years of experience in the industry, this multinational is amongst the top global suppliers in Oilseeds
& Edible Oils, Pulses, Frozen Poultry & Meats, Dairy Products, Animal Feed, Grains & Cereals, Spices, Dried Fruits,
Jute Products and food ingredients.
The Hakan Group is fully committed to delivering excellence in the critical areas of quality and environmental
management as well as food safety, consistently meeting the most stringent international standards such as ISO
and HACCP.
All global offices, processing plants and cold storage, bonded and un-bonded warehouses of the Hakan Group are
managed by expert teams, dedicated to both customer and supplier satisfaction.
Contact Person : Sudhakar Tomar
Title : Chairman of the Board
Contact Person : Ashley Anderson
Title : Chief Executive Officer

Contact Person : Ercan Karadede
Title : Managing Director
E-mail : ercank@hssg.com

Contact Person : Tuba Durgun
Title : Institutional Business Head

Contact Person : Huseyin Kaygun
Title : Operations Director
E-mail : huseyink@hssg.com

Phone : +971 4 423 0700
E-mail : dubai@hakanfoods.com

Contact Person : Ali Korhan Durmus
Title : Contracts Director
Mobile : +971 50 625 6067
E-mail : korhand@hssg.com

Website : www.hakanfoods.com
Address : 34th Floor, BB2 Tower, Mazaya Business Avenue, JLT, P.O. Box: 31489, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Emre Ergin
Title : Business Development Manager
Mobile : +971 54 791 0414
E-mail : emree@hssg.com
Contact Person : Murat Oguz
Title : HR and Accounts Manager
Mobile : +971 50 199 6381
E-mail : murato@hssg.com
Phone : +971 4 453 4799
Website : www.hssg.com
E-mail : info@hssg.com
Address : Damac Executive Heights Building, Office No.906, Al Barsha Heights, Dubai, UAE.
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HDF FZCO & HADAF FOODS
HDF FZCO, a subsidiary of Yasar Group, was set up at Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE in 2000, as the regional head
office of Pinar Food & Beverages Group, responsible for all sales and marketing activities across MENA.
A focus on consumer loyalty has helped Pinar build a reputation for providing tasty, healthy and high-quality
products. With a strong commitment to product development and innovation, and by closely following changes
in consumer tastes, Pinar has forged a relationship with consumers built on trust, both in the GCC and globally.
Pinar strives to continue meeting customer needs across the Middle East by focusing on taste, quality and nutrition.
In addition to playing an active role in exporting and marketing an extensive portfolio of Pinar products to the
region, HDF FZCO is also responsible for managing the group’s regional investments and strategic partnerships.
HDF FZCO continues to conduct extensive market research to benefit from its strategic location and to define entry
strategies to new potential markets.
HADAF Foods Industries LLC, a subsidiary of Yasar Group, was established in 2019 in Abu Dhabi, the capital of the
United Arab Emirates. HADAF Foods, the first cheese processing plant of the UAE and established over an area of
20,000 m2 in KIZAD Industrial Zone, focuses on increasing the presence of Pınar brand in the region and meeting
the needs of all customers in the Middle-Eastern region.
While 100% of the waste water is recycled with HADAF Foods incorporated in line with the sustainability approach
and principles of Yasar Group, the solar power have been designed in such a way to meet 20% of the plant`s power
need. Carbon and water footprint reduction studies are continuing in line with UN Sustainable Development Goals
in the factory, where fully insulated walls and ceilings will also save cooling energy. Aiming to increase the Pınar
brand’s effectiveness in the region, HADAF Foods offers innovative products to the market according to the needs
of the consumer. By evaluating new market opportunities as well as Middle Eastern and North African markets, the
company delivers Pınar brand to more consumers in more countries.
Contact Person : Arda Cenk Tokbas
Title : General Manager
Phone : +971 4 887 1161
E-mail : arda@hdf.ae
Contact Person : Ayca Demiran
Title : HR Manager
Phone : +971 4 887 1161
E-mail : ayca@hdf.ae
Contact Person : Mustafa Uysal
Title : Finance Manager
Phone : +971 4 887 1161
E-mail : mustafa@hdf.ae
Website : https://pinararabia.com/
Social Media Accounts : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hdf-fzco/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MyPinarArabia/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/pinar.arabia/
Address : HDF FZCO, Jafza One Tower A, 1615, Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE.
Hadaf Foods Industries LLC, ,Kizad A8, PO Box 137428, Abu Dhabi, UAE.
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HOWDEN INSURANCE BROKERS LLC
Howden is the retail insurance broking arm of Hyperion Insurance Group which is a global company with employee
ownership at its heart. It comprises of broking divisions Howden and RKH, underwriting division DUAL, and data
analytics and digital delivery business, Hyperion X. We have the greatest reach with our own offices to over 90
territories, 15,000+ experts with our network partner Howden One, with over $23 billion of premium placed
worldwide each year.
Howden in Turkey, the Middle East and Africa region has been growing beating the market multi-fold. We are
providing specialization in our dealings for our clients – be it insurance broking or risk management or claims
consulting services. We have been demonstrating one common objective and ambition in the region to provide
Specialization and Innovation in our offering - duly exceeding expectation and delivering the best insurance
solutions, whilst continuing to remain independent. Our product portfolio in the TMEA region where we operate
currently addresses specialist segments of the overall market.
Howden in TMEA is today a unique broking unit with a strong international distribution model, underpinned
by employee-ownership and People first philosophy. Our entrepreneurial approach, and our focus on product
specialism and expertise has been delivering sustainable and accelerated growth.
Howden TMEA employs today 1200+ employees within the region covering 19 countries and 60+ offices including
Howden One. It is now one of the fastest regions growing in the group with a large presence in Turkey and the UAE.
We have 4 offices in Turkey and 3 offices in the UAE, which act as the market leader firm in its field.
Howden Turkey has 140+ employees specialized in all lines of personal and corporate business, including but not
limited to Corporate and commercial property, Health Insurance, Construction, Motor Fleet & Advisory, Financial
Lines, Cyber, D&O, General liability, Offshore & Onshore Energy, Aquaculture, Cargo Marine, Trade Credit, PI, and
Product Liability, Including reinsurances capabilities.
Howden UAE was established more than 12 years ago in the UAE with a team of 140+ employees and has developed
a strong reputation as one of the leading independent brokers in the market, helping corporations and individuals.
Howden UAE has offices in Dubai & Abu Dhabi, as well a sister company, Howden specialty which specializes in
re-insurance solutions and based in DIFC.
Howden UAE provides dedicated professional services specialized in all lines of Corporate Business Insurance,
Employee Health And Benefits, Construction, Surety, Political Risks, Structured Credit Insurance Market, Financial
Lines, Cyber, Reinsurance, Marine, Energy, Product Liability, Professional Indemnity, Property & Real Estate And
Power Risks Market.
Contact Person : Atinc Yilmaz
Title : Regional CEO - Turkey, the Middle East & Africa
Phone : +971 4 357 3835
E-mail : Atinc.Yilmaz@howdengroup.com
Website : www.howdengroup.com
Social Media Accounts : https://www.linkedin.com/company/howden---specialist-insurance-broker
Address : Howden Insurance Brokers LLC, Latifa Towers, Trade Centre First, 1st Floor, Office Suite 109,
Sheikh Zayed Road, P.O Box: 49195, Dubai, UAE.
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HUQQA
HUQQA and The Market which are subsidiary bodies under the Q Food and Beverage brand are Dubai’s
signature restaurants which make eating an ART.
Q Food & Beverage was founded with the idea of redesigning the world's flavor map by producing concepts.
Q FOOD, which grabs the attention with its brands in a short time, offers traditional and modern flavors from
Turkish and world cuisines with its original interpretation. At the heart of the Dubai Mall, we have two big
restaurant brands which are being noticed by locals and tourists. On the other hand, we have another restaurant
at the Address Hotel Downtown “The Galliard”, A high class restaurant which can be distinguished among other
concept restaurants. The Galliard is serving you a harmony of Mediterranean-Turkish fusion recipes mixed with
French, Italian and Spanish tastes under an atmosphere of art and music focusing on entertaining guests with the
charming architectural designs of Venetian terrazzo. While feasting your eyes on some of the restaurant’s signature
dishes and delicious deserts you can enjoy the music played by famous DJ’s from Turkey, Spain and Lebanon. The
Galliard is a conceptual distinctive restaurant which aims to serve parties and themed entertainment nights and
brunches. We love to be innovative, our customers are special and giving them value added service is our mission,
customer satisfaction is our motto. The Galliard, a sophisticated cocktail bar and an open-air terrace that boasts
up-close and stunning views of the iconic Burj Khalifa. The Galliard is Dubai’s most eagerly awaited hotspot and
brings surprises by way of dancing waiters, flamboyant service, live entertainment and much more which will cater
for foodies, party-goers and jet-setters alike.
Contact Person : Enis Ersavasti
Title : Co-Founder & Board Member
Mobile : +971 58 900 1340
E-mail : enis.ersavasti@qfoodbeverage.com
Social Media :
HuQQa
https://www.instagram.com/huqqame/
https://www.facebook.com/huqqadubai/
The Galliard
https://www.instagram.com/thegalliarddubai
https://www.facebook.com/thegalliarddubai
Address :
The Market and HuQQA
Level 3, New Extension, Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Boulevard, the Dubai Mall,
Downtown Dubai, Dubai
Reservation: +971 52 173 3376
The Galliard
Lobby Level, The Address Downtown Dubai, Downtown Dubai, Dubai
+971 52 489 9982
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IKRA KURUMSAL ETKINLIK CEVIRMENLIK ORGANIZASYON
Established by two founding partners with 15 years of experience in event management and conference
interpreting industries, ikraglobal serves you as a solution partner in forums, conferences, business, press, yearend, kick-off meetings and all other promotional activities. ikraglobal adopts a “one-stop-shop” approach with its
Event, Language Services, and Technical Equipment departments, and operates with the philosophy that “every
meeting has its own dynamics” tailoring its services to client-specific requirements. We provide excellent quality
simultaneous interpretation and written translation in all languages including Arabic, Turkısh, French, Russian,
Spanish, Italian and Persian.

INCO INTERNATIONAL FZ. CO.
INCO is a Group with a long and rich history. It started as a design consulting company in 1952 and evolved to
become one of the leading contracting companies in the field of construction and erection of industrial process
plants and petrochemical plants. With our production facilities in Oman, Iraq and Dubai, INCO has completed
several projects for world-class EPC contractors such as General Electric, Bechtel from USA, MHI and JGC from
Japan, Doosan, GSEC, DWEC, Samsung C&T, Samsung Engineering from South Korea, and Tecnimont, Desmet
Ballestra from Italy.

In addition to remote interpreting services for international meetings, expos, focus group interviews, training, etc.,
we offer “Remote Meeting Management” and hosting services where we organize every step from the preparation
to the end.

INCO’s Group of Companies consist of:
• INCO International FZ Co., Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE
• INCO Contracting LLC., Dubai, UAE
• INCO International General Contracting Co., Abu Dhabi, UAE
• INCO Engineering, Manufacturing, Trading & Civil Contracting Co. LLC., Sohar, Oman
• INCO International Qatar, W.L.L, Doha, Qatar
• INCO End. Ins. Muh. ve Mut. Ltd. Sti., Kazakhstan
• INCO Industrial Construction & Engineering Co. Ltd., Riyadh, KSA
• INCOMOR, Casablanca, Morocco

Remote Meeting Management includes the below services:
• Announcing the event organization to the target audience
• Technical support
• Voice and video record
• Group rooms management for group interviews
• Interpreting services if required (*)

Facts about INCO:
• More than 60 years in the Industrial Manufacturing and Construction sectors
• More than 30 years in execution of Turnkey projects
• Certified: ISO9001: 2015, ISO14001: 2015, OHSAS18001: 2015, ASME Authorization for U, S, PP, R Stamps
• Monthly Manufacturing Capacity of 4,000 Tonnes
• 6 Workshops: 3 in Oman, UAE, Iraq and Turkey

Contact Person : Cihan Göksel
Title : Interpreter&Co-Founder
Mobile : +90 532 515 83 58
E-mail : cgoksel@ikraorg.com

INCO Market Sectors are:
• Power & Water
• Oil & Gas
• Chemical & Oleochemical
• Petrochemical
• Metals & Minerals
• Waste Management
• Airport & Marine

Rapidly changing technologies and the recent COVID-19 pandemic have paved the way for the revisiting of old
habits in many business sectors. Expos, meetings, conferences, etc. —which cannot be held face-to-face— are
organized online. In order to seamlessly organize such events, platforms including Skype, Zoom, Messenger,
providing the “Remote Meeting” opportunity have started to be actively used.

Contact Person : Zeynep Çolak
Title : Interpreter&Co-Founder
Mobile : +90 534 593 73 19
E-mail : zcolak@ikraorg.com

Contact Person : Serkan Yentek
Title : General Manager
Phone : +971 4 870 2600
Mobile : +971 50 557 2785
E-mail : syentek@incogroup.com

Website : www.ikraglobal.com
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ikraglobal
Facebook: @ikraglobal
Instagram: @ikraglobal

Contact Person : Cengiz Guzel
Title : Commercial Director
Mobile : +971 50 624 8235
E-mail : cguzel@incogroup.com, tender@incogroup.com

Address : Atatürk Mah. Ertugrul Gazi Sokak Metropol istanbul Sitesi C1 Blok Kat:4 Daire:86
Atasehir / istanbul.

Website : www.incogroup.com
Address : P.O. Box: 16971, Junction 12, Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE.
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INSPARK MEA DMCC

INTERLINK BUSINESS SERVICES FZCO

INSPARK is a software company founded in 1990 in London, combining knowledge, excellence and a strong belief
in providing software solutions and services suitable to customer needs.

Interlink Business Services FZCO opened its offices in Dubai in 2004, promoting Jebel Ali Free Zone and Dubai
Airport Free Zone Authority to Turkish companies.

Our London, Istanbul and Dubai offices cover 15 countries in Europe, North Africa, and Middle East regions.
INSPARK, as Platinum Consulting Partner and Reseller of Salesforce.com since 2007, has been involved with some
of Salesforce’s largest and highest profile customers.

Interlink is a well regarded consultancy and trading establishment in Dubai, dealing in different aspects of business.
We are committed to providing new opportunities and finalize business deals for our clients with the highest
level of customer satisfaction possible. With our extensive drive to excel and a team of professionals, Interlink
continues to provide services to over 20 companies both local and foreign. Committed globally accepted principle
in consultancy, Interlink has proved its wide range of expertise by achieving the best results anticipated by its
clients.

We have a team of Salesforce certified consultants, senior admins, and software developers. We provide customized
solutions for the needs of various industries like FMCG, Retail, E-commerce, Logistics, Pharmacy, Insurance,
Manufacturing, and Technology.
• INSPARK’s cloud-based software solutions cover Sales, Marketing, and Customer Service as well as Customer
Portals, Finance Management and Purchasing management.
• 500+ Salesforce Projects with 9.88/10 Customer Satisfaction Score which guarantees advanced expertise and
customer satisfaction.
• INSPARK has been named as a Great Places to Work® Certified company for it’s high-trust, high-performance
workplace cultures.
• We are delighted to be among the 20 companies proposed by Gartner’s latest report ¨Market Guide for 		
Salesforce Service Providers¨ prepared by reviewing more than 1000 global Salesforce Service Providers!
We provide solutions in following areas:
• Customer Relationship Management (Salesforce CRM, Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Marketing Cloud, Community
Cloud, Analytics Cloud, B2B Commerce)
• Integration Solutions (Jitterbit, Mulesoft)
• Custom Application Development (Force.com, Heroku)
• Packaged Application Development on Force.com (ManageMall.com, Strigus.com, InstraSMS)
• New Technologies (Big Data, Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence)

In addition to consultancy, trading in textile and quality sports equipment, Interlink has broadened its expertise
in promotion of Healthcare Tourism in Turkey and launched a website (www.goldendoctors.me) dedicated to
this activity, exclusively representing esteemed hospitals and clinics in Turkey, promotes Health Tourism via this
website, exhibition and printed flyers.
We at Interlink Business Services believe in Dubai's potential as a business hub and wish more Turkish companies
to establish their presence in Dubai and strengthen their global position by utilizing Dubai's sound infrastructure
and safe business environment.
Contact Person : Bessam Yildirim
Title : General Manager
Phone : +971 4 260 2444
Mobile : +971 55 611 8544 (UAE), +90 532 304 4546
E-mail : bessam@me.com
Company Address : Buildıng 4W, Block B, Offıce 443, Dubai Airport Free Zone, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Tugce Alpay
Title : Regional Manager
Mobile : +971 54 525 8999
E-mail : tugce.alpay@inspark.com
Website : https://www.inspark.com/en/
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/insparkintelligentbusinesssolutions
Address : Nook Office One, JLT, Dubai, UAE.
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INTEGRA BUSINESS CONSULTANCY FZE
INTEGRA is a Business Consultancy Firm Anchored On Financial Solutions For Growth.
As a finance and business advisory partner, INTEGRA provides solutions that enable businesses to remain stable and
sustainable. We become an integral part of our client’s business and directly contribute to its growth by employing
our expertise in three main areas:
Commodity Trade Finance: We service commodity traders active in ferrous & non-ferrous metals, minerals, oil &
petrochemicals, fertilizers, soft commodities and energy products. Our value add is our ability to introduce various
financing methods without any geographical restriction.
Corporate Structuring: We provide comprehensive solution covering strategy, structure, implementation and
day-to-day operations. Our value add is to develop and implement a holistic banking relationship strategy in
harmony with experts (lawyers, tax advisors, business setup companies) in their field. Our focus remains to ensure
a functional and bankable structure is eventually achieved.
Advisory: We design and develop financial solutions that meet our clients’ requirements. Our approach is to provide
an integrated solution which may include more than one product (like Private Equity, Mergers & Acquisitions,
Asset Management, Private Banking, Project Finance, Investment Finance, etc). Our value add is to provide interdisciplinary and multi-jurisdictional solutions internationally.
Our geographical coverage expands over MENA, CIS, Europe and Africa through our associates and solution
partners.
Contact Person : Emre Yildirim
Title : Managing Partner
Mobile : +971 50 458 3452
E-mail : emre@integraconsultancy.com
Contact Person : Sinan Soylemez
Title : Business Partner
Mobile : +971 56 114 5045
E-mail : sinan@integraconsultancy.com
Website : www.integraconsultancy.com
Address : Business Center, Al Shmookh Building, UAQ Free Trade Zone, UAQ, UAE.
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INVICTA INSIGHTS

KAFTAN RESTAURANT & CAFE

Invicta Insights is a market research, digital marketing solutions and consulting company which works closely
with clients in a range of industries providing them with actionable insights and marketing solutions about their
markets, customers, brands and products. We help companies to plan and conduct primary or secondary research
to accurately identify and measure customer requirements for their satisfaction, loyalty and retention at every
stage of the relationship and to deploy and integrate customer requirements for performance into the processes
and internal performance metrics of the organization. Building on 20+ years of personal expertises, we commenced
operations in 2021 with a vision to act as a bridge between the United Arab Emirates and Turkey connecting the
best market research and marketing expertise. We bring together freelance subject matter expert practitioners
across different industries and geographies based on project needs, scope and objectives on following areas:
Marketing Research & Consultancy:
• Brand Health Tracking
• Product & Concept Testing
• Usage & Attitudes Studies
• Customer Experience, Satisfaction & Loyalty
• Shopper Research (Exit Interviews, Decision Trees, Shopper Safari etc…)
• Price & Promo Tracking Studies
• In-depth & Focus Group Studies
• Tactical Ad-hoc Research Studies
• Report & Analysis, and Consultancy
• Staff Support project based or long term

KAFTAN brings the spirit of Ottoman & Turkish cuisine to the heart of Dubai at unique locations with a spectacular
view of Burj Al Arab and La Mer South beach. Turkish hospitality & culture, chefs and our team members will
entertain all of our valuable guests with enthusiastic and interactive service approach and a wide selection of
delicacies being served.
The menu at Kaftan keeps traditional elements of Ottoman & Turkish cooking alive while creating a contemporary
cuisine and a fusion representation for modern Dubai clientele.
We are dedicated to perfection; therefore we are pleased to provide our guest a total experience comprised of
Ottoman & Turkish delicacies, great ambiance with a twist of contemporary Kaftan art selections, minimalist &
spacious interior design, soft and glistering tones of lightening, exquisite service approach and much more.
Contact Person : Abdullah Mavis
Title : Co-founder
Mobile : +971 52 887 5650
E-mail : abdullah@kaftan-restaurant.com
Contact Person : Azat Dagdanov
Title : Co-founder
Mobile : +971 56 404 5551
E-mail : azat@kaftan-restaurant.com

Marketing Management Consultancy:
• Market Entry Strategy Development
• Strategic Planning on Brand Communication, Positioning & Pricing

Website : www.kaftan-restaurant.com
Social Media :
Jumeirah Branch : https://www.instagram.com/kaftanrestaurant/
La Mer Branch (Restaurant) : https://www.instagram.com/kaftanlamer/
La Mer Branch (Smoky Lounge) : https://www.instagram.com/kaftansmokybeach/

Digital Marketing:
• Website Design & Development
• Domain Name & Hosting Consulting Services
• Social Media Marketing

Address :
Jumeirah Branch : Villa No: 861, Jumeirah Road, Umm Suqeim 3, Dubai, UAE.
La Mer Branches : Unit No 422 & Unit No 422-A, La Mer South, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Elçin Deryal
Title : Founder & Managing Director
Mobile : +971 54 598 8993
E-mail : elcin.deryal@invicta-insights.com
Website : www.invicta-insights.com
Company Address : Dubai Silicon Oasis, DDP, Building A2, Dubai, UAE.
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KCH HEALTHCARE LLC (KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL LONDON UAE)
King’s College Hospital London is affiliated with one of the world’s leading universities, has over 175 years’
experience as a teaching hospital, and sees almost 1 million patients a year in the UK. Today, King’s is honored to
provide the best of British healthcare in the United Arab Emirates via our new state-of-the-art hospital in Dubai Hills
and three outpatient clinics in Dubai Marina, Dubai Jumeirah, and Khalidiyah Abu Dhabi. King’s has been established
to provide the same level of clinical care and expertise as that in London, with most of our Doctors and clinical
staff being UK trained. King’s focuses on several specialties including obstetrics and gynaecology, paediatrics,
orthopaedics, cardiology, family medicine, aesthetic surgery, and other specialties, with a dedicated Emergency
Department open 24/7 in our hospital.
KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL LONDON IN THE UAE
...provides world-leading expertise
• A large proportion of King’s Physicians and all of our Senior Nursing Staff are UK trained.
• King’s in the UAE is connected to London for seamless care and second opinion.
• Through King’s visiting physician programme, we bring cutting-edge services and pioneering complex 		
procedures and surgeries to the UAE.
...offers extraordinary patient experience
• King’s College Hospital’s award-winning architectural design optimises clinical pathways, patient privacy, and
promotes a personalised healing environment.
• Our King’s Get-Well Edu-Tainment system offers for the first time in Dubai personalised clinical information and
multimedia entertainment features for inpatients.
• Our 5-star hospitality services include King’s Men concierge services, in-room spa services, complimentary valet
parking, VIP rooms, and more.
• King’s online patient portal provides on demand access to your medical records and lab results and enables you
to book appointments directly into a physician’s calendar
...delivers evidence-based healthcare practices
• Following King’s UK and NHS tested and established processes (NICE guidelines).
• Focusing on leveraging scientific data to support patient’s medical care.
• Applying a no over-prescription philosophy and unnecessary testing and treatment.
• With advanced medical equipment minimizing clinical errors.

KFS INTERNATIONAL DMCC
Key Solutions to Success Across The Globe:
We, KFS International DMCC, are a professional firm with regional focus and having a global representation.
Spectrum of services cover all aspects of doing business in the UAE, GCC Countries and MENA Region. While based
in the UAE, we offer comprehensive services for doing business in the Middle East including all the free trade zones
and LLC. Having vast experience locally and globally, we mainly focus to serve Turkey originated companies who
are targeting to do business in the GCC Countries and MENA Region.
Business Consultancy Services, Business/Company Setup, Project Financing, Loans and Trade Finance Solutions,
Setup and Structuring Banking Relations, Tax Advisory Services, Feasibility Studies, Audit & Accounting, Financial
Control and Reporting Services, Business Advisory Services, Market Research, Study and Penetration, Logistic
Support Services, Project based procurement etc.. are the services we offer.
We endeavor to maintain highest standard of quality and client satisfaction in our success.
Contact Person : Tuncer Meric
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 4 421 8727
Mobile : +971 50 919 7827
E-mail : tmeric@keyfss.com
Website : www.keyfss.com
Address : Fortune Tower, C Cluster, Office No: 2106, JLT, Dubai.

King’s is the first hospital in the UAE with an EOS X-Ray machine that reduces radiation exposure by 90%.
King’s College Hospital London is now operating a drive through COVID-19 PCR screening centre inside the
hospital parking area next to the hospital’s emergency department in Dubai Hills. Timing: 7 am to 11 pm - 7 days
a week. No appointments are necessary.
Contact Person : Ali Faiyaz
Title : Business Development Manager
Phone : +971 4 519 9999
E-mail : Ali.Faiyaz@kch.ae
Website : www.kch.ae
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/ king%27s-college-hospital-london-uae/
Address : King’s College Hospital London – Dubai Hills Hospital +971 4 5199 999 Dubai Hills, Al Khail Road,
Marabea’ East Exit.
King’s College Hospital London Medical Centre – Dubai Marina +971 4 581 3222 The Residences at Marina Gate I,
Floor 1, Dubai Marina.
King’s College Hospital London Medical Centre – Jumeirah +971 4 378 9555 Al Kharbash Building 2nd Floor,
Jumeirah Beach Road, Umm Suqeim 1, Jumeirah, Dubai.
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LC WAIKIKI
History
LC Waikiki was founded in France, in 1988, by French
designer Georges Amouyal and his partner. The partners
created the LC Waikiki brand by adding the word
"Waikiki" (referring to the famous Waikiki Beach) to
"LC which is the first letters of "Les Copains" meaning
"friends" in French.
In 1997, the group as it was doing research on how
to create its own brand, decided that they would buy
LC Waikiki which was a French brand back then. LC
Waikiki which is a Turkish brand as of that date, has
opened 21 stores in Turkey and started to serve that
same year.
Since 2000 LC Waikiki has made itself a prominent
retail brand by opening only its own stores.
In 2009, LC Waikiki opened its first international store,
in Romania. As of today, the brand is now trading
through 1080 stores in 48 different countries.
In 2011, Tema Group changed its name to "LC Waikiki
Retailing Services Pte Ltd" and became the leader of
the Turkish ready-to-wear sector with the help of the
brand LC Waikiki's achievements.
The number of overseas LC Waikiki stores has
reached 100. Aiming to be one of Europe's three
most successful ready-made clothing brands in 2023,
LC Waikiki has taken an important step forward on a
global scale towards this goal. LC Waikiki announced
the launch of its 100th Store in the city of Mostar in
Bosnia Herzegovina with a press conference organized
on Wednesday, September 24, 2014.
LC Waikiki has launched a new category in September
2016 and met its customers with Home Textile products
named under LCW HOME.
In 2017 LC Waikiki opened two stores in a row in new
countries: Indonesia and Kenya. The entry into these
countries is a step towards increasing its footprints in
Sub - Saharan Africa and South East Asia.
In 2019 LC Waikiki opened its first stores in Croatia,
Palestine, Malta and Congo and reached 500th store
abroad.
Turkey's national ambassador LC Waikiki in line with its
mission in the world, expressed by "Everyone deserves
to dress well" motto, opened its 1000th store in Kyiv,
the capital of Ukraine.
Product
LC Waikiki is a brand that meets all kinds of clothing
needs of all the family members which brings its
consumers together with world trends white preparing
its collections. LC Waikiki has a wide range of product
such as women, men, children, young, baby and
pregnant collections which appeals to all ages and
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all tastes, meets not only the clothing needs of the
consumers but also their home textile product needs.
Achievements
LC Waikiki won the first prize in the 'Coaching' category
in which it was nominated by the EMCC Coaching
Awards 2018 organized by the European Mentoring
Coaching Council (EMCC) with its "Leadership Through
Coaching Program'. 'Leadership Through Coaching
Program' which is prepared by LC Waikiki Corporate
Academy has the distinction of being designed by an
organization other than coaching schools in Turkey and
being the only coaching program to be accredited by
the ICE. LC Waikiki won three awards in the Mercury
Excellence Awards competition in which hundreds of
projects from 60 countries participated with its "LCW
Sense" application, a first in the world, which was
launched to facilitate the lives of visually impaired.
LC Waikiki has been deemed to receive the golden
award in the "Special Projects" category, silver award
in the "Applications category" and bronze award in
the "Corporate Social Responsibility Applications"
category. LC Waikiki which has received 3 awards in 3
different categories from the Mercury Awards, received
"Innovation Award" within the scope of "Overcoming
Barriers 2017" with LCW Sense project and "Social
Responsibility Award" in Prida Communication Awards
in the recent months.
LC Waikiki was ranked 1st in Capital’s “Female Friendly
Companies” survey in two categories which is “Female
Employee Friendly Company” & “Female Manager
Friendly company”. Also ranked 20th Biggest company
in Turkey according to Capital 500 Research, 2020
awards. LC Waikiki is the first company in Turkey which
employs the highest number of female managers.
Stores
Currently, we have 25 stores in 5 countries across GCC.
UAE: The Dubai Mall, Dubai I City Centre Mirdif,
Dubai I City Centre Deira | Ibn Battuta Mall, Dubai I
Burjuman, Dubai I Al Wahda Mall, Abu Dhabi I Dalma
Mall, Abu Dhabi I Al Naeem Mall, Ras Al Khaimah I
City Centre Ajman I Al Jimi Mall, Al Ain I Bawadi Mall,
Al Ain | Yas Mall, Abu Dhabi | Al Ghurair Centre, Dubai
| Sahara Centre, Sharjah
OMAN: Oman Avenues Mall, Muscat
QATAR: Mall of Qatar I Hyatt Plaza I Doha Festival
City | Ezdan Wakra Mall I Gulf Mall
BAHRAIN: Seef Mall I City Centre Bahrain
KUWAIT: Al Kout Mall | The Avenues Mall | Marina
Plaza.
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MAGIS TECHNOLOGY

LABRYS MIDDLE EAST DMCC

We are a technology service providing company that is delivering software solutions, testing, quality assurance,
managed services and outsourcing and ICT consultancy services to our clients.
Contact Person : Ismet Gokduman
Title : Co-Founder
Phone : +90 533 348 3590
E-mail : ismet@magis-technology.com

Labrys is a new breed of consultancy firm, bridging the gaps between marketing and technology, by streamlining
strategy & execution in audience marketing, marketing automation & customer care for a better customer
experience.
Founded in 2013, Labrys has offices in Dubai & Istanbul. Labrys acts as a digital transformation & marketing
technology agent in Central & Eastern Europe, Turkey, Africa and the Middle East, undertaking projects on marketing
transformation, customer experience, AdTech & MarTech.
Labrys delivered success stories in very complex environments for customer experience transformation consultancy,
marketing technology selection & implementation as well as expert & strategic services for enabling its clientele
to get better returns on their CX technology investments. Labrys serves its clients in 3 continents for DMP (Data
Management Platforms), marketing automation and journey orchestration tools, personalization and content
platforms, CRM, sales force automation and service / contact center solutions, while consulting on marketing
strategy and process design.

Website : www.magis-technology.com
Address : P.O. BOX: 415721, Dubai, UAE.

Labrys is an Oracle Worldwide Partner for CX portfolio, as well as a Google & Adform Partner and was awarded
“Oracle CX Cloud Partner of the Year” for three consecutive years in 2017, 2018 and 2019. Moreover, Labrys has
been recognized as one of the Top 10 Oracle Solutions Providers in 2020 by CIO Applications Europe Magazine.
Do not hesitate to visit https://www.labrys.global/ for more information on Labrys and its services.
Contact Person : Celal Hakan Suer
Title : Regional New Business Development Manager
Mobile : +90 (532) 207 03 17
E-mail : labrys@labrys.com.tr
Website : www.labrys.global
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/labrys-consulting/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/labrysconsult
Company Activities : Advertising, Media & PR, Consulting & Professional Services, Technology.
Address : Labrys Middle East DMCC, Licence No: DMCC - 322102, Unit No: 3700, DMCC Business Center
Level No. 1, Jewellery & Gemplex 3, Dubai, UAE.
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www.labrys.global

İstanbul

labrysconsult

Dubai

labrys-consulting
labrys@labrys.com.tr

Bridging the gaps
between brands
and technology

WHO WE ARE

by streamlining strategy
and execution in
Audience Marketing,
Marketing Automation, and
Customer Care for a better
customer experience.
CX, Marketing &
Advertising
Technology
Values & Modus
Operandi

Data, Analytics &
Loyalty

Melden Advisory DMCC is an outsource service provider company formed by experienced practitioners with the
aim of providing financial advisory services in a timely, accurate and effective manner.
Our goal is to help the growing companies in getting the most out of their finance support services they require,
save time & money, and ultimately boost leadership productivity by allowing the owner spend more time on
management and decision making tasks.

Founded in 2013, Labrys
has offices in Dubai & Istanbul
and acts as a digital
transformation and marketing
technology agent in Central and
Eastern Europe, Turkey, Africa
and the Middle East.

Media &
Advertising

Ideate Execute Refine

MELDEN ADVISORY DMCC

Labrys is a new breed of
consultancy firm, combining
marketing & business expertise
with technology know-how and
capabilities.

Lean & Agile

Creativity &
Content

Enabler

Ensure Success with Strategic Services

Quick Wins

Offices in
2 countries

Services across
3 continents

Customer
Experience

Conversion

Collaborative

Solution Innovator

Clear & Kit Based Consultancy

Focused on Marketing & Business Requirements and Gaps

OUR SERVICES
CX Transformation Consultancy
- Digital Marketing Strategy
- Data Management & Enrichment
- Lead Management Strategy
- Adtech & MarTech Transformation Services

Technology Selection

- Digital & Marketing Technology Needs Assesment
- Vendor & Product Assesment
- Omni-channel Marketing Solutions Assessment
- Platform & Solution Selection

Onboarding

Expert & Strategic Services

- Implementation Services
- Integration Services
- Process Redesign Services
- Activation Services
- On-site Services

- Control Tower Services
- AdTech & MarTech Operations
- Digital Analytics Services
- Trainings
- Conversion Optimization Services - Management Dashboards
- Digital Ads Consultancy
- CX & Digital Marketing Audit

LABRYS
DIGITAL DAYS

We organize
in-house Digital Days
for our clients.
Tailor-made for each and
every need, the content is
delivered face-to-face while
creating engagement from
all stakeholders in your
company.

The founding partner has 25 years of experience in Executive Management roles including CFO and acting Managing
Director in various high-end & mass retail, Food & Beverage and Hospitality companies with solid finance and
investment background.
The MelDen Financial & Advisory Services include:
• Accounting & Bookkeeping
• Payroll Management Services
• Fixed Asset Services
• VAT Consultancy & Filing
• Business Deals
• Outsourced CFO & Strategies
Contact Person : Murat Cinaroglu
Title : Founder / Managing Director
Mobile : +971 56 227 6416
E-mail : muratcinaroglu@meldenadvisory.com
Contact Person : Fahad Sayani
Title : Accountant
Mobile : +971 55 151 6858
E-mail : fahadsayani@meldenadvisory.com
Website : www.meldenadvisory.com
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/meldenadvisory
Company Activities : Consulting & Professional Services
Address : Office # 29-B, Gold Tower, Cluster I, JLT, Dubai, UAE.
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MY FATOORAH PAYMENT SERVICES PROVIDER LLC

NARTER & PARTNERS

My Fatoorah is an online payment gateway which provides a seamless business experience by offering a technology
put together by our technical team. This enables smooth business operations involving sales activity, products
invoicing, shipping and payments' processing.
Contact Person : Sait Halici
Title : Head of Sales
Mobile : +971 58 581 7248
E-mail : sait@myfatoorah.com

At Narter & Partners, our goal is to offer rapid, effective and successful solutions to the legal problems of our clients
in different legal disciplines with our dynamic, hardworking and creative team. Narter & Partners aims to create a
different workforce and an inclusive environment where everyone can develop, by collaborating with well-known
and reputable private law consultants selected on a case-by-case basis. Our team develops a culture that carries
out the works meticulously and contributes to the establishment of justice and creates opportunities for everyone
in various fields of law with its modern approaches.
Contact Person : Cenk Narter
Title : Managing Partner
Mobile : +90 532 276 3838
E-mail : cenk.narter@narterlaw.com

Contact Person : Olcay irem Elgün
Title : Sales Executive
Mobile : +971 58 562 9057
E-mail : ielgun@myfatoorah.com

Contact Person : Cana Özkul
Title : Partner
Mobile : +90 532 364 9992
E-mail : cana.ozkul@narterlaw.com

Website : https://www.myfatoorah.com/
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/myfatoorah-uae
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Financial-Service/MyFatoorah-UAE-110833630577486/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/myfatoorah_uae/
Company Activities : Accommodation & Tourism Services, Advertising, Media & PR, Airlines & Aviation Services
Banking & Finance, Construction, Consulting & Legal Services, Consulting & Professional Services, E-Commerce
Education, Entertainment, Food & Beverages Trading, Free Zones & Governmental Entity, Furniture, Home &
Corporate Interiors, General Trading, Health & Medical Services, Home Appliances & Consumer Electronics
Insurance, Logistics, Real Estate, Restaurant, Shipping & Marine Services, Technology, Textiles.

Contact Person : Kumsal Ünal
Title : Lawyer
Mobile : +90 555 301 0111
E-mail : kumsal.unal@narterlaw.com
Contact Person : Aslıhan Aytek
Title : Lawyer
Mobile : +90 533 657 2286
E-mail : aslihan.aytek@narterlaw.com

Address : The One Tower, Dubai Internet City Metro, Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE.
Website : https://www.narterlaw.com/en/
Social Media : https://tr.linkedin.com/company/narterpartners
Company Activities : Consulting & Legal Services, Consulting & Professional Services
Address : Elit Residence, 19 Mayıs Mahallesi, Dr. Hüsnü ismet Öztürk Sokak, No: 3, Kat: 20, Daire: 48, 34360 Sisli
/ Istanbul, Turkey.
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NUROL LLC

OLSEN & PARTNERS INTERIORS LLC

Nurol extends the success and strength of the Nurol Group of Companies to the Gulf Countries, where Nurol
Limited Liability Company was established by partnering Nurol Construction and Trading Company Co. Inc. and
H.H. Dr. Sheikh Sultan Bin Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Advisor to His Highness The President of the United Arab
Emirates.

Olsen & Partners Interiors is an established fit out, design interiors specialist for commercial units, residential, retail
and F&B. We offer our clients a fully managed solution in all aspects of workspace fit out. From the smallest of
contracts to major design and build projects, our experience enables us to deliver practical, cost effective solutions
for our clients.

Nurol LLC Main Office is in Emirates of Abu Dhabi and Branch is in Dubai.

We have developed a solid reputation and this has been built upon an underlying commitment to our clients, to
understand, and plan for the key issues and challenges that surround the delivery of each project across the UAE,
by providing high quality products and services on time and on budget as a solution partner to our clients.

Nurol LLC is classified as a “Special Grade” Construction Company for undertaking following construction activities
in the UAE;
Infrastructure Projects
• Roads
• Tunnels
• Bridges
• Metro/Railways
• Deep Utilities Services
• Marine Works, etc.

Superstructure Projects
• High/Mid/Low Rise Buildings
• Hotels			
• Villas			
• Shopping Centers
• Structural Steel Works
• Sport Complex, etc.

Our team comprises interior designers, project managers, furniture specialists and commercial relocation experts.

Industrial Projects
• Factories
• Warehouses
• Hangars, etc.

Contact Person : Onur Koroglu
Title : Managing Director
Mobile : +971 55 7637631
E-mail : onur@opimena.com
Website : www.opimena.com

Albeit Nurol LLC has been operating in the UAE since 2003. Over this period of time, Nurol LLC has shown an
exemplary record of growth and successfully completed multi billion Dirhams contracts for carefully selected
reputed clients through thousands of highly skilled and experienced human resources from tens of nationalities and
different cultures and multi-million Dirhams machineries and equipment resources actively contributing in Country
Value of the UAE as in line with our long term strategies and commitments.
Phone : +971 4 420 7373
E-mail : nurol@nuroluae.com

Social Media : LinkedIn: Olsen & Partners Interiors LLC
Facebook : Olsen & Partners Interiors
Instagram : opi_interiors
Company Activities : Interior Decoration, Building Contracting, Carpentry & Flooring Contracting
Address : The OPUS by Zaha Hadid, B Block, 2nd Floor, Unit B202, Business Bay, Dubai, UAE.

Website : www.nuroluae.com
Company Address : Flat No. 202 & 203, Building No. 3 (next to Khalidiya Garden) on Sheikh Zayed The First
Street, Khalidiya, Abu Dhabi – UAE, P.O. Box: 46254.
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OLD BAZAAR GENERAL TRADING LLC
Old Bazaar General Trading LLC is based in Dubai and specializes in importing the very best traditionally
manufactured, high quality Turkish food and beverage products including: Turkish delicatessen products (diary and
cold cuts), Turkish sweets (baklava, Turkish delight, chestnut, etc.), Turkish pulses, Turkish nuts and Turkish coffee,
and Turkish tea. Old Bazaar Company has established a very diverse client base which includes: Deluxe Hotels, Highend Restaurants, and Hypermarket chains.
Bakkal.ae is the e-commerce channel of Old Bazaar, which was launched in 2017, where users have the comfort
of shopping online at www.bakkal.ae from their mobile devices or computers. Distribution is made throughout the
UAE with its own temperature-controlled fleet of vehicles.
Contact Person : Burcak Yalab
Title : Marketing Manager
Mobile : +971 4 346 1557
E-mail : burcakyalab@turkisholdbazaar.com
Website : www.bakkal.ae
Social Media : Facebook: bakkal.ae
Instagram: bakkal.ae
Company Activities : Food & Beverages Trading, General Trading.
Address : Street 61, Roshan Warehouse Complex, Warehouse No:14, DIP.
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BUY A PROPERTY

WORTH 250,000
& GET A TURKISH

ORIENT WORLD COMMERCIAL BROKER LLC
Orient World is a dynamic and innovative consulting company specializing in investments in Dubai, Gulf, Central
Asian Countries and Turkey.

$

CITIZENSHIP

We act with the principle of providing international standards and quality service to our customers in our Investment
and Management Consultancy. Our company has a long-term trust relationship by considering each customer with
exclusivity. Orient World has been providing outstanding services to its customers since founding with regional
language staff. We provide solutions to our customers with ''INDIVIDUAL'' service concept and for this reason it
has reached a very large customer base operating in different fields. Our qualified consultants, who are committed
to quality service, can reliably conclude bureaucratic formalities quickly for you. Our company offers its services
with passion and eagerness with both our office in Istanbul and Dubai.
Orient World has business and business connections in sectors such as Company Establishments, Construction,
Investment Management, Real Estate, Energy, Tourism, Hotel Management and Logistics.
It also carries out exclusive portfolios of multinational companies in Durable Consumer Goods, Food and Beverage,
Accommodation and Entertainment, Logistics, Retail, Pharmaceutical, Service, Technology and Telecommunication
Sectors.
Contact Person : Idris Demirhan
Title : Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Phone : +971 4 431 8131
E-mail : idrisdemirhan@orient-world.net
Contact Person : Ahmet Kurum
Title : Sales & Marketing Manager
Mobile : +971 55 424 8862
E-mail : ahmet.kurum@orient-world.net
Website : www.orient-world.net
Social Media : https://www.facebook.com/Orient-World-Gayrimenkul
instagram : Orient
Company Address : The Citadel Tower – 2406, Business Bay, Dubai, UAE.
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ORONTES GENERAL TRADING LLC

ORGADATA MIDDLE EAST DMCC

Established in the UAE in 2008, the Orontes story began when our founder, Cemil Adlic, relocated to Dubai.
Naturally, he missed some of the high quality products that he had access to back in Turkey as he found himself
relying on friends and family to ferry these delicacies back and forward when they went on holidays. At the
beginning, Orontes focused on Turkish bottled water and as the company’s reputation grew, we quickly increased
our range of other products from a variety of countries.
In this way, Orontes assumed the position it now holds as one of the most important F&B importers in the region.
Recently, we launched Mountain Village (www.mountvill.com) as Dubai’s leading online Turkish grocery store,
catering to B2C clients. Mountain Village is the retail brand of Orontes General Trading LLC.

Founded in 1999, Orgadata evolved from a company that was developing software solutions for metal engineering
purposes as long ago as 1979. Orgadata – a leading software company from Leer, Germany with more than 30 years
of experience in software design is now well established in the international market with its LogiKal® software as
an independent provider of applications for aluminium and steel windows, doors and façades.
Contact Person : Umur Ahmet Duymaz
Title : General Manager/ Head of Sales
Phone : +971 4 369 5119
E-mail : uad@orgadata.com

Contact Person : Cemil Aldic
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 52 732 6667
E-mail : cemil@orontesuae.com

Contact Person : Umut Engin
Title : Director of Sales and Marketing
Phone : +971 4 369 5119
E-mail : uen@orgadata.com

Contact Person : Hakan Aldic
Title : General Manager
Mobile : +971 52 685 5051
E-mail : hakan@orontesuae.com

Website : www.orgadata.com
Company Address : Unit 1102, Preatoni Tower, Cluster L, P.O. Box: 643981, Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Aurora Mejico
Title : Sales & Marketing Manager
Mobile : +971 56 526 6962
E-mail : sales@orontesuae.com
Website : www.mountvill.com
Social Media : Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OrontesGrocery
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/orontes_grocery/
Company Activities : E-Commerce, Food & Beverages Trading, General Trading, Restaurant.
Company Address : PO Box: 27835, Dubai, UAE.
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PARLA DESIGN
PARLA specialises in the supply of a wide range of quality and competitive loose & fixed furniture solutions
including joineries and cased goods for the hospitality and leisure sectors. As a third generation family-owned
company, whilst specialising in offering custom/bespoke solutions, it also offers a unique product line developed
with a variety of international designers. PARLA positions itself as suppliers to major hotel operators and mid
to high-end restaurants globally. And every month we dispatch over 30 containers full items for International
Hospitality and F&B projects.
The story of PARLA began with the first generation making furniture working for the Ottoman Royal Family and
evolved over time into a modern operation with a 10,000sqm factory in Turkey with offices & showrooms in
Istanbul, Dubai and London.
Dubai showroom was opened in 2015. PARLA showcase some of their latest and most distinctive products offering
to cater to Middle East market. Numerous high-profile projects around the UAE are fitted with PARLA products such
as DAMAC Maison Prive, Rixos Saadiyat Island, Rixos Premium Dubai JBR, Crown Plaza Marina, Roberto’s Restaurant
and Ruya Restaurant.
Parla Dubai Team strives to meet the specific needs of the Hospitality, F&B market and provides solutions each of
our customers for projects of all sizes and budgets aimed to enhance their business.
Contact Person : Cuneyt Asici
Title : Operations Manager
Phone : +971 4 553 07 28
Mobile : +971 52 820 0531
E-mail : dubai@parladesign.com, cuneyt@parladesign.com
Website : www.parladesign.com
Social Media : Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/parla-design
Instagram: www.instagram.com/parla_design
Facebook: www.facebook.com/parladesign
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/parladesign0069/
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REIDIN - REAL ESTATE INFORMATION
REIDIN is a multidisciplinary Data Analytics Company focusing on real estate and retail markets in the emerging
countries.

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE

We help our clients make better strategic decisions, increase revenues, lower costs, and beat their competition.
Among our clients are government organizations, banks, insurance companies, retailers, property developers,
brokers/agents, consultants, and appraisers.

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

REAL ESTATE MARKETS

From being the first company to offer price indices enriched with hard-to-get real estate data in Turkey and the
UAE, we have become a global player in the Data Analytics and Data Science fields utilizing the most advanced AI
algorithms and techniques to process large amounts proprietary and client data.
Contact Person : Ozan Demir
Title : Director – Operations & Research
Mobile : +971 56 460 7045
E-mail : odemir@reidin.com
Contact Person : Shruti Jain
Title : Sales Director
Mobile : +971 55 634 6760
E-mail : sjain@reidin.com
Website : www.REIDIN.com
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/reidin/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Reidin-UAE-1852799341398002
Twitter: https://twitter.com/REIDINcom
Company Activities : Construction, Real Estate, Technology.
Company Address : Concord Tower, Office 2304, Dubai Media City, Dubai, UAE.

www.reidin.com • info@reidin.com • +971 4 277 68 35
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WELCOME TO
RIXOS UAE HOTELS

RIXOS HOTELS
Rixos Hotels was established by Mr. Fettah Tamince in 2000 in Antalya, the capital of Turkey’s tourism industry. The
concept of “All Inclusive – All Exclusive” was developed at Rixos Hotels and represents our brand image. Dedicated
to offering Turkish hospitality and a unique SPA experience in the finest surroundings and luxury ambiances, the
Turkey-originated group currently owns and operates hotels in countries as diverse as Turkey, United Arab Emirates,
Egypt, Russia, Croatia, Switzerland, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Georgia. Known for its hospitality, attentive
personalized service and fine cuisine, Rixos Hotels received global recognition and top ratings from distinguished
hospitality associations such as the World Travel Awards, American Five Star Diamond Award, Condé Nast, and
Great Hotels of the World. The group is pleased to be the leisure hotel of choice for discerning specialist travel and
tour operators. Rixos Hotels continues its rapid international expansion and growth with particular focus on Eastern
and Middle Europe, the Mediterranean Coast, North Africa and the Arabian Gulf region, Russia and CIS countries.
Our Mission
Provide uniquely authentic services and experiences; engaging guests of all ages to create memorable journeys in
our hotels & resorts.

Rixos Hotels is one of only a handful iconic resort brands that caters to both high-end transient
& group customers. It is recognized as one of the leading luxury destination brands in Turkey, CIS
countries & the Middle East due to its best-in-class facilities, dining options & entertainment venues.
Through Rixos Hotels’ passion for entertainment, activities, gourmet & wellbeing they create a lifestyle
experience which immerses everyone on a journey beyond their destination.

RIXOS PREMIUM SAADIYAT ISLAND

Our Vision
To be best-in-class international operators: a first choice for all stakeholders in our resorts, as well as city hotels
that leverage our brand.

RIXOS PREMIUM DUBAI

LUXURY URBAN LIFESTYLE HOTEL IN THE
HEART OF DUBAI

Brand Promise
To provide unique experiences to guests of all ages that exceed traditional hospitality expectations and go beyond
imagination.
Our Strategy
Owing to the fact that we are privately owned, the strategy throughout is based on long-term vision, and one
focused on organically growing enterprise-value through operational excellence and robust portfolio growth.
While having attained sustainable maturity in our home markets, we continue to expand across new borders, with
a balance of 70% resorts and 30% hotels, and a portfolio that aims to grow in proportion to these ratios.
Adopting a multi-pronged approach to our strategy, Rixos drives its avant-garde concepts and uniquely Turkish
touches to boldly move into new frontiers of hospitality, while also ensuring operational excellence in its existing
portfolio.

RIXOS THE PALM

RIXOS BAB AL BAHR

FAMILY FUN BEGINS AT RAS AL KHAIMA’S

FAMILY DESTINATION

Contact Person : Cenk Unverdi
Title : Regional General Manager
Phone : +971 44 57 5555
Mobile : +971 55 100 6550
E-mail : Cenk.Unverdi@rixos.com
Contact Person : Ali Ozbay
Title : Country Director of Marketing and Communications
Mobile : +97 155 100 6586
E-mail : ali.ozbay@rixos.com
Website : www.rixos.com
Company Address : Rixos The Palm Dubai, The Palm Jumeirah Crescent East, P.O. Box: 18652, Dubai, UAE.

www.rixos.com
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SANDALYECI HSK FURNITURE TRADING LLC
Headquarters: Izmir, TURKEY
Operating within a 270,000 square foot production facility, SANDALYECI is a global manufacturer in the hospitality
furniture industry. SANDALYECI combines high-technology manufacturing with expert craftsmanship to create
durable wood and metal chairs, tables, booths, and any type of customized furniture item without compromising
in design. Based in Izmir, Turkey, SANDALYECI has sales worldwide through numerous locations around the world,
offering more than a thousand furniture items and limitless customization options, providing endless solutions to
global franchises and hospitality chains worldwide. By manufacturing high quality contract furniture SANDALYECI
provides bespoke furnishing solutions to hospitality industry, through numerous showrooms worldwide.
SANDALYECI maintains its durability through its specially developed “Integrated Gridlock Mechanism” (IGM) used
in producing durable, commercial grade furniture items targeting the hospitality industry.
SANDALYECI ME has been operating in Dubai, since 2014, as the headquarter of Middle East & GCC. We’ve delivered
more than 500 projects in the region. SANDALYECI ME has a showroom plus warehouse facility around 9000 sqf.
at Al Quoz 3, Dubai.
Worldwide Offices : Izmir | Istanbul | Dubai | Washington, D.C. | Toronto | Prague | Sidmouth | Paris | Alba | Kiev |
Odessa | kharkov | Moscow | St. Petersburg | Minsk | Malta | Bucarest | Almaty | Chisinau
Company Address : First Al Khail Road Street, Al Qouz 3, Sara Building, Showroom No: 1, PO Box: 126115, UAE.
Our Dubai showroom location : https://goo.gl/maps/ZMETFZMYWVqGBdxRA
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SELAMLIQUE TURKISH COFFEE

SENSGREEN

The age-old tradition of Turkish coffee has been slowly dissipated as alternative coffees have invaded the market
and its relevance overshadowed with each passing generation; whereas Turkish coffee is one of the few products
that is fundamentally and exclusively linked to its nation of origin. This is why Selamlique Turkish Coffee was
established with the principle objective of bringing international recognition to Turkish coffee, and aims to become
the first global premium Turkish coffee brand.
Selamlique Turkish Coffee operates with focus on design and quality, aiming to bring back and preserve the
authentic ritual of Turkish coffee drinking.
Selamlique’s Turkish coffee comes in seven different natural aromas: Traditional, Dark Roast, Mastic, Cinnamon,
Chocolate, Cardamom and Decaffeinated. In developing its range of coffees, Selamlique was the first to offer
Turkish coffee in single-serving sachets with ready prepared individual measures of coffee and sugar so that all that
is needed is to add water and cook.
Selamlique also offers a series of complementing Turkish coffee accessories ranging from a silver coffee pot and tray
to branded coffee cups. And as the ritual of drinking Turkish coffee would not be complete without it; Selamlique
also offers a selection of sweet confectionary.
Selamlique has been operating in the UAE since 2011 with one store, at The Mall at the World Trade Center, Khalifa
Bin Zayed the First Street, Abu Dhabi.
Contact Person : Kanat Kutluk
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 4 3854922
Mobile : +971 50 650 7530
E-mail : info@selamlique.ae; kanat@ikon-aim.com

Currently, Sensgreen is an AI-driven IoT company in the HVAC segment, which provides actionable insights by
processing "Human Feedback" vs data collected from "AI-Powered smart IAQ sensors" through "Cloud-Based
Dashboards” for optimizing indoor air quality & air conditioning systems. We are currently operating in the UAE,
Turkey, Singapore, and the USA while forecasting expansion in the upcoming years.
Sensgreen is also backed by Techstart-Hub71 and supported by the Turkish tech environment and by the UAE
government. In addition to these throughout this journey, Sensgreen has earned the recognition of many prestigious
entities such as the University of Cambridge, Mercedes-Benz Startup Frontiers, and Forbes.
Contact Person : Okay Barutcu
Title : Chairman
E-mail : okay.barutcu@sensgreen.com
Contact Person : Tolga Candan
Title : Chief Business Officer
Phone : +971 50 159 7897
E-mail : candan@sensgreen.com
Website : www.sensgreen.com
Social Media : LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/sensgreen/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sensgreen/
Instagram: www.instagram.com/sensgreen/

Website : www.selamlique.ae

Company Activities : Technology.

Social Media : Instagram: selamlique_uae, Twitter: selamliqueuae, Facebook.com/selamliqueUAE

Company Address : 16-120 AlKhatem Tower ADGM, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Company Address : Gold & Diamond Park, Building No 2, Office 2104, Al Quoz, Dubai, UAE.
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Founded in the summer of 2018 by 4 young entrepreneurs, Sensgreen started its journey as a developer of machine
learning-based optimization models intended for commercial real estate, using AI, complex algorithms, and lowpower and wide-area network-integrated sensors.
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SGS GULF LTD

SIM TARIMSAL URUNLER VE GIDA SAN

SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company. We are recognized as the
global benchmark for quality and integrity. With more than 89,000 employees, we operate a network of more
than 2,600 offices and laboratories around the world. SGS has been committed to serving the verification, testing,
assessment and certification requirements of clients and industry throughout the Arabian Peninsula for over 30
years. Rapid economic development and liberalization in the region has created a huge number of opportunities
for business and industry, and SGS has been at the forefront of developing new services to meet the ever-changing
needs of a growth and diverse range of clients. SGS has been the preferred compliance partner to protect your
brand, build customer trust and open the door to a more profitable business. From training and inspection, audit
and certification, testing, technical and advisory services to retail store checks and mystery shopping, our global
team of industry experts helps you to guarantee that your operations and products meet the highest global
standards. Importers, Manufacturers, Traders and Participants may apply with SGS Gulf Ltd. for various certification
& inspections to ensure compliance with regional statutory authority requirements. Today, SGS operates a network
of 25 offices and laboratories throughout the Arabian Peninsula employing over 1400 full-time staff of 35 different
nationalities. SGS branch offices spread throughout the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar
and Oman Covering wide range of its services. As a world-leading provider of testing, inspection, verification
and certification services with 140 years’ experience, we offer you in-depth expertise in addressing food industry
challenges. With a global reach, we provide local experts who understand local culture and needs.
SGS Gulf Ltd. is an approved notified body & approved certification body under regional government statutory
bodies like SASO, GSO, ESMA for certification for various product scopes. The scope of services includes the below
• KSA-KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
- SASO SABER for all product scopes, SFDA Certificate of Conformity
• UAE-UNITED ARAB EMIRATES o ESMA-ECAS Certification for Low Voltage Electrical & Electronics - Household
appliances, Personal Care, Perfumes & Cosmetic products Honey, Energy Drinks, Tobacco
• ESMA-EQM - Emirates Quality Mark for Bottled Drinking Water & Mineral Water Juices & Dairy
• ESMA- Organic Food Certification
• ESMA-EQM on voluntary product scopes
• CoC for African Destinations like Africa
- Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Nigeria, Egypt
• Food Safety Audits & Certifications. GFSI certifications (including BRC, IFS, SQF, FSSC 22000 and GLOBALG.A.P.)
• HACCP
• Customized audits to fit specific requirements
• Training & Development- Food Safety Laboratory Testing Chemical & Microbiological for Food & Beverage and
Personal Care Cosmetics Oil & Lubricants Environment, Air, Ground Water, etc.
• Technical Support & Label Assessment
• Product Certification & Authority Approvals
• Halal Certification - GCC ESMA for UAE Saudi Halal Center - SFDA
• Inspection, Survey & Sampling Services as per customized scope

Established in 2013 and based in Istanbul, SIM functions in the global agricultural commodities markets as a
brokerage and service providing house.
In assembling the essential link between global supply and local demand, SIM offers its integral capacity to create
sustenance and build on over 30 years of thriving relations, associations and partnerships.
With its broad know-how and vast expertise in analyzing and processing the entirety of trade, marketing and
execution, SIM provides the comfort zone and benefits sought by all parties on board.
SIM has steadily grown into an internationally recognized agricommodities trading house as well as an agent of
ADM (Archer Daniels Midland Company) focusing on the oilseeds, grains and feedstuffs markets in Turkey.
Over the years SIM has successfully built a sustainable supply chain network across Europe, Russia, CIS, Far East and
North and South America supplying various agricultural commodities to Turkey.
Our global teams of experienced traders, execution and logistics professionals have demonstrated a track record of
customer satisfaction; structuring solutions that assist our customers in achieving their specific needs.
Today, SIM holds a firm place in the agricultural commodities sector owing to its core values: Reliability, Integrity,
Professionalism and Loyalty to its business partners.
Contact Person : Sinan Tuylu
Title : Managing Director
Mobile : +90 533 273 1669
E-mail : sinan.tuylu@simtarimsal.com
Website : www.simtarimsal.com
Company Address : Ruzgarlibahce Mah. Bozkurt Sk. Acarlar Is Mrk. F Blok No:3 K:5 D:13 Kavacik - Beykoz /
34805 - Istanbul / Turkey.

Contact Person : Hakan Sebukcebe
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 4 883 2222
E-mail : Hakan.Sebukcebe@sgs.com
Website : www.sgs-me.com
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/sgs
Company Address : SGS Gulf Ltd., P.O. Box 18556, Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE.
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SOHAIBANI & PARTNERS
Sohaibani & Partners was founded in 1988 by Abdulnasir Alsohaibani in the city of Riyadh, the heart of Saudi
Arabia. The Firm is one of the first law firms established in Saudi Arabia and a pioneer of the legal service providers
for more than three decades. SLF is proud to be a success partner for many businessmen and companies around
the region contributing directly to their achievements. LF has offices and regional partners in KSA, Turkey, UAE,
USA and Germany.
Sohaibani & Partners’ vision is to deliver outstanding legal expertise to our client, adopting innovations and
professional standards. Our mission is contributing effectively to achieve legal awareness in society and spreading
it as a social behavior, so laws and regulations are looked upon with adequate respect and commitment.
Practice Areas of SLF:
Real Estate and Construction, Civil Litigation and Arbitration, Corporate Commercial, International Trade Law,
Intellectual Property Law, Competition Law, Data Privacy, Compliance, Capital Markets and Securities, Succession
Laws and Management of Estates, Corporate Support Services, Employment and Labor Laws, Private Equity
Contact Person : Tarek Sohabani
Title : Partner Lawyer
Mobile : +971 58 816 6894
E-mail : tarek.soh@slf.com.sa
Contact Person : Deniz Kozakci Sohabani
Title : Senior Lawyer
Mobile : +971 52 926 8561
E-mail : deniz@slf.com.sa
Website : www.slf.com.sa
Company Address : Al Wadi Building. Office No. 201. Sheik Zayed Road - Al Wasl P.O Box 23937, Dubai, UAE.
KSA : 3971 Makkah Al Mukarramah Branch Rd, Unit. 8, King Abdullah Dist., Riyadh, KSA.
Istanbul : Caddebostan Mahallesi Bagdat Caddesi No:262 Konak Is Merkezi Kat:2 D:7 Kadıköy/Istanbul.

www.slf.com.sa
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SOLEN CHOCOLATES
We Flavored Our Love With Chocolate and Shared It With The Whole World. Bringing joy to chocolate lovers
around the globe since 1989, Sölen today has become one of most innovative companies of the field, not only in
Turkey but around the whole world.
Starting out with a mission to remain faithful to its core values and to present unconventional products to its
customers with an innovative spirit, Sölen is a producer of chocolate, chocolate covered snacks, cookies, bars,
chewing gum, candy and cakes.
One of the best among the largest growing and most valued companies of Turkey in the last 10 years, the rapid rise
of Sölen in the ISO 500 company list is outstanding. Reaching 49th place in the ‘Global Top 100 List” of the world’s
leading chocolate and candy periodical Candy Industry Magazine, the company has secured a place among the
most prestigious companies in the world league.
With more than 200 varieties in treats, 2000 employees, 220,000 square meter production area, production
facilities in Gaziantep and Istanbul, Sölen is certified according to ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System, ISO
22000:2005 Food Safety Management System, BRC and IFS Food Safety Management System standards.
Continuously investing in quality, technology and R&D activities, Sölen continues its journey of development and
expansion since the day it was founded.
Each Sölen package brings the surprising pleasure of a unique chocolate delight.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Sölen.
Contact Person : Erbug Uysal
Title : Regional Manager
Mobile : +971 56 138 9045
E-mail : erbug.uysal@solen.com.tr
Website : www.solen.com.tr
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/solen/mycompany/
Company Address : Balance Günesli Mahmutbey Mahallesi, Tasocagı Yolu caddesi No:19/7 Kat: 2-5 BagcılarIstanbul, Turkey.
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TARRE DESIGN

SHANGRI-LA DUBAI

Tarre Design Studio is a Dubai based design firm serving a wide range of architectural, interior and product design
for their exclusive individual and corporate clients around the globe.
Within the new buildings, spaces and interiors, Tarre provides unique design approaches integrated with the
modern trends, while focusing on clients’ needs, functionality, sustainability, environment, human perception and
psychology. Technology and future innovations are part of the design intend along with essential traditions of
occupants as well as inspirational cultural heritage.
Besides architectural and interior design, as a distinctive service, Tarre’s product design service caters for
collaboration with the manufacturers who produce equipment, fittings, accessory and materials of architecture,
interiors and landscape both as custom made and mass productions.
Tarre has its own dedicated experience and team of outstanding experts to deliver quality spaces and satisfactory
living quarters.
Coordination on other disciplines such as Civil and MEP is collaborated with professional specialists partners in
order to deliver complete set of design package.
Services:
• Urban & Architectural Design
• Interior Design
• Products Design
• Design Supervision

Take an office for one person or a whole team, for a day, week, month or as many years as needed. Whether it’s
for a whole day or part-time, our offices are cost-effective with the flexibility to use as little or often as needed.
Embark on a culinary journey with inspirational gastronomy from Vietnam, China and the Middle East.
Whether you are seeking rest and relaxation or sports and recreation, Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai, has the facilities and
services to ensure total satisfaction. Relax and rejuvenate in the tranquil waters of the swimming pool, or take a
breath and unwind at CHI, The Spa.
Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai is the perfect choice for large functions and smaller, intimate gatherings. All meeting
rooms and ballrooms are contemporary in design and are equipped with state-of-the-art audio-visual equipment.
An experienced events team ensures that functions run smoothly.
Contact Person : Hakan Ozel
Title : General Manager
Phone : +971 4 405 2001
E-mail : hakan.ozel@shangri-la.com
Contact Person : Tarek Medhat
Title : Director of Sales & Marketing
Phone : +971 4 405 2800
E-mail : tarek.medhat@shangri-la.com

Contact Person : Ilknur Erbas
Title : Founder Architect
Phone : +971 4 587 4294
Mobile : +971 58 176 1770
E-mail : ilknur@tarredesign.com

Website : https://www.shangri-la.com/dubai/shangrila/

Website : www.tarredesign.com

Social Media : Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ShangriLaHotelDubai/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/shangrila_dubai/

Social Media : Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/tarre-design-studio
Instagram: tarredesign

Company Activities : Accommodation & Tourism Services, Entertainment, Restaurant

Company Address : M-08 Al Raffa Building, Bur Dubai, Dubai, UAE.
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Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai provides guests a luxurious accommodation, exceptional dining and distinctive hospitality
in the heart of this dynamic city, 15-minute drive from Dubai International Airport, 5 minutes from the Dubai
Convention Centre and World Trade Centre. The hotel sits opposite Dubai International Financial Centre, Burj
Khalifa and The Dubai Mall as well as Dubai’s popular beaches.

Address : Sheikh Zayed Road, near Financial Metro Station, UAE.
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TGL GULF FZE
TGL is an international full-scale logistics provider focusing on all modes of transportation. Headquartered in
Turkey, TGL is established in all regions of the world with its own offices and exclusive agencies. TGL is an expert
in freight forwarding and project logistics, providing its clients with the fastest and most feasible logistics solutions
at every step of their project timeline.

ENJOY THE PERFECT FAMILY ESCAPE WITH 50% OFF
A SECOND ROOM, CHILDREN UNDER 6 YEARS OLD
EAT FREE, LATE CHECKOUT AND MORE!

Services:
• Sea Freight
• Road Freight
• Air Freight
• Rail Freight
• Multimodal Transportation
• Refrigerated Transportation
• Project Logistics Management
Contact Person : Elif Sagir
Title : Regional Manager
Mobile : +971 52 571 9876
E-mail : elif@tglgulf.com
Website : www.transtas.com
Address : Jafza One Tower A, 11th Floor, PO Box: 35608, Dubai, UAE.

For enquiries or reservations, please call 04 405 2825 or email sldb.reservations@shangri-la.com
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TAMIMI CONSULTING DMCC
Tamimi Consulting is a leading cross border management and business advisory firm assisting select clients to
grow beyond borders with a regional focus on Middle East and East Africa since 2010. Our consulting services
cover business set-up, management and business consultancy, B2B and trade mission organizations, strategic
marketing, business development in manufacturing, energy, construction, supply chain, hospitality, trading and
retail industries. We have been regarded as one of the leading consulting firms in the United Arab Emirates with
focus on:
• Business Set-up and Company Formation Services
in all jurisdictions
- Local company
- Free zone
- Offshore

• Trade Mission Organization for Government and
Private Sectors
- B2B Events
- Networking Events
- Local and International Trade Missions

• Management and Business Consulting Services
- Accounting and Auditing
- Banking and Financial Advisory
- Human Resources and Recruitment
- Administration, PRO services, all kind of visas and 		
residency
- IT and Office Set-up

• Tamimi Consulting has been awarded by the
DMCC Authority as the Top Performing Consultant
six years in a row since 2015. Last year also got
the Best International Service Provider Award
2018 which is a statement of our professional, high
quality, customized services to our valuable clients
all around the world. Some of our accolades are;

• Market Research and Mapping Studies Services
- Risk Assessment
- SWOT Analysis
- Market, Product and Company Intelligence
- Decision Mapping
- Market Entry Strategy Development
- Strategic Planning and Execution
• Marketing and Business Development Services
- Local and International Trade
- Investment and Partnership Opportunities
- Product Promoting
- Professional Networking and Matchmaking
- Distributor Assignment
- Agency and Representation
- Commodity Trading and Financing

- Executive Committee member and proud sponsor of
Turkish Business Council since 2007 till 2019 and in
2021 elected to serve the second term as the President
of Turkish Business Council in Dubai and Northern
Emirates
- Middle East, GCC and Africa Committee Member
under Foreign Economic Relations Board (DEIK-DTIK) of
Turkey since 2010.
- TURQUALITY ® Accredited 1st Group Consultant
Company as the 1st and only company in the MENA
Region since 2011.
- Registered vendor to World Bank Group and
International Finance Corporation (IFC) since 2013.
- Registered Consultant and Agent status with all major
Free Zone Authorities and jurisdictions in the UAE since
2010

Business Set-up and Company Formation
Management and Business Consulting
Market Research and Mapping Studies
Business Development and Marketing Studies
Trade Mission Organization, Networking and B2B Events
Locally and Globally Accredited Consulting

Contact Person : Fatma Nilgun Emrem
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 4 442 3839
E-mail : nemrem@tamimiconsultancy.com

TAMIMI CONSULTING

Contact Person : Tarik Tamimi
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 4 442 3839
E-mail : ttamimi@tamimiconsultancy.com

Tel: +971 (0) 4 442 3839

I

Fax: +971 (0) 4 442 3814

E-mail: nemrem@tamimiconsultancy.com

I

Mob: +971 (0) 50 482 8052

Web: www.tamimiconsulting.com

Website : www.tamimiconsultancy.com

JUMEIRAH LAKE TOWERS - JLT
Cluster F, Indigo Icon Tower, Office No: 1407, Dubai, UAE
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TAV TEPE AKFEN INVESTMENT CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION CO.
TAV Construction is a leading contractor specialized in airports and iconic buildings. Dubai office, which serves
as the regional headquarters, was established in 2003. Starting with the Emirates Airlines’ Airbus A380 Aircraft
Maintenance Hangars at Dubai International Airport, TAV undertook a significant role in the development of the
region’s airports.
TAV is the lead partner of the main contract joint venture that is building the state-of-the-art Midfield Terminal
Building of Abu Dhabi Airport, which is set to become the region’s largest terminal building. Some of the noteworthy
projects the company worked on include the New Terminal Building of Bahrain International Airport, Terminal 5 of
the Riyadh King Khaled International Airport and the region’s first full-fledged Public-Private-Partnership initiative,
the Prince Mohammad International Airport in Madinah, Saudi Arabia.
TAV Construction remains as a reputed name in Dubai’s real estate market. The company is currently working
on EMAAR Properties’ The Address Residences and Il Primo projects located in the Burj Khalifa - Opera district.
Comprising three iconic towers of 55, 65 and 78 floors, the trio are set to become landmark within the skyline of
Dubai. Other projects in TAV’s portfolio are the Damac Towers by Paramount in Business Bay, the Emirates Financial
Towers in DIFC, Times Square Centre Shopping Mall in Al Quoz Area and the 425 meters tall Marina-101 Hotel &
Residences and the Sulafa Tower in Dubai Marina.
TAV’s headquarters are located in Istanbul, Turkey and the company has offices in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Bahrain, Saudi
Arabia, Oman and Qatar.
Contact Person : Seyhun Demir
Title : Dubai Area Director
Phone : +971 4 359 3233
E-mail : seyhun.demir@tavc.com.tr

TECHNOMAC GENERAL TRADING LLC
Developing Industrial Food Processing Projects.
The challenge in the economies is to realize value added projects contributing to the development of the countries.
In this context, we lead for 'excellence' by providing in industrial investments customized construction solutions,
from design and production to turnkey delivery services that best satisfy the requirements of our customers and
continuously improve quality, reliability & service with the help of an effective total quality management system.
We provide complete solutions for:
Modern slaughterhouses
Red meat processing plants
Food processing and cold storage plants
Plant factories
Our Advantages
We provide professional accompaniment in the specifications of the investment
We ensure:
International quality standards are provided
Project duration is reduced
The budget is known in the beginning of the project
A complete range of products from our factory
One single contact for investors that simplifies communications
A talented human resources and engineering
We provide a complete training program to make the projects operational
Contact Person : Tarık Isguzar
Title : President
Mobile : +971 55 244 8789
E-mail : info@technomac.ae

Contact Person : Ahmet Selçuk
Title : Regional Head – Business Development, Middle East & Asia
Phone : +971 4 359 3233
E-mail : ahmet.selcuk@tavc.com.tr

Contact Person : Dogukan Azmi Silahtaroglu
Title : Regional Business Development Manager
Mobile : +971 58 976 1555
E-mail : dogukan.silahtaroglu@cantekgroup.com

Website : www.tavconstruction.com
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/tav-construction/mycompany/

Website : www.technomac.ae
Company Address : Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), Emirates Financial Towers, South Tower, Level
19, Office No: S-19-06, P.O. Box: 181900, Dubai, UAE.
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Company Address : Technomac General Trading LLC, Aspin Commercial Tower 42nd Floor,
Office No: 4204 C, P.O. Box: 414059, Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE.
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TRUVIAN PARTNERS CONSULTANCY LLC

TURA GLOBAL TRADING FZE

Truvian Partners is a boutique consultancy specializing in leadership development, teamwork, coaching, and
personality assessments.
At Truvian Partners, we start from the philosophy that knowing oneself and understanding others is the fundamental
key to achieving success in life and at work. This leads to personal values’ significance and their impact on
individuals, teams, and organizations’ behaviors.
Through our deep expertise and time-tested tools, we equip our clients with effective and results-oriented
leadership and people management techniques and approaches grounded in values that promote excellence in
their leadership and management practices.
Our interventions are specifically designed to deliver lasting change, improve productivity, raise morale, enhance
creativity, and significantly leverage the organizations’ most valuable assets – people!
Our affiliations include Reiss Motivation Profile, Ken Blanchard Companies, Metasysteme Coaching Academy, and
Zayed University’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center.

Established in 1937, Hayat Holding consists of 41 companies that operate in various industries including FMCG,
port operations, construction, wood and energy. With nearly 14,000 employees around the globe, Hayat Holding
offers 32 brands manufactured in 27 plants and distributed around 100 countries across 5 continents.
Hayat Kimya is one of the two locomotive companies behind the Holding. Hayat Kimya operates in the FMCG
industry since 1987, manufactures goods in hygiene, tissue and home care categories offering well established
brands such as Bingo (detergents and home cleaning category), Molfix (baby diapers), Molped (feminine care
category), Papia, Familia, Focus & Teno (cleansing tissue categories), finally Joly and Evony (adult diaper categories).
Hayat Kimya’s headquarters is located in Turkey and has subsidiaries in the UAE, Iran, Egypt, Bulgaria, Algeria,
Morocco, Russia and Nigeria and employs nearly 8,000 people today around the world. Hayat Kimya manufactures
tissue, hygiene and home care products in 14 plants, and continues its international investments at full speed.

Contact Person : Cenk Tasanyurek
Title : Managing Director
Mobile : +971 58 592 3494
E-mail : cenk@truvianpartners.com

Hayat Kimya has grown rapidly in categories it operates and has become a trendsetter and the world’s 5th largest
branded baby diaper manufacturer in the world, as well as the largest tissue manufacturer of Middle East,
Balkans and Eastern Europe .

Contact Person : Jay Tasanyurek
Title : Managing Director
Mobile : +971 50 245 4558
E-mail : jay@truvianpartners.com

Contact Person : Kemal Tahir Yildirim
Title : Managing Director
Phone : +971 4 816 2525
E-mail : kyildirim@turaglobal.com
Contact Person : Erol Muzaffer
Title : Finance Manager
Phone : +971 4 816 2502
E-mail : emuzaffer@turaglobal.com

Website : www.truvianpartners.com
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/truvian-partners/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TruvianPartners

Website : www.turaglobal.com

Company Activities : Consulting & Professional Services, Education

Address : Jafza One Tower, Office No: 1905, P.O. Box: 263739, Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE.

Address : Al Khawarizmi Building, Office 06, Abu Dhabi, UAE.
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Tura Global is a part of Hayat Holding company. Main role of the company is to take the responsibility for global
procurement of raw materials, machinery and investment of Hayat Holding production facilities. TURA also
manages sales and marketing of group brands to GCC market.
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TURKISH VILLAGE RESTAURANT
Arguably the most authentic Turkish Dining Experience in the whole of UAE and Dubai. Launched in March 2013 in
Dubai, Turkish Village Restaurant now boasts three branches across this amazing city.
With our flagship branch in Jumeirah equipped for a capacity of 500 people, our Dubai Festival City Mall Branch
and our newly opened Turkish Village Gourmet branch in Jumeirah 3, add 250 and 150 respectively to that total.
Taste, quality, presentation are ever present in our menu which is undoubtedly the most encticing selection of
Turkish dishes in Dubai as well as being the most authentic representation of Turkey’s seven regions and its rich,
colourful history.
We pride ourselves on using the best and freshest ingredients with an unwavering commitment to quality and
service. Our signature dishes include; Metre Kebab – a metre long serving of Kebab is an evolution and celebration
of the many different types of kebab; Sultan Platter – a feast for a sultan with a selection of premium meats &
chicken marinated in our signature sauce and grilled to mouth-watering perfection and Kuzu Tandir – lamb shanks
cooked slowly for hours resulting in soft, tender meat that falls away from the bone.
With three branches now covering Dubai and operated by our Turkish food service team, we work together to
perfect the Turkish experience for you. Our staff is knowledgeable, welcoming and warm and is above all dedicated
to providing you with the best Turkish dining experience in Dubai with passion and commitment.
Turkish Village Restaurant is located in Jumeirah 1 opposite Spinneys and in Dubai Festival City Mall along the
waterfront. Turkish Village Gourmet is situated opposite Burj Al Arab in Jumeirah 3.
For reservations contact 04-3449955 or email us at reservations@turkishvillagedubai.com. For corporate bookings
or parties above 9 please get in touch with us at sales@turkishvillagedubai.com.
Contact Person : Nevzat Esen
Title : Owner
Phone : +971 4 344 9955
E-mail : reservations@turkishvillagedubai.com, marketing@turkishvillagedubai.com
Website : www.turkishvillagedubai.com
Company Activities : Restaurants
Company Address : Jumeirah 1, DFC Mall, Jumeirah 3.
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TURKISH AIRLINES

URBANCIRCLE

Turkish Airlines began its journey back in 1933 with 5 planes. Today, the national flag carrier has a fleet of 365
aircrafts and a network of 319 worldwide destinations (269 international and 50 domestic), in 127 countries via
it’s main hub the Istanbul Airport.
Turkish Airlines, flying to more countries than any other airline, serves more than 75 million passengers per year.
Turkish Airlines transfered its hub operations from the Atatürk Airport to the Istanbul Airport. The new home
of Turkish Airlines, is playing a key role for the future growth strategy to reach 2023 goals to serve 120 million
passengers with a fleet of 500.
Turkish Airlines was declared as the "Most Valuable Brand" of Turkey in all sectors by Brand Finance in 2019. The
national flag carrier, who repeatedly assumed this title before, reinforces its leading position in Turkey with recent
results.
Star Alliance member since 2008. The Star Alliance network currently offers more than 18,800 daily flights to over
1,300 airports in 193 countries.

UrbanCircle is an online platform connecting families with qualified, verified, reference-checked service providers
who would help them in their parenting journey.
Covering all aspects of the parenting needs from babyhood to teenage years under six categories (childcare,
tutoring, sports, after-school activities, special needs and health & wellness); UrbanCircle is a ready-made circle of
support for children’s care, development and wellbeing. It is your go-to source for raising kids in the UAE.
Examples of services you can book & pay via UrbanCircle: babysitters, swim coaches, tennis classes, math
tutors, piano/guitar lessons, child development experts, psychologists, speech therapists, nutritionists, lactation
consultants and much more – all in an easy to navigate format.
All the service providers in the platform have been verified and interviewed in advance. Families can find detailed
information, watch videos, read parent reviews and make informed decisions on who is the best fit to work with
their child, as well as being able to check availability, book and pay online.
Launched in January 2019, UrbanCircle has more than 400 services from 90 companies. UrbanCircle is also available
to support families with all their questions and concerns before and after the booking. UrbanCircle is completely
free for both families and companies to join.

Contact Person : Emre Ismailoglu
Title : General Manager of Dubai & Northern Emirates
Phone : +9714 444 0999
E-mail : admin@turkishairlines.ae, eismailoglu@thy.com

Contact Person : Banu Cetin Akca
Title : Co-Founder
Phone : +971 50 157 2226
E-mail : banu@urbancircle.ae

Website : www.turkishairlines.com
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/turkish-airlines/

Contact Person : Zeynep Guney
Title : Co-Founder
Mobile : +971 56 892 6811
E-mail : zeynep@urbancircle.ae

Company Address : Emaar Square Building 6, Unit B, G Floor, Burj Khalifa, Dubai, UAE.

Website : www.urbancircle.ae
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/14475613/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UrbanCircleDubai
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/urbancircle.ae/
Address : In5 Innovation Center, Dubai Internet City, Dubai, UAE.
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VALUATIONS PARTNER

VERIPARK

Valuations Partner is a business valuation, growth and exit advisory services company at affordable price range
with a fast, transparent, instructive model designed for startups & small companies.
We provide “fast, affordable, on-site, educative” valuation and accompany you during your next step whether it is
selling, growing or simply increasing value of your business.
Valuation Methods
• DCF Model
• Asset Based Approach
• Trade Comparison
• Price To Earnings
• CAPM Model
• Fair Value
• Owner Values

VeriPark, enabling financial institutions to become digital leaders.
VeriPark is a global solutions provider enabling financial institutions to become digital leaders by delivering world
class customer journeys in digital and assisted channels with its Intelligent Customer Experience suite.
With offices located in the United Kingdom, Europe, the United States & Canada, Asia, Africa and the Middle East,
VeriPark is helping banks and insurers to enhance their customer acquisition, retention and cross-sell capabilities
by providing proven, secure and scalable Customer Engagement, Omni-Channel Delivery, Branch Automation, Loan
Origination and Next Best Action solutions.
VeriPark works collaboratively with clients to develop innovative technology strategies and solutions, touching
millions of people every day and bringing the promise of digital transformation to life.

Through our model, business owners will learn the actual price of their company, understand positive and
negative value factors, start increasing value of their business and reach their dreams with the most important
asset of their lives.
Contact Person : Ilker Ozhabes
Title : Partner
Phone : +971 4 401 8462
Mobile : +971 55 733 5096
E-mail : ilker@valuationspartner.com

With the help of VeriPark's end-to-end seamless customer experience solutions, financial institutions get the
chance to drive more engaging interactions with their customers by capturing their needs, gaining personalized
insights, and placing customers at the core of their digital transformation and innovation.
VeriPark's solutions also enable financial institutions to:
• enhance and automate customer services across assisted and digital channels
• increase wallet share
• satisfy customers with timely and relevant offers
• turn up cross-sell and up-sell ratios
• empower their employees with a Unified Front End and 360 Single View of the Customer.
Contact Person : Hakan Akan
Title : Business Development Manager
Phone : +90 533 689 2403
E-mail : hakan.akan@veripark.com

Website : www.valuationspartner.com
Company Address : PO Box: 112440, Suite 1702, Level 17, Boulevard Plaza Tower 1,
Downtown Dubai, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Person : Baris Merdan
Title : Sales Manager - MEA
Mobile : +90 533 689 2403
E-mail : baris.merdan@veripark.com
Contact Person : Murat Sayinta
Title : Senior Project Manager
Phone : +971 4 346 8849
E-mail : murat.sayinta@veripark.com
Phone : +971 4 346 8849 / +971 4 323 8051
Website : www.veripark.com
Social Media : https://www.linkedin.com/company/veripark, https://twitter.com/VeriPark
http://www.youtube.com/user/VeriParkSoftware
https://www.facebook.com/VeriParkGlobal/
Address : VeriPark DMCC, Unit nos. 3901-3094, 1 Lake Plaza, Cluster T, Jumeirah Lake Towers (JLT),
P.O. Box: 334373, Dubai, UAE.
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VESTEL ELECTRONICS GULF DMCC
VESTEL, structured under the chassis of Zorlu Group, is a global player, comprised of 28 companies, 16 of which
are based abroad, operating in the areas of white goods, small home appliances and consumer electronics. Being a
strong and well-known brand at home, VESTEL is among the world’s leading OEM companies in consumer products
and is Turkey’s hallmark in technology exports to the world. With its diversified product portfolio based on its
technology and design development capability, VESTEL caters to different consumer tastes in 157 countries.
Established on an area of 1.1 million m2 in Manisa, VESTEL City is one of the largest industrial complexes in
Europe to undertake production activities under a single roof. The number of personnel employed with the Group is
16,000. With this attribute, VESTEL became the world’s first electronics and white goods company and Turkey’s first
brand and industrial plant to appear in the National Geographic Channel’s documentary series, “Mega factories”,
that gives an insight into some of the world’s most famous brands.
VESTEL City produces 40 million products a year; the range of the company includes; Refrigerators (4,5 million a
year), Washing Machines (3,5 million a year), Cooking Appliances (2,5 million a year), Dishwashers (2 million a
year), Dryers (750,000 pieces a year), A/C (750,000 pieces a year), Flat Panel Displays (18 million a year), Mobile
phones, Integrated Digital Televisions, Smart Interactive Boards for Educational Systems (1 million a year), Digital
Signage Solutions (3 million a year), Hotel TVs, Hospital TVs, DVB-S2, DVB-T/T2, DVB-C, IPTV, OTT set-top boxes
(3,5 million a year), LED Lighting Solutions and Electric Vehicle Chargers.
VESTEL is one of the two biggest manufacturers in the LCD TV market, and one of the five biggest manufacturers
in the white goods market of Europe. Turkey's TV market leader and one of the top 3 producers of white goods.
One of the top ten well-known brands of turkey. Turkey's top exporter in electronics for the past 20 years. Exports
to 157 countries all over the world.
Contact Person : Abhineet Tiwari
Title : MD / COO
Mobile : +971 56 683 0750
E-mail : abhineet.tiwari@vestel-gulf.ae
Contact Person : Tan Tuzuner
Title : Head of Finance
Mobile : +971 50 397 9684
E-mail : tan.tuzuner@vestel-gulf.ae
Website : https://www.vestel-gulf.ae
Social Media : LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/vestel
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/vestel/
Instagram: @zorluholding @vestel @vestelinternational
Company Activities : Home Appliances & Consumer Electronics, Technology.
Company Address : Vestel Electronics Gulf DMCC, Office: 06-C, 6th Floor, Almas Tower, JLT, Dubai, UAE.
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ZETAS ZEMIN TEKNOLOJISI AS DUBAI BR
ZETAS Zemin Teknolojisi A.S. is a soil and foundation engineering company with more than 32 years of experience
in the field of geotechnical, enabling (shoring systems), deep foundation (piles), soil improvement, and deep water
wells works and other associated civil and geotechnical works. With hundreds of successfully completed projects
in challenging markets, ZETAS has built a reputation upon which clients can rely on.
Armored with high technical skills and geared with motivation to provide superb soil and foundation engineering
solutions that meet international standards, ZETAS got established in 1988 in Istanbul, Turkey. The profile of ZETAS
now unfolds international operations via branches and subsidiaries in the U.A.E., Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan and Tanzania.
In the year 2000, based on clear vision and technical creativity coupled with powerful logistics and wise leadership,
ZETAS enlarged its geographical presence by entering new markets while planning and achieving healthy growth
targets. In 2011, ZETAS signed an acquisition agreement with industry giants Soletanche Freyssinet who is a VINCI
Group company. Vinci is a global player in concessions and construction, employing more than 222,000 people,
operations in 120 countries with turnover exceeding 48 Billion Euros. By end of 2018, the acquisition has reached
100%, marking a new era for ZETAS and its entities.
The company has been involved in projects including power plants, motor and railways, bridges, viaducts, tunnels,
industrial structures, trade centers, treatment plants, landfills, high-rise buildings, harbors and airports.
Contact Person : Semih Cuhadar
Title : Business Unit Manager
Phone : +971 4 277 5850
Mobile : +971 54 550 8377
E-mail : semih.cuhadar@zetas.com.tr, zetasdxb@zetas.com.tr
Contact Person : Turgut Kaya
Title : Technical Manager
Mobile : +971 50 600 2045
E-mail : turgut.kaya@zetas.com.tr
Contact Person : N. Ozhan Ozdol
Title : Construction Manager
Mobile : +971 50 454 1375
E-mail : ozhan.ozdol@zetas.com.tr
Website : www.zetas.com.tr
Social Media : LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/zetas-zemin-teknolojisi-a-s/
Youtube : http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1pIBfYo9092b4BHKvNHw4w/
Company Address : Icon Tower, No: 805, Barsha Heights (TECOM), PO Box:14533, Dubai, UAE.
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ZUHAL SHIPPING & LOGISTICS LLC
Zuhal Shipping & Logistics LLC founded in 1991 is an integrated logistics company based in Dubai, offering complete
logistics solutions. We deliver what we promise and build long-term relationships with our stakeholders. We have a
culture of team work, responsible organizational and personal behavior - we encourage and facilitate free flow of
ideas for continuous improvement. Supported by a network of worldwide partners with extensive local knowledge
and distinct capabilities, Zuhal Shipping & Logistics is able to provide you customized solutions to all your freight
transport, storages, distributions and management needs. We assure the best of services & cooperation to all our
estimated customer & stakeholders.
Product & Services
• Sea Freight
• Air Freight
• Land Freight – International & Domestic
• Project Logistics
• Worldwide door to door logistics
• Removal & Relocation – Local & International (Offices & Home)
• Insurance
• Exhibitions Logistics
• Custom Brokerage – In house
• Trans shipments
• Cargo Aircraft handling
• Ship agents
Contact Person : Hamid Lodhi
Title : Managing Director
Mobile : +971 50 646 1302
E-mail : hamid@zuhalshipping.com
Contact Person : Mehreen Khan
Title : Manager - International Removals
Mobile : +971 50 552 2853
E-mail : mehreen@zuhalshipping.com
Phone : +971 4 262 3075
E-mail : info@zuhalshipping.com
Website : www.zuhalshipping.com / www.zuhalpackint.com
Social Media : LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/company/zuhalshipping&logisticsllc/about/
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/zuhalshipping
Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/zuhalshipping / https://www.instagram.com/zuhalpack/
Address : 211, Office Block, Al Yasmeen Building, Hor Al Anz, Dubai, UAE.
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Dr. ALPER KAYA, Oral Surgeon
has PhD in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Dicle University, Turkey.

Dr. Dilara Balkan, MD, Senior Medical Director
is the Senior Medical Director for Inflammation and Immunology Group across Africa and Middle East.

Dr. Kaya specializes in treating many diseases, injuries and defects in the head, neck, face, jaws and the hard and
soft tissues of the Oral (mouth) and Maxillofacial (jaws and face) region.

Dilara earned her MD from Hacettepe University School of Medicine, and her PhD in pharmacology from Dokuz
Eylul University School of Medicine, at the same time she had completed her MBA in Marketing at the same
University. Since 2003, she has been working for Pfizer for different medical functions.

Currently working at Araks Dental Clinic.

Dr. AYSE EKIN CLEMENTE, Gynecologist
is one of our highly-qualified gynecologists, with a decade of professional experience. She finished her education at
Ankara University Faculty of Medicine in 2004 and finished her Ob&Gyn Specialty at Dr. Zekai Tahir Burak Women’s
Health and Education Hospital in 2010.

Dr. GULBEN EFES, Pediatrician
is a specialist pediatrician with extensive experience in all fields of pediatrics and neonates over 15 years. She is
proficient at allergic diseases, infectious diseases, gastrointestinal problems, breast feeding difficulties, well baby
follow-up and has extraordinary experience in managing feeding difficulties and picky eaters. She is also a sleep
coach and gives training to parents about sleep disorders. All together she is catering an integrative pediatric
practice for families.

Between 2010 and 2012, she worked in Diyarbakir Women’s Health and Education Hospital, and later in private
hospitals in Istanbul. One of her main interests is sexual health, and for 6 months she attended the Sexual Health
Course, organized under CiSED (Turkish Sexual Health Institute), and helped many couples with their sexual
problems. Also, she is an expert in IVF (in vitro fertilization), and she expanded her knowledge through a half-year
long education given by American Hospital Istanbul.

She got her medical doctor degree from Hacettepe University, Ankara-Turkey. She did her pediatric residency again
in the same university for 5 years. Then she worked in the best tertiary hospitals of Ankara for 9 years. Later she
managed her own reputed, private pediatrics clinic for 5 years, in Ankara.
Currently working at Novomed Centers.

Currently working at Al Das Clinic Palm Jumeirah.
Dr. HALUK KULAKSIZOGLU, Consultant Urologist
is a professor of Urology with 24 years of experience in clinical and academic urology with a special interest in
andrology and neuro-urology. He has acted as the Chairman of the Department of Urology at the Istanbul Bilim
University Medical Faculty -Turkey.

Dr. BURAK GÖKDENiZ
is a highly-distinguished Prosthodontist who has been practicing dentistry for 22 years. He graduated from Ankara
University, Turkey in 1998 and obtained his Prosthodontics Specialty Degree (Ph.D.) in 2005. He has been focusing
on Esthetic Dentistry and functional rehabilitation of worn dentition and provides his patients with a Digital Smile
Design (DSD) and practices minimally invasive smile build-up.
His special interests include complex reconstructions, aesthetic dentistry, minimally invasive veneers, fixed and
removable prosthodontics, complete smile makeovers, complicated rehabilitation of patients that have lost
multiple teeth, CAD/CAM and implant-supported prosthodontics and professional dental photography.

Dr. Kulaksizoglu had his fellowship training at the Boston University Medical School in Boston USA, one of the
world’s reference centers in neuro-urology and Andrology. He has authored more than 10 book chapters, more
than 50 peer-reviewed papers, and more than 100 conferences at the national and international meetings. Dr.
Kulaksizoglu has been one of the most active surgeons in urological implant surgeries (penile implants, artificial
sphincter surgeries, sacral nerve stimulators).

Currently working at Swedish Dental Clinic - Dubai Marina.

Currently working at Health Hub Festival City and Lutetia Clinic.

Dr. ÇAGATAY SEZGIN, Hair Transplant Surgeon
has been practicing for about 20 years in the field of Hair Transplantation and Restoration. Of these 20 years of his
experience, he has served for nearly 15 years in Turkey. After successfully serving in Turkey, he moved to Dubai in
May 2016 to serve as a Full-Time Hair Transplant Surgeon. Since then, he has been permanently residing in Dubai.

Dr. HANDAN CELILOGLU
MD, Senior Pathologist, Consultant Microbiologist, Assistant Professor of Clinical Microbiology (MBRU Adjunct
Faculty), Head of Microbiology, Mediclinic Dubai operations
She joined Mediclinic City Hospital in 2008 when the Hospital opened and was influential in setting up the
laboratory. She played an active role in the achievement of following accreditations by the hospital: CAP (College
of American Pathologists), ISO-15189 and JCIA. She is a member of the Medical Affairs Board, Infection Control
Committee and CME committee. She is the adjunct faculty in MBRU Medical school. GRADUATION: Hacettepe
University Medical School.

He has been a highly regarded member of the esteemed International Society of Hair Restoration Surgery (ISHRS)
since 2001. His passion and prowess for hair transplants have earned him a well-deserved eminence among his
fellow surgeons. Due to his expertise, he has become the First Turkish Board Surgeon authorized as a member of
ISHRS. Moreover, he is a member of The Asian Association of Hair Restoration Surgeons (AAHRS).

Currently working at Mediclinic City Hospital.

Dr. Sezgin is a specialist surgeon but his entire career has been devoted to hair restoration through the FUE
Hair Transplant technique. By now, he has successfully performed more than 3000 hair transplant surgeries. He
also holds a record of being the First Hair Transplant Surgeon in the world to perform Hair, Eyebrow, and Beard
transplants in a single session for a single case. He called the case a Head Trick Operation. It was published in the
ISHRS’s esteemed Forum Magazine Vol. 29(1) in 2019.
Currently working at Dubai Cosmetic Surgery Clinic.
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Dr. IBRAHIM TURFANDA, MD, MSc, Diabetes Medical Lead
is Medical Advisor in Middle East Affiliate (MEA) working as Diabetes Medical Lead for Gluf & LEVANT countires. His
area of focus is incretin based therapies. He received his medical degree at the Ege University, Izmir (2001), Turkey
and MSc degree in Nephrology/ HemoDialiysis at Marmara University Medical Faculty (2002), Turkey. For 11 years,
as a Chief Hemodialysis Physician, he served mostly to the diabetic patients who suffer from one of the diabetes
complications: Chronic Kidney Disease.

Dr. OZGE AYVAZ, Gynecology
has been working in Dubai Gynaecology and Fertility Center (DGFC) as a Senior Embryologist and PGD Specialist
since February 2014. She graduated from Middle East Technical University in Ankara, Turkey with a BS degree in
Biology and received her Master’s degree in Science and Technology Policy Studies. She holds a PhD degree in
Medical Biology and Genetics from Medical School of Gazi University since 2010. She has more than 16 years of
experience in embryology and reproductive genetics where she has been employed in both public and private IVF
clinics as embryologist. Prior to her current position in DGFC, she was an Assistant Professor in Bilim University,
Medical Biology Department in Istanbul and taught courses on Reproductive Genetics and Genetic Applications in
Assisted Reproduction Technologies.

In 2013, he joined Lilly Medical team. Since January 2015, he has been living in Dubai with his family, currently
working as the Diabetes Medical Lead for Gulf and Levant countries in the Middle East Affiliate.

Currently working at Dubai Health Authority, Fertility Center.
Dr. MUGE KASIM DILMEN, Orthodontist
studied at Marmara University in Istanbul where she graduated with first class honours in Dentistry in 2008. She
continued her education with a PhD Orthodontic Program to become a Specialist Orthodontist and received her
PhD in 2015. During her PhD Orthodontic program, Dr. Muge actively worked on the treatment of both children and
adults requiring all types of Orthodontic care in Marmara University Dental Hospital in Istanbul. She has 10 years
of clinical experience in orthodontics in Istanbul and Dubai. Dr. Muge participated in many congress, seminars,
courses and presented her studies and case reports on various topics in Orthodontics. She also completed Aligner
Fellowship program from US to keep up with the latest developments in aligner (e.g. Invisalign) technology. She is
a member of the American Association of Orthodontics, a fellow in the World Federation of Orthodontics, Turkish
Orthodontic Society, European Aligner Society and Turkish Dental Association.

Dr. SARPER TANLI
has over 28 years of experience in medical and healthcare management, planning, development and operations.
He holds a Medical Doctor and Masters in Healthcare Administration degree from Istanbul University as well as
PhD degree in Healthcare Management from Marmara University. He worked in international divisions of Houston
Methodist Global and Harvard Medical International for multiple healthcare greenfield projects and consulting in
the region and had developed vast experience in digital health implementation and healthcare investment during
last 15 years.
Currently working at TVM Capital Healthcare Partners.

Currently working at Micris Dental Clinic.
Dr. SEDA ÖZYÖNEY, Endodontist
is an experienced General Dentist with more than eleven years of experience as general dentist and endodontist. Dr.
Seda received her Bachelor’s degree from Istanbul University, Turkey, and her PhD degree from Marmara University,
Istanbul.

Dr. MINE BURCU HÜRBAS, Dermatologist
is a Specialist Dermatologist with 16 years of experience in General and Aesthetic Dermatology. She got her
degree in 2000 from one of the best Medical Faculty in Turkey, Istanbul University Cerrahpasa Medical School. She
completed her dermatology residency in one of the top Turkish government hospitals in Istanbul from 2000-2004.
During and after her residency she published some international and national articles.

After earning her PhD in Dental Sciences, she started to work in two different renowned clinics in Istanbul, Turkey.
She is experienced in working with elderly patients, children as well as those suffer from dental anxiety. Her
experience mainly comprises of challenging cases of endodontic treatments, restorative work including esthetic
anterior composite fillings, veneers and crowns. She is also a longstanding member of Turkish Endodontic Society
and European Society of Endodontology.

She is certified from the Turkish Board and the first dermatologist in the Middle East to apply non-surgical body
tightening treatment using the technologies.
She has been working at AACSH for more than 12 years as a Specialist Dermatologist with a high interest in cosmetic
aesthetic dermatology. She provides a wide ranging services incorporating modern techniques in cosmetics.

Currently working at Bin Arab Dental Center.

Currently working at American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery, Healthcare City.
Dr. TUBA BÜYÜKÖZER, Restorative Aesthetic Dentist
is a Restorative Dentist, PhD with 15 years of clinical experience and specializes in aesthetic direct restorations,
ceramic veneers, full mouth rehabilitation, aesthetic digital smile design with a PhD of Restorative Dentistry from
Selcuk University,Turkey.

Dr. NAZMI BAYCIN,
a Board Certified Turkish doctor, has been working as a plastic surgeon for 20 years and works in Dubai with
DHA licence of UAE. During the residency period, he practiced on hand surgery, microsurgery, and maxillofacial
surgery. Since 1999, he has conducted up to 40 scientific research studies that were published in most reputable
international journals. He carried out more than 7,000 major surgeries as head plastic surgeon in his 20 years
of career. Working on key areas include all procedures in the field of Cosmetic surgery is his forte. All aesthetic
operations such as face, nose, ear, liposuction and body contouring are all in his scope. He mostly specialized in
cosmetic nose surgery, breast augmentation and female genital cosmetic procedures. Dr. Nazmi Baycin carried out
many times extraordinary procedures as a consultant plastic surgeon.

Her specialties include: Aesthetics, Smile makeover, Digital Smile Design, Ceramic Veneers, Zirconia Crowns and
Bridges, Implant Supported Restorations, Direct anterior and posterior composite restorations, Porcelain inlays and
onlays, whitening, Invisalign.
Currently working at Bin Arab Dental Clinic.

Currently working as freelancer, www.nazmibaycin.com
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Dr. YAHYA TOSUN
is a graduate of the University of Istanbul’s Dental School and holds a PhD in Orthodontics from the University of
Aegea. A professor and clinical consultant in fixed orthodontics, Dr. Tosun is the author and co-author of three
books on “Biomechanics in Orthodontics” and “Orthodontics in General Practice”. A gifted orthodontist, Dr. Tosun’s
mission is to create beautiful smiles and build patient’s self-confidence through specialist orthodontic treatments.
His areas of expertise include adult orthodontics, invisible braces (lingual orthodontics) and early orthodontic
treatments for patients under 10 years old. Well-travelled, Dr. Tosun has lived in both Turkey and the UAE and he
is a member of the American Association of Orthodontists, World Federation of Orthodontics, Turkish Orthodontic
Society and Emirates Medical Association.
Currently working at Tosun Dental Clinic.

Dr. YILDIZ SARITAS, Oral Surgeon
has graduated in 2004 from the University of Hamburg, Germany. She spent two years working in Lower Saxony,
Germany in a private clinic gaining experience in all fields of Dentistry. In 2007, she became a member of a
bigger private clinic, where she has been a part of an interdisciplinary team. She has worked as a general dental
practitioner until 2010 in Germany, but focused on her special fields of interest. Since the beginning of 2011, she
has been working in Dubai. Dr. Yildiz treats both adults and children. She enjoys helping nervous patients to manage
their fears and anxiety. Dr. Yildiz Saritas treats all aspects of general dentistry, which includes pediatric dentistry
(fissure sealants, fluoride application, oral hygiene advice and fillings), restorative dentistry (composite fillings,
root-canal treatments, crown and bridge work), periodontal treatment (scale, polish, and root planning treatment),
prosthodontics (full and partial dentures), simple surgeries (extractions) and dental aesthetics (teeth whitening and
veneers).
Currently working at Hey Dental Clinic.

Dr. YURDA ISIK TOSUN, Consultant Orthodontist
is a Dentist and Specialist in Orthodontics and she has been working as a Consultant Orthodontist in Dubai Health
Authority Clinics for 11 years. Dr. Tosun got her bachelor's degree from Aegean University, Faculty of Dentistry,
Izmir Turkey in 1996 and completed her PhD program at the Department of Orthodontics in 2000. She has been
living in Dubai since 2004.
Currently working at Dubai Health Authority.
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INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
AFFAN YILMAZ
AHMET KALAFAT
AIZEL KAZIMOVA
ALI DEVELI
ALI BERKAY OZKOSE
ALI IHSAN CETINER
ALI OZAN NEBIPASAGIL
ALPER KAYA
ALPER KENBER
ALPER CELEN
ANIL SEVKET OZTURK
ARDA ARAL
ARDA ATALAY
ARZU ALIBAZ
AYCA GUNAY OZDOL
AYDIN EMEK
AYSE EKIN CLEMENTE
AZIZ CAKIR
BAHAR SELMAN
BAHAR OZEN
BANU ALPTEKIN
BARAN KORKUT
BARIS KUCUKAY
BATUHAN TUNCA
BELGIN ERTAM
BELKIS TAMAKAN ARGIT
BERNA AKINCI
BILGEHAN YILDIRIM
BILGEN BURCU OZTURK
BULENT DURAL
BULENT UNSAL
BULENT DENIZ AKKAYA
BURAK GOKDENIZ
BURAK CANSIN KUCUKCAN
BURCU AYDOGAN
BURCU BALKAN CALIKLI
BUSRA TOKAT
CAGATAY SEZGIN
CELAL BERKEL
CEM DEGIRMENCIOGLU
CEM OZGEN
DEVRIM ANADOL
DILARA BALKAN
DOGUS SAHIN
EBRU ILGAZ
EBRU GOKSU YILDIRIM
ECE BULUT
EDA OZTURK DAVASLIGIL
EDA ALPASLAN
EDA CALISKAN
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EDIZ OZSOY
EGEMEN HALIL YILMAZ
ELCIN GUNER
EMIRHAN TURHAN
ERDEM FEHMI CELIK
ERINC KUMSER
ERSOY ERKAZANCI
ERTUG AYIK
ESRA KAYHAN
FAISAL KHURRAM
FATIH SIMSEK
FATIMA MAHFOUZ
FATMA IREM OZKAN
FIKRET ERSOY
FUSUN ARKIN ILKAY
GAMZE HALICI
GEORGES DAHER
GOKHAN UGUROGLU
GOZDE TUNCER
GULBEN EFES
GULNAZ AMANIDINOVA
GULRU CANAN GUNDOGDU
GURHAN KALELIOGLU
HAKAN ARSLAN
HAKAN OZKASIKCI
HAKAN BUDAK
HALUK KULAKSIZOGLU
HANDAN CELILOGLU
HULYA IBRAHIM
HUSEYIN NAZMI BAYCIN
HUSNU OZAY CAGIMNI
HUSNU SARPER TANLI
IBRAHIM TURFANDA
IBRAHIM COLAK
IBRAHIM GURKAN NISANCI
ILDENIZ KOCULU
ILHAM TAMIMI
ISIL ATA
ISIL CELIK
ISMET MURAT TURKER
ITIR VOLKAN
IZGI GENC
JASBEER SINGH MAGO
KADIR CAN ERKIRALP
LALE ANSINGH
LALE GUVEN
LEVENT SOYDANER
LOTFI AYOUB
MAHNAZ SHADMAN
MEHMET GURUN

MEHMET BUYUKAKARSU
MEHMET BARIS TIMUR
MEHMET DENIZ KILYAR
MEHMET EMIN ZUMRUT
MEHTAP SEN
MELDA AKIN
MELIKE ULUER TSOULOS
MERIH OZCAN
MIHRAC GUNGOR
MINE BURCU HURBAS
MUGE KASIM DILMEN
MUGE GIZEM BICAKCI AKALIN
MUHAMMED YILDIRIM
MURAT ETHEM ELDEM
MUSTAFA AZIZ ATA
MUSTAFA TOLGA TEKIROGLU
MUTLU NUMAN ZUMRUT
NAWAR ABDUL WAHED
NEYLAN PACACI
NIHAN CETINBAS CELIK
NIHAN GOK OZTURK
NIL BALEK
OMER FARUK UZMAN
ONUR NAZLICICEK
ONUR EMRE KOSE
OYKU API
OZDEN YIGIT
OZGE AYVAZ
OZGE TATLISOZ AKYEL
OZGUR SAVAS CIZMECI
PELIN KONAKCI TEOMAN
PRATEEK DOGAR
RAHIM ALBAYRAK
REYHAN ELMASRI
SEBEN KATOGLU GORGULU
SEDEF KUFREVI
SELIN SAYAR
SERHAN IBRAHIMOGLU
SERVET SOMUNCUOGLU
SEZAR KARAYUSUF
SIRIN SEYMEN
SUAT OZSOY
TALIP YILMAZ
TANER TUNALI
TOLGA ERTAM
TOLGA POYRAZ
TUBA DEMIROGLU
TUGRUL TELLIOGLU
TUNCAY TUNCER
UGUR CALGARA
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INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
ULUC EMRE UMUT
UMIT SUNAR
UMUT OZGUNDUZ
UMUT KAVURMACI
UZAIR AHMED FAROQUI
VELI SINAN OZCAN
YAKUP BORECKCIOGLU
YAPRAK ANADOL
YEKTA OZDINC
YILDIZ SARITAS
YONCA TOKBAS
YURDA ISIK TOSUN
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AFFAN YILMAZ

AHMET KALAFAT

Designation: Regional Sales Manager
Company Name: Intelligence MENA FZ LLC
Phone: +971 50 384 6599
E-mail: affanyilmaz@gmail.com

Designation: Senior Associate
Company Name: Hogenlovells
Phone: +971 4 377 9377
E-mail: ahmet.kalafat@hoganlovells.com

AIZEL KAZIMOVA

ALI DEVELI

Designation: Digital Marketing Consultant
Company Name: Insider
Phone: +971 58 561 3202
E-mail: aizel.kazimova@gmail.com

Designation: Manager
Company Name: Middle East Plastic Marketing FZE
Phone: +971 55 369 1474
E-mail: ali.develi@mepm.ae

ALI BERKAY OZKOSE

ALI IHSAN CETINER

Designation: Partner Business Development Manager
Company Name: Sprinkler
Phone: +971 56 177 5361
E-mail: aliberkay@hotmail.com

Designation: General Manager
Company Name: Emirates Industrial Panel
Phone: +971 55 334 1547
E-mail: aliihsancetiner@gmail.com
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ALI OZAN NEBIPASAGIL

ALPER KAYA

ARDA ATALAY

ARZU ALIBAZ

Designation: Director
Company Name: Nihon Kohden ME FZE
Phone: +971 50 557 9474
E-mail: ozan.nebipasagil@nkme.ae

Designation: Dentist / Oral Surgeon
Company Name: Araks Dental Clinic
Phone: +971 56 868 4528
E-mail: drkayaalper@gmail.com

Designation: Regional Director
Company Name: Linkedin
Phone: +971 52 762 2225
E-mail: aatalay@linkedin.com

Designation: IFFCO Out of Home Global CEO
Company Name: IFFCO
Phone: +971 55 218 9371
E-mail: arzualibaz@iffco.com

ALPER KENBER

ALPER CELEN

AYCA GUNAY OZDOL

AYDIN EMEK

Designation: Co-Founder
Company Name: Glotify Consultancy
Phone: +971 50 842 7759
E-mail: kenberalper@gmail.com

Designation: Founder
Company Name: Enhance Ventures
Phone: +971 55 3031 555
E-mail: alper@enhance.online

Company Name: Sultans of Dubai
Phone: +971 55 368 7975
E-mail: agunay78@gmail.com

Designation: Head of Loan Syndicate & Distribution, MENAT
Company Name: HSBC
Phone: +971 56 406 9859
E-mail: aydinemek@hsbc.com

ANIL SEVKET OZTURK

ARDA ARAL

AYSE EKIN CLEMENTE

AZIZ CAKIR

Designation: Principal Solution Consultant
Company Name: Oracle
Phone: +971 52 138 0709
E-mail: anozturk@gmail.com

Designation: Marketing Transformation Head
Company Name: Unilever
Phone: +971 56 681 3906
E-mail: arda.aral@gmail.com

Designation: Doctor / Gynecologist
Company Name: Al Das Clinic Palm Jumeirah
Phone: +971 56 500 4302
E-mail: aec@aldasclinic.com

Designation: Vice President - Middle East
Company Name: ADB Safegate
Phone: +971 50 640 3477
E-mail: aziz.cakir@adbsafegate.com
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BAHAR SELMAN

BAHAR OZEN

BELGIN ERTAM

BELKIS TAMAKAN ARGIT

Designation: Professional Coach & Instructor
Phone: +971 58 590 4110
E-mail: bahar.selman@gmail.com

Designation: HR Director
Company Name: Amgen Biopharm
Phone: +971 55 489 8123
E-mail: Bozen@amgen.com

Designation: CHRO for MENAT Region
Company Name: GE
Phone: +971 58 232 2394
E-mail: belgin.ertam@ge.com

Designation: Regional Sales Manager
Company Name: Basell International
Phone: +971 56 171 7002
E-mail: btamakan@gmail.com

BANU ALPTEKIN

BARAN KORKUT

BERNA AKINCI

BILGEHAN YILDIRIM

Designation: HR Professional
Phone: +971 56 800 2265
E-mail: banualptekin2009@gmail.com

Designation: Co-Founder
Company Name: Workinlot
Phone: +971 58 595 1327
E-mail: baran@workinlot.com

Designation: Head of Marketing
Company Name: Bridgestone MEA
Phone: +971 56 702 5607
E-mail: b.oakinci@gmail.com

Designation: Co-Founder
Company Name: Glotify Consultancy
Phone: +971 50 231 8731
E-mail: bilgehanyildirim0@gmail.com

BARIS KUCUKAY

BATUHAN TUNCA

BILGEN BURCU OZTURK

BULENT DURAL

Designation: Executive Director Sales
Company Name: Corning
Phone: +971 55 548 6412
E-mail: bkucukay@yahoo.com

Designation: Sales Manager
Company Name: PureStorage
Phone: +971 54 791 1408
E-mail: tuncabatuhan@gmail.com

Designation: Attorney at Law/ HRM-MA
Phone: +971 54 464 4402
E-mail: bilgenburcuozel@hotmail.com

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Fidelity Consultancy
Phone: +971 50 432 9395
E-mail: bdural@fidelityconsultancy.ae
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BULENT UNSAL

BULENT DENIZ AKKAYA

BUSRA TOKAT

CAGATAY SEZGIN

Designation: Director
Company Name: SAP
Phone: +971 56 522 8773
E-mail: bulent.unsal@sap.com

Designation: Vice President for Gulf and Pakistan
Company Name: Grohe
Phone: +971 52 749 6365
E-mail: bulentdenizakkaya@gmail.com

Designation: Senior Accountant Financial Reporting
Phone: +971 54 445 6930
E-mail: busrafilizler@gmail.com

Designation: Doctor / Hair Transplant Surgeon
Company Name: Dubai Cosmetic Surgery Clinic
Phone: +971 52 564 7858
E-mail: cagataysezgin66@gmail.com

BURAK GOKDENIZ

BURAK CANSIN KUCUKCAN

CELAL BERKEL

CEM DEGIRMENCIOGLU

Designation: Dentist / Cosmetic Dentist & Specialist Prosthodontist
Company Name: Swedish Dental Clinic Dubai Marina
Phone: +971 54 376 7070
E-mail: bgokdeniz@hotmail.com

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: First Abu Dhabi Bank
Phone: +971 50 248 8472
E-mail: ckucukcan@yahoo.com

Designation: Sales Director
Company Name: PepsiCo
Phone: +971 50 625 3655
E-mail: Celal.Berkel@pepsico.com

Designation: Operations Director
Company Name: Nurol LLC
Phone: +971 50 514 2014
E-mail: cemdegirmencioglu@gmail.com

BURCU AYDOGAN

BURCU BALKAN CALIKLI

CEM OZGEN

DEVRIM ANADOL

Designation: Managing Partner & Lead Hospitality and
Retail Design Consultant
Company Name: Nuhn Consulting
Phone: +971 52 510 2484
E-mail: bbegde@gmail.com

Designation: CFO
Company Name: Commercial Bank of Dubai
Phone: +971 55 285 2559
E-mail: bbcalikli@gmail.com

Designation: HR Manager
Company Name: Tecnicasreunidas
Phone: +971 54 994 5584
E-mail: Cozgen@tecnicasreunidas.es

Designation: Commercial Director
Company Name: Hasbro
Phone: +971 50 459 0727
E-mail: devrimanadol@yahoo.com
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DILARA BALKAN

DOGUS SAHIN

EDA ALPASLAN

EDA CALISKAN

Designation: Regional Senior Medical Director
Company Name: Pfizer
Phone: +971 56 555 8898
E-mail: dilara.balkan@pfizer.com

Designation: Senior Vice President
Company Name: Mastercard Advisors
Phone: +971 50 427 1177
E-mail: dogus.sahin@gmail.com

Designation: Business Development Manager
Company Name: Canon Medical Middle East
Phone: +971 50 189 8273
E-mail: alpaslaneda@yahoo.com

Designation: Regional Organization & Talent Development
Leader-MENAT
Company Name: General Electric / GE International Markets
Phone: +971 52 273 0971
E-mail: gun.eda@gmail.com

EBRU ILGAZ

EBRU GOKSU YILDIRIM

EDIZ OZSOY

EGEMEN HALIL YILMAZ

Designation: Director and Head Coach
Company Name: DuGym Rythmic Gymnastics Club
Phone: +971 56 115 0456
E-mail: angel@dugymrg.com

Designation: Leadership, Executive and Relationship
Systems Coach
Company Name: Unlocked Potentials
Phone: +971 52 876 6390
E-mail: ebru@unlockedpotentials.com

Designation: CFO
Company Name: Citibank
Phone: +971 50 621 4219
E-mail: ediz.ozsoy@gmail.com

Designation: Head of Business Development
Company Name: SAP Middle East FC LLC
Phone: +971 56 511 2104
E-mail: aegeanman79@gmail.com

ECE BULUT

EDA OZTURK DAVASLIGIL

ELCIN GUNER

EMIRHAN TURHAN

Designation: NAMET Skin Care R&D manager
Company Name: Unilever
Phone: +971 52 650 5483
E-mail: ece.bulut@unilever.com

Designation: Health Coach
Company Name: Freelance
Phone: +971 50 303 6534
E-mail: eda.ozturkdavasligil@gmail.com

Designation: HR Director
Company Name: Shangri-La
Phone: +971 56 241 5858
E-mail: elcin.guner@shangri-la.com

Designation: Country Sales Manager
Company Name: Hellmann Worldwide Logistics
Phone: +971 52 682 3461
E-mail: emirhanturhan@hotmail.com
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ERDEM FEHMI CELIK

ERINC KUMSER

FATIH SIMSEK

FATIMA MAHFOUZ

Designation: VP Global Quality
Company Name: Viatris
Phone: +971 56 736 7000
E-mail: celikerdemfehmi@gmail.com

Designation: Director
Company Name: Unilever
Phone: +971 52 450 7302
E-mail: erinc.toktas@gmail.com

Designation: Marketing Manager
Company Name: Signify
Phone: +971 55 100 3746
E-mail: fatih.simsek@signify.com

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Creative Solutions Services and
Translation LLC
Phone: +971 52 979 7700
E-mail: fatima.mahfouz@csstuae.com

ERSOY ERKAZANCI

ERTUG AYIK

FATMA IREM OZKAN

FIKRET ERSOY

Designation: Bloomberg HT Dubai Correspondent
Company Name: Bloomberg
Phone: +971 56 547 5222
E-mail: ersoyerkazanci@gmail.com

Designation: Head of Entrepreneur Solutions / ME Region
Company Name: HP
Phone: +971 55 908 7885
E-mail: ertug.ayik@gmail.com

Designation: Founder
Company Name: IOME
Phone: +971 55 214 7700
E-mail: irem@iome-group.com

Designation: Managing Director MENA
Company Name: BDP International
Phone: +971 50 621 2723
E-mail: fikret.ersoy@bdpint.com

ESRA KAYHAN

FAISAL KHURRAM

FUSUN ARKIN ILKAY

GAMZE HALICI

Designation: HR Manager
Phone: +971 50 705 8023
E-mail: esra.karakaya@gmail.com

Designation: Manager
Company Name: Mesopotamia FZE
Phone: +971 50 676 3173
E-mail: faisalkhurram@mesopotamia.ae

Designation: Certified Human Resource Specialist
Phone: +971 56 895 2603
E-mail: farkinilkay@yahoo.com

Designation: L&D Leader and Talent Manager MEA
Company Name: Schneider Electric
Phone: +971 58 829 4693
E-mail: gamzelim_denizli@hotmail.com
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GEORGES DAHER

GOKHAN UGUROGLU

GURHAN KALELIOGLU

HAKAN ARSLAN

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Oilburg
Phone: +971 50 557 2110
E-mail: george.daher@oilburg.com

Designation: Commercial & Sales Operations Director
Company Name: Modern Pharmaceutical Company (MPC)
Phone:+971 52 617 4696
E-mail: gokhanuguroglu@gmail.com

Designation: VP Emerging Markets
Company Name: Envivo Select
Phone: +971 52 785 4949
E-mail: Gurhan.kalelioglu@gmail.com

Designation: Associate Director
Company Name: Secretariat International
Phone: +971 56 445 4415
E-mail: hakanarslan.cie@gmail.com

GOZDE TUNCER

GULBEN EFES

HAKAN OZKASIKCI

HAKAN BUDAK

Designation: Key Account Manager
Company Name: WURTH
Phone: +971 58 122 7117
E-mail: gozde.tuncer@wurth.ae

Designation: Doctor / Pediatrician
Company Name: Novomed Centers
Phone: +971 52 488 3525
E-mail: gulben@gulbenefes.com

Designation: Senior Vice President, Design and Technical Services
Company Name: Kerzner International FZE
Phone: +971 55 9086780
E-mail: ozkasih@gmail.com

Designation: Human Resources Director
Phone: +971 52 831 9038
E-mail: hakan_budak@yahoo.com

GULNAZ AMANIDINOVA

GULRU CANAN GUNDOGDU

HALUK KULAKSIZOGLU

HANDAN CELILOGLU

Designation: Sales and Marketing Manager
Company Name: TEKOM-PUK MIDDLE EAST FZE
Phone: +971 55 967 1970
E-mail: gulnaza737@gmail.com

Designation: Graphic Designer
Company Name: The Designer Guru
Phone: +971 50 532 5525
E-mail: gulrucanan@gmail.com

Designation: Doctor / Consultant Urologist
Company Name: Health Hub Festival City
Phone: +971 54 326 7666
E-mail: hlkkulaksizoglu@gmail.com

Designation: Doctor / Medical Microbiologist
Company Name: Mediclinic
Phone: +971 55 552 5934
E-mail: handan.celiloglu@mediclinic.ae
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HULYA IBRAHIM

HUSEYIN NAZMI BAYCIN

IBRAHIM GURKAN NISANCI

ILDENIZ KOCULU

Designation: VP and GM, Institutional MENA
Company Name: Ecolab Gulf FZE
Phone: +971 58 893 2594
E-mail: hulya.ibrahim@ecolab.com

Designation: Doctor / Esthetician
Company Name: Freelance Esthetician
Phone: +971 54 381 1121
E-mail: nbaycin@gmail.com

Designation: Logistics
Company Name: Esskay
Phone: +971 58 955 0412
E-mail: gurkannisanci@gmail.com

Designation: Finance Manager
Company Name: Pladis Global
Phone: +971 52 714 4325
E-mail: ildeniz.koculu@pladisglobal.com

HUSNU OZAY CAGIMNI

HUSNU SARPER TANLI

ILHAM TAMIMI

ISIL ATA

Designation: Owner
Company Name: OC Sailing
Phone: +971 52 397 6843
E-mail: ozay.cagimni@gmail.com

Designation: Doctor
Company Name: TVM Capital Healthcare
Phone: +971 56 414 4890
E-mail: Tanli@medpoint.health

Designation: Head of Personal Banking Group Compliance
Company Name: First Abu Dhabi Bank
Phone: +971 50 421 5056
E-mail: i.tamimi@yahoo.com

Designation: Head of HR
Company Name: Cigna Insurance Middle East
Phone: +971 55 659 6399
E-mail: isilt.ata@gmail.com

IBRAHIM TURFANDA

IBRAHIM COLAK

ISIL CELIK

ISMET MURAT TURKER

Designation: Diabetes Medical Lead
Company Name: Eli Lily and Company
Phone: +971 55 416 2554
E-mail: iturfanda@lilly.com

Designation: Founder
Company Name: Mr. Usta
Phone: +971 50 708 2724
E-mail: ibrahim.colak@mrusta.com

Designation: HR Director, Middle East
Company Name: Eli Lilly
Phone: +971 52 992 0870
E-mail: celik_isil@lilly.com

Designation: Senior Vice President, Head of FI
Company Name: Noor Bank
Phone: +971 50 603 7236
E-mail: murad.turker@icloud.com
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ITIR VOLKAN

IZGI GENC

LEVENT SOYDANER

LOTFI AYOUB

Designation: Partner
Company Name: Modus Consultancy
Phone: +971 55 631 1822
E-mail: itir.volkan@modusturkey.com

Designation: Head Hunter
Company Name: TAYLOR ROOT
Phone: +971 55 429 0788
E-mail: izgigenc@taylorroot.com

Designation: Head of Strategy
Company Name: Dubai Holding Asset Management
Phone: +971 50 858 1291
E-mail: lsoydaner@gmail.com

Designation: Managing Partner
Company Name: Kayan Commercial Brokers LLC
Phone: +971 50 929 9777
E-mail: lotfi.ayoob@gmail.com

JASBEER SINGH MAGO

KADIR CAN ERKIRALP

MAHNAZ SHADMAN

MEHMET GURUN

Designation: G
 roup Managing Partner
Company Name: Baker Tilly
Phone: +971 4 369 7248
E-mail: mago@bakertillyjfc.com

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Taurus Global DMCC
Phone: +971 58 931 9966
E-mail: kadircan@taurusdmcc.com

Designation: Commercial Manager
Company Name: Sayma
Phone: +971 50 842 6196
E-mail: commercial@sayma-co.com

Designation: MENA Regional Manager
Company Name: BIGG Loyalty General Trading LLC
Phone: +971 50 942 2808
E-mail: mgurun@biggloyalty.com

LALE ANSINGH

LALE GUVEN

MEHMET BUYUKAKARSU

MEHMET BARIS TIMUR

Designation: Founder & Managing Director
Company Name: Rawaj International
Phone: +971 4 430 1448
E-mail: laleansingh@gmail.com

Designation: Regional Head of HR, Middle East, Turkey & Africa
Company Name: Hilti
Phone: +971 56 644 1939
E-mail: lale.guven@hilti.com

Designation: Sales Manager
Company Name: TIKTOK
Phone: +971 58 526 0184
E-mail: mehmetbuyukakarsu2009@gmail.com

Designation: Manager
Company Name: Union Properties
Phone: +971 55 922 7073
E-mail: mehmetbaris.timur@gmail.com
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MEHMET DENIZ KILYAR

MEHMET EMIN ZUMRUT

MIHRAC GUNGOR

MINE BURCU HURBAS

Designation: Senior Director, Central Eastern Europe, CIS and KSA
Company Name: Oracle
Phone: +971 50 553 6907
E-mail: denizkilyar@yahoo.com

Designation: Founder & Managing Director
Company Name: Emerald Value Partners
Phone: +971 55 674 3377
E-mail: zumrutme@hotmail.com

Designation: Shareholder Managing Director
Company Name: GULFDT DMCC
Phone: +971 54 560 0066
E-mail: mgungor@gulfdt.com

Designation: Doctor / Dermatologist
Company Name: American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
Healthcare City
Phone: +971 55 105 8587
E-mail: burcubarutcuoglu@gmail.com

MEHTAP SEN

MELDA AKIN

MUGE KASIM DILMEN

MUGE GIZEM BICAKCI AKALIN

Designation: Technical Director
Company Name: Pro-Tek Analytical & Industrial Systems Ltd
Phone: +971 50 653 6275
E-mail: mehtap.sen@protekanalitik.com

Designation: Founder & CEO
Company Name: D14.ai
Phone: +971 58 505 2144
E-mail: melda@d14.ai

Designation: Dentist / Orthodontist
Company Name: Micris Dental Clinic
Phone: +971 52 508 7055
E-mail: drmugekasimdilmen@gmail.com

Designation: General Manager
Company Name: GSK
Phone: +971 59 658 5939
E-mail: gizem.m.akalin@gsk.com

MELIKE ULUER TSOULOS

MERIH OZCAN

MUHAMMED YILDIRIM

MURAT ETHEM ELDEM

Designation: Sales and Business Development Director
Company Name: Kyklopa53
Phone: +971 50 182 3751
E-mail: uluer.melike@gmail.com

Designation: General Manager
Company Name: Arti Proje Consulting
Phone: +971 55 732 6092
E-mail: merih@artiproje.com

Designation: Managing Director UAE
Company Name: Talabat
Phone: +971 55 519 4235
E-mail: itsmyildirim@gmail.com

Designation: Senior Director -IoT Artificial Intelligence Solutions
Company Name: Etisalat
Phone: +971 56 177 2345
E-mail: meldem@etisalat.ae
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MUSTAFA AZIZ ATA

MUSTAFA TOLGA TEKIROGLU

NIHAN GOK OZTURK

NIL BALEK

Designation: Head of Debt Cap.Markets
Company Name: HSBC
Phone: +971 4 423 7524
E-mail: mazizata@yahoo.com

Designation: Engineer (HSE - Oil Spill Control)
Company Name: ADNOC Onshore
Phone: +971 56 338 3854
E-mail: ttekiroglu@yahoo.com

Designation: EL HRBP UAE & Cluster
Company Name: ABB
Phone: +971 52 766 8076
E-mail: nihan.ozturk@ae.abb.com

Designation: Strategic Clients Leader for MEA
Company Name: Oracle Systems Limited
Phone: +971 55 600 1253
E-mail: nilbalek@hotmail.com

MUTLU NUMAN ZUMRUT

NAWAR ABDUL WAHED

OMER FARUK UZMAN

ONUR NAZLICICEK

Designation: S r HR Business Partner
Company Name: GE Aviation
Phone: +971 55 402 5376
E-mail: mutlunuman@gmail.com

Designation: General Manager
Company Name: Arabian MICE
Phone: +971 52 683 4300
E-mail: nawar@arabianmice.com

Designation: Senior Director of Strategy and Business Development
Company Name: Boston Scientific
Phone: +971 55 132 0547
E-mail: farukuzman@gmail.com

Designation: SEO
Company Name: Credit Europe Bank (Dubai) Limited
Phone: +971 04 438 7101
E-mail: onur.nazlicicek@crediteurope.ae

NEYLAN PACACI

NIHAN CETINBAS CELIK

ONUR EMRE KOSE

OYKU API

Designation: P ermanent Makeup Artist
Company Name: Neylan Pacaci Beauty Studio
Phone: +971 52 837 8815
E-mail: neylan.pacaci@gmail.com

Designation: Supply/Demand Planning Lead
Company Name: General Mills
Phone: +971 56 335 1212
E-mail: nihancetinbascelik@gmail.com

Designation: Service Supervisor
Company Name: AGMC-BMW
Phone: +971 52 650 5483
E-mail: onuremrekose@gmail.com

Designation: Senior HR Business Partner
Company Name: METLIFE
Phone: +971 54 582 0730
E-mail: oykuapi@yahoo.com
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OZDEN YIGIT

OZGE AYVAZ

RAHIM ALBAYRAK

REYHAN ELMASRI

Designation: Head of Human Resources - Middle East
Company Name: Bayer
Phone: +971 50 708 7204
E-mail: ozden.yigit@bayer.com

Designation: Doctor / Senior Embryologist
Company Name: Dubai Health Authority, Fertility Center
Phone: +971 55 460 3124
E-mail: oayvaz@dha.gov.ae

Designation: Partner
Company Name: Maras Turka
Phone: +971 54 472 6726
E-mail: ralbayrak@gmail.com

Designation: Breathing Coach, Corporate Trainer and Author
Phone: +971 50 362 2846
E-mail: reyhan@duygusaldetoks.com

OZGE TATLISOZ AKYEL

OZGUR SAVAS CIZMECI

SEBEN KATOGLU GORGULU

SEDEF KUFREVI

Designation: Executive Coach
Company Name: Influence & Development - ID Turkey
Phone: +971 55 495 0659
E-mail: ozge@idturkey.com

Designation: Project Manager
Company Name: Microsoft
Phone: +971 52 256 1460
E-mail: savascizmeci@gmail.com

Company Name: Sultans of Dubai
Phone: +971 50 640 6763
E-mail: sebenk@gmail.com

Designation: Vice President
Company Name: Maples Group
Phone: +971 56 545 5342
E-mail: Sedef.Kufrevi@maples.com

PELIN KONAKCI TEOMAN

PRATEEK DOGAR

SELIN SAYAR

SERHAN IBRAHIMOGLU

Designation: D
 igital Trust Sales Leader, MEA
Company Name: IBM Middle East
Phone: +971 50 966 2819
E-mail: konakcipel@gmail.com

Designation: Certified Tea Master / Manager
Company Name: Primus Intertea Trade DMCC
Phone: +971 55 496 8175
E-mail: info@primusintertea.com

Designation: HR BP
Company Name: Aramex
Phone: +971 50 952 9550
E-mail: selins@aramex.com

Designation: Business Development Manager
Company Name: V-Global
Phone: +971 56 437 4418
E-mail: serhani@verimsoft.com
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SERVET SOMUNCUOGLU

SEZAR KARAYUSUF

TOLGA ERTAM

TOLGA POYRAZ

Designation: General Manager
Company Name: His Travel
Phone: +971 56 717 0097
E-mail: servet.s@his-world.com

Designation: Advisor
Company Name: Mubadala
Phone: +971 50 157 8857
E-mail: sezark@gmail.com

Designation: Regional Supply Chain Development Manager
Company Name: WCA at A.P. Moller - Maersk
Phone: +971 52 470 2684
E-mail: tolgaertam@gmail.com

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Martrade Logistics
Phone: +971 50 211 0060
E-mail: tolgapoyraz@gmail.com

SIRIN SEYMEN

SUAT OZSOY

TUBA DEMIROGLU

TUGRUL TELLIOGLU

Designation: H
 ead Of Global People Operations
Company Name: Careem
Phone: +971 52 640 7608
E-mail: sirinseymen@gmail.com

Designation: B usiness Unit Director
Company Name: Epson Europe B.V ME
Phone: +971 56 422 1913
E-mail: suatozsoy@gmail.com

Designation: Senior Design Manager
Company Name: DIFC
Phone: +971 50 953 3295
E-mail: tuba.demiroglu@difc.ae

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Hudson Monde General Trading
Phone: +971 50 653 5074
E-mail: ttellioglu@hudsonandmonde.com

TALIP YILMAZ

TANER TUNALI

TUNCAY TUNCER

UGUR CALGARA

Designation: S ales and Marketing Director
Company Name: Lenovo
Phone: +971 52 907 5412
E-mail: talipyilmaz_2010@hotmail.com

Designation: Network Strategy and Commercialization,
Cross Border Services
Company Name: Mastercard
Phone: +971 50 270 0826
E-mail: taner.tunali@gmail.com

Designation: Executive Director Mobile Banking & Head of
Digital, UAE
Company Name: Standard Chartered Bank
Phone: +971 56 351 7576
E-mail: ttuncaytuncer@gmail.com

Designation: Maintenance Manager
Company Name: ExecuJet
Phone: +971 4 601 6300
E-mail: ugur.calgara@execujet-me.com
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ULUC EMRE UMUT

UMIT SUNAR

YAKUP BORECKCIOGLU

YAPRAK ANADOL

Designation: Director - Regional FI Sales
Company Name: Citibank
Phone: +971 56 312 2200
E-mail: emre.umut@gmail.com

Designation: Sales Director
Company Name: Microsoft
Phone: +971 55 219 6450
E-mail: umitsunar@gmail.com

Designation: Managing Director
Company Name: Trend Micro
Phone: +971 56 474 8878
E-mail: yakup_borekcioglu@trendmicro.com

Designation: Assistant Professor
Company Name: University of Dubai
Phone: +971 4 556 6912
E-mail: yaprakanadol@yahoo.com

UMUT OZGUNDUZ

UMUT KAVURMACI

YEKTA OZDINC

YILDIZ SARITAS

Designation: H
 ead of Digital Commerce
Company Name: Al Tayer Insignia
Phone: +971 50 277 0702
E-mail: umutozgunduz@gmail.com

Designation: B usiness Development Director
Company Name: Ipera Solutions
Phone: +971 56 134 7949
E-mail: ukavurmaci@iperasolutions.com

Designation: Business Development Analyst
Company Name: Marsh Emirates Insurance Brokerage and
Risk Consultancy LLC
Phone: +971 50 266 3723
E-mail: Yekta.Ozdinc@marsh.com

Designation: Dentist / Oral Surgeon
Company Name: Hey Dental Clinic
Phone: +971 56 102 6246
E-mail: yildizsenelhh@hotmail.com

UZAIR AHMED FAROQUI

VELI SINAN OZCAN

YONCA TOKBAS

YURDA ISIK TOSUN

Designation: General Manager
Company Name: Finance Monkey
Phone: +971 55 628 5849
E-mail: uzair@financemonkey.ae

Designation: Regional Head
Company Name: Maersk
Phone: +971 50 978 7202
E-mail: vsozcan@yahoo.com

Designation: Influencer, Writer, Speaker
Phone: +971 50 456 1239
E-mail: bilgi@4yaprakliyonca.com

Designation: Dentist / Consultant Orthodontist
Company Name: Dubai Health Authority
Phone: +971 50 505 1736
E-mail: yurdatosun@yahoo.com
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